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NOTICE OF DISCLAIMER AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

This document is intended for use solely by Bellcore customers who have licensed t
Bellcore software described herein. The software, this document, and the informatio
contained within this document may be used, copied or communicated only in accordance
with the terms of a written license agreement with Bellcore. No part of this document 
be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical
including photocopying and recording without the prior written permission of Bellcore
While the information contained herein has been prepared from sources deemed rel
Bellcore reserves the right to revise the information without notice, but has no obliga
to do so. Unless the recipient has been expressly granted a license by Bellcore unde
separate applicable written agreement with Bellcore, no license, express or implied,
granted under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights. Use of the
information contained herein is in your sole determination and shall not be deemed a
inducement by Bellcore to infringe any existing or later-issued patent, copyright or othe
intellectual property rights.

BELLCORE PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENT “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF 
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF ANY 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. FURTHER, BELLCORE MAKES NO 
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WITH RESPECT TO
THE SUFFICIENCY, ACCURACY, OR UTILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OR 
OPINION CONTAINED HEREIN. BELLCORE EXPRESSLY ADVISES THE USER 
THAT ANY USE OF OR RELIANCE UPON SAID INFORMATION OR OPINION IS 
AT THE SOLE RISK AND LIABILITY, IF ANY, OF THE USER AND THAT 
BELLCORE SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE OR INJURY INCURRED 
BY ANY PERSON ARISING OUT OF THE SUFFICIENCY, ACCURACY, OR 
UTILITY OF ANY INFORMATION OR OPINION CONTAINED HEREIN. 
BELLCORE, ITS OWNERS AND AFFILIATES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE WITH 
RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM BEYOND THE AMOUNT OF ANY SUM ACTUALLY 
RECEIVED IN PAYMENT BY BELLCORE FOR THE DOCUMENTATION, AND IN 
NO EVENT SHALL BELLCORE, ITS OWNERS OR AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR 
LOST PROFITS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

Bellcore does not recommend or endorse products and nothing contained herein is in
as a recommendation or endorsement of any product.
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Preface Preface

Document Structure

Table 1 list the sections in this document with a brief description of each section. 

Table 1.  MYNAH Administration Guide Sections (Sheet 1 of 2)

Section 
Number Section Name Description

Section 1 Introduction This section contains general information on 
this guide including an overview of some basi
MYNAH.

Section 2 Installation This section contains information on 
installation, including required third-party 
software. This section also contains 
information on configuring a minimal working 
installation.

Section 3 Customizing a MYNAH 
Configuration

This section describes the processes for 
customizing MYNAH System configuration.

Section 4 Operability Management — 
Starting and Stopping 
MYNAH Processes

This section describes the procedures used t
start, stop, and get status of all of the MYNAH
processes.

Section 5 MYNAH Administrative 
Tasks

This section describes the tasks used to 
administer the MYNAH System.

Section 6 Integrating Other Testing 
Tools

This section provides information on 
integrating third-party (or home-grown) testing
tools other than the specified set of third party
tools.

Section 7 The Person Object This section provides information on the 
administrative use of the GUI’s Person Object.

Section 8 Setting up Tag Name FilesThis section contains information on creating
Tag Name Files, which are used for processin
locations on a 3270 (synchronous) terminal.

Section 9 The Screen Identification 
File

This section contains information on creating 
Screen Identification File, which the MYNAH 
GUI uses to identify screens when emulating 
3270 (synchronous) terminal.

Section 10 Output Processing This section describes the structure and 
location of the log and trace files.
 Preface–1
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Related Documents

• BR 007-252-006, MYNAH System Users Guide

• BR 007-252-008, MYNAH System Scripting Guide

Section 11 Creating DCE ExecutablesThis section contains the instructions on how t
create the emulated client or server executabl
for the DCE Package.

Appendix A Administrative CLUI 
Commands

This appendix describes the CLUI commands
used to perform administrative processes.

Appendix B Example Installation Files This appendix contains examples of the 
delivered files used to install the MYNAH 
System.

Appendix C Building the DCE Emulated 
Client and Emulated Server

This appendix describes the steps required to
manually build the DCE emulated client and 
the emulated server executables using the tools 
developed by the MYNAH System if you do 
not use the program described in Section 11.

Appendix D QA Partner Configuration 
Options

This appendix lists available QA Partner 
configuration options

Appendix E Architecture This appendix contains some background 
information on the MYNAH System 
architecture.

Table 1.  MYNAH Administration Guide Sections (Sheet 2 of 2)

Section 
Number Section Name Description
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On-line Versions of the MYNAH Documents

This document is available on-line in the Adobe® Acrobat® PDF format (Release 3.0). The
PDF file is accessible from either the local file system or from an internal URL. 

Viewing the PDF file requires that you have installed the Adobe Acrobat Reader®. If you 
need the Acrobat Reader, contact the MYNAH administrator. In addition, you can 
download the Acrobat Reader directly (off the Internet) from Adobe at www.adobe.com.

See Section 2.13 for information installing the PDF files and obtaining the Acrobat Read
 Preface–3
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Formatting Conventions

The following formatting conventions are used in this document.

Textual Conventions

In the body of this document, the following conventions are used

• Literal strings ( command, subcommand, and option names) appear in bold Times. 
For example, we will talk about the xmyOM  command and the start subcommand.

• Substitutable or user supplied items (e.g., option and argument values) appear 
boldItalics Times.

• File and directory names appear in italics Times.

• The first time a term is used, it will appear in bold Helvetica , as when we first 
mention Script Engines .

• When we explain the syntax for a MYNAH administrative Command Line User 
Interface (CLUI) subcommand, the syntax will appear in the form:

xmyCommand_name subcommand_name -option_name option_value \
?-option_name option_value ? argument

where:

• The CLUI command, subcommand, and option names appear in the Courier  
font.

• All substitutable or user-supplied items(e.g., option and argument values) appea
in Courier Italics . 

• All optional entries are delimited by question marks.

For example

xmyOM status ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name
Preface–4  
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CLUI Command Conventions

Appendix A contains descriptions of each of the administrative CLUI commands and 
subcommands. Each CLUI subcommand entry contains sections detailing the synta
and containing descriptions of, the subcommand. These entries use the following 
formatting conventions:

Syntax

xmyCommand_name subcommand_name -option_name option_value \
?-option_name option_value ? argument

The syntax section uses the following formatting conventions:

• CLUI command, subcommand, and option names appear in the Courier  font.

• All substitutable or user-supplied items(e.g., option and argument values) appea
in Courier Italics . 

• All optional entries are delimited by question marks.

Description

The description section explains the reasons and uses of the subcommand; this s
uses the following conventions:

• Literal strings (class command, subcommand, and option names) appear in bold 
Times.

• Substitutable or user supplied items (e.g., option and argument values) appe
boldItalics Times.

• File and directory names appear in italic Times.

Example

When applicable, examples of the use of each subcommand are included. The 
examples use the following conventions:

• All examples appear in Courier

• Return values in the examples are in underlined Courier .
 Preface–5
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1. Introduction

This document describes the procedures for installing and administering MYNAH™ 
System Release 5.2.

1.1 MYNAH System Overview

MYNAH System Release 5.2 supports the following general features:

• The ability to represent user-defined test cases, provide metrics on those test cas
use those defined test cases as a basis for test plans

• The ability to automate both test interactions with a System Under Test  (SUT) and 
tasks on the following interfaces:

— Application-to-application contract interface

— DCE/IDL client-server interface

— Synchronous printer interface

— Synchronous 3270 terminal interface

— Asynchronous terminal interface

— Batch MVS jobs

— X Window System Graphical User Interface (GUI) through integration of vend
tools

— Microsoft Windows GUI through integration of vendor tools.

Automation is accomplished by “scripting” the interactions with the SUT. 

The MYNAH System scripting Language is Tcl , pronounced “tickle,” which stands for 
tool command language. To the basic set of Tcl commands, we have added Extensions , 
which are commands and procedures that expand Tcl’s capabilities. In addition, the 
MYNAH scripting language also supports extended Tcl (TclX) language. For informa
on the MYNAH scripting language, see the MYNAH System Scripting Guide.
 1–1
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1.2 Architecture Overview

The primary processes in the MYNAH System are the following:

1.2.1 Script Engine (SE)

A Script Engine  (SE) is an extended Tcl interpreter that runs user scripts. Scripts ca
contain any core Tcl commands as well as any commands implemented in the set of
MYNAH Tcl extension packages.

An SE must be running as part of an SE Group  under the control of an SD. The manage
SEs are organized into SE Groups. 

1.2.2 Script Dispatcher (SD)

Script Dispatchers  manage some number of SEs. An SDs primary function is to 
“dispatch” script execution requests to an up and running SE. Part of the dispatching 
to manage concurrency  of script execution, which is the ability to synchronize betwee
concurrently executing scripts. All script requests that come to an SD process are ma
as part of one concurrency group. There can be more than one SD in a MYNAH 
configuration. 

1.2.3 Trigger Daemon (TD)

The Trigger Daemon  (TD) sends data from the database to the MYNAH processes.
When an update is made to the MYNAH database, the TD broadcasts the update to
processes as the GUI and SDs.

1.2.4 Boot Daemon (BD)

The Boot Daemon  (BD) "manages" the SEs running on its machine: it starts the SEs
it knows when an SE dies. A BD runs on each machine where a MYNAH process ru

If the SE dies abnormally, the SE's exit code tells the BD why the termination occurre
the SE died due to certain types of errors, the BD re-starts it.
1–2  
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1.2.5 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides user access to all MYNAH functionality
including: 

• Interactive script execution through the use of an Embedded Script Engine (ESS

• Test management functions, such as scheduling tests on several releases of an
application.

See the MYNAH System Users Guide, for information on using the MYNAH GUI.

1.2.6 Command Line User Interface (CLUI)

The Command Line User Interface (CLUI) provides access to a subset of MYNAH 
functionality. These functions include

• Starting and stopping MYNAH processes.

• Letting users send requests to the SD to execute scripts in the background.

• Letting the MYNAH Administrator send requests to the SD to change 
administrator-tunable parameters in the SD (such as the overall system concurren
level or the number of SEs in an SE group).

• Letting the MYNAH Administrator create or update database entities, such as U
Enum Values, and user entries.

• Giving users a facility to encrypt a des key.

1.2.7 Application-to-Applica tion Main Co llector Processes (CL)

The Application-to-Application Main Collector Processes (CL) stores all incoming 
Application-To-Application messages into a special area (the Message Response 
Directory ) on disk.

1.2.8 Background Execution Environment (BEE)

While not itself an actual MYNAH Process, the Background Execution Enviro nment  
(BEE) is a powerful part of the MYNAH System in that it lets you execute scripts as 
background processes. That is, you can submit the script to the MYNAH System, wh
will schedule the script for execution. 
 1–3
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The combination of SDs and SE Groups constitutes the MYNAH BEE. The relationship 
between SDs and SE Groups is depicted in Figure 1-1. 

A simple BEE is composed of one SD and a single SE Group.

To understand why background execution is desirable, why multiple SE groups are 
desirable, and why multiple SDs may be needed, the following sub-sections describe
MYNAH new-user scenario that occurs over a period of time. 

1.2.8.1 Why Background Execution

When you first start to use the MYNAH System you will most likely use the interactiv
embedded SE to create and run scripts. For awhile, this is the only type of execution
will be needed. (If you only have one or two scripts, then it is no problem to run those 
scripts in the foreground interactively).

However, you will quickly begin to accumulate more and more automated scripts. Let
you now have 30 scripts. At this point you may wonder if there’s a way of submitting these 
scripts for unattended execution.The answer is yes. The automated scripts may be 
submitted to the BEE. 

NOTE — For this example, let’s assume your installation 
has one SD that is configured to use one SE Group that 
contains three SEs.

Let’s assume that you submit the 30 scripts to the BEE. The SD will schedule the first 
scripts on the three available SEs and queue the remaining 27 requests. When one 
finishes and an SE becomes available, the SD will “dispatch” another script to that n
non-busy SE. In this way the SD, in combination with the SEs, provides concurrency
control on the number of executing scripts. 

Figure 1-1.  Background Script Execution Environment

MYNAH Background Execution Environment

SD2

SE SE. . .

Group1

SE SE. . .

GroupN

SD1

SE SE. . .

Group1

SE SE. . .
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... ...
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You may ask why not use 30 SEs to run the 30 scripts. There are two reasons why th
not be feasible. First of all, the SUT may not be able to handle 30 concurrent scripts
accessing it. Secondly, the hardware where MYNAH is running may not be able to ha
30 concurrently running SEs. Information about these two limitations will yield the ide
number of SEs that can/should be in the default SE group. 

1.2.8.2 Why SE Groups

All of the 30 scripts have to log into the application that is being accessed. It might be 
efficient if the SEs remain logged into the application so that each new script begins 
the main screen. Can this be done? The answer is yes. You would need to use the 
Connection Only mode for the SEs that are in the SE Group. This is easily done by 
changing the value of the Mode parameter for the SE in the xmyConfig file to ConnOnly.

So now you have even more efficient execution of the 30 scripts in the BEE. Howeve
to this point there is still no need for multiple SE groups—that is, until now. 

If the scope of your duties expand to include validating data in a second application, t
certainly not a problem during the creation of the scripts phase. However, these new s
log into a different application then the first 30, so you now need a new SE group. The
group will be used to maintain connections to the new application, therefore this new g
will also be run in the Connection Only mode. Your MYNAH Administrator will 
configure this new group and give it a name. Let’s call it SEgroupApp2. The MYNAH 
Administrator will probably at this time also create an SE group for the original applica
Let’s call that SE group SEgroupApp1. Note that the original SE group will remain as 
well.

If your installation uses a database, the MYNAH System database contains Script 
Objects , which are used to document script code. For this new task, the Script Objec
the original 30 scripts will be updated to indicate that they should run on SEgroupApp1. 
(See the MYNAH System Users Guide, for information on using Script Objects.)

Let’s assume you now create 20 scripts that interact with the new application. For the
scripts, you will indicate the fact (in the Script Objects) that they should run on 
SEgroupApp2. You now have 50 different scripts. Can you submit all 50 scripts, or a
subset of them, to the BEE for execution? Yes.

The SD will handle dispatching the scripts to the correct SE group and will keep all S
both groups busy.
 1–5
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1.2.8.3 Why Multiple SDs

A single SD provides concurrency control for all scripts that are submitted to it, one cri
for concurrency levels is the ability of the SUT to handle that concurrency. Well, you 
need to submit a large number of scripts that interact with one SUT and another set 
scripts that interact with a different SUT, and you may want to do both of these thing
the same time. Since concurrency must be controlled for both SUTs, two SDs can be
to handle this situation.
1–6  
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1.2.9 MYNAH Architecture Abstract View

Figure 1-2 depicts an abstract view of the architecture of the MYNAH System. 

Figure 1-2.  MYNAH System 5.2 Architecture Diagram
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From the GUI, the user can interactively create or run automation scripts by using an
embedded interactive SE. 

The user can also use the GUI to request scripts to be run noninteractively (i.e., in the 
background) by using the SD and associated SEs. The SD allows you to group SEs 
dedicated to a specific purpose.

Using the GUI the user may create, or modify, any data objects supported by the sys
Data objects are persistent testing artifacts that are stored in the database. Some ex
are user-defined tests, scripts, test data, requirements information, and SUT informa

The CLUI provides commands that can be invoked from the UNIX® prompt that support 
script execution in the BEE and the monitoring of that execution.

NOTE — In addition, the system supports nontesting use. 
The nontester will be able to create, save, and execute 
scripts.

1.3 Script Engine (SE)

The SEs come in three varieties: Background, Embedded, and Command-line. 

In addition, SEs run in one of three modes: Stateless, ConnOnly, and FullState. The mode 
cannot be changed after start-up. 

1.3.1 SE Types

The MYNAH System contains the following SE types.

1.3.1.1 Background

Background SEs  are used when script is submitted using the CLUI’s xmyCmd submit 
subcommand. (See the MYNAH System Users Guide, for information on xmyCmd 
submit.) Background SEs are processes that do not have a GUI and do not offer gra
displays of script execution. 

1.3.1.2 Embedded

Embedded SEs  are started from within the GUI, and these SEs are part of the GUI’
Script Builder.
1–8  
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1.3.1.3 Command-line

Command-line SEs  are started with the xmytclsh tool. A Command-line SE accepts Tc
commands from stdin and produces results on stdout. It does not interface with the 
MYNAH System database.

1.3.2 SE Execution Modes

MYNAH System SEs run in one of the following modes.

1.3.2.1 Stateless Mode

In the Stateless mode, when a script completes

• All open connections are closed.

• All Tcl file descriptors are closed.

• The Tcl interpreter is deleted. 

The Tcl start-up script is rerun each time a new interpreter is created. This means th
packages loaded with xmyLoadPkg are reloaded. 

1.3.2.2 ConnOnly Mode

In the ConnOnly mode, when a script completes

• All Tcl file descriptors are closed.

• The Tcl interpreter is deleted.

• Connections to the SUT are maintained.

The ConnOnly mode is used when users want to maintain connections between scrip

1.3.2.3 FullState Mode

In the FullState mode, when a script completes

• Connections to the SUT are not maintained.

• All Tcl file descriptors are not closed.

• The Tcl interpreter is not deleted. 
 1–9
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In the FullState mode, all scripts submitted to an SE Group go to the first available eng
in that group. No reinitialization is performed between each script execution. 

When users submit scripts to an SE group running in FullState mode, they should ensure
that the Tcl interpreter in each SE in a FullState Group is in the same state (e.g., same 
variables defined). If not, scripts submitted to such a group may behave differently 
depending on which SE they run in. 

NOTE — Standalone SEs (i.e., those submitted using 
xmytclsh) are always in FullState mode regardless of the 
xmyConfig file setting, since they run individual 
statements, not entire scripts.

1.4 Administrative CLUI Commands Overview

The administrative CLUI commands let you:

• Perform Operability  tasks (bring-up, shut-down, and obtain status of MYNAH 
processes), and get information on the set of processes under Operability contr

• Send requests to the SD to change administrator-tunable parameters in the SD (such 
as the overall system concurrency level or the number of SEs in an SE group).

The administrator uses the CLUI’s xmyCmd and xmyOM  commands. In actuality, these
are the names of families of commands, each with control over specific areas or cate
of MYNAH functionality. Each CLUI command has a series of subcommands that ar
analogous to the MYNAH extension methods . (See Section 1.2 of the MYNAH System 
Scripting Guide, for an overview of the MYNAH extensions.) These subcommands 
perform the actual command activities, accomplishing the requested operation, and 
must be used in conjunction with a CLUI command. 

These commands use the following syntax:

xmyCommand_name subcommand args

where xmyCommand_name is either xmyCmd or xmyOM .

For example, to display Operability Management configuration information, you can 

xmyOM query

NOTE — See Section 4 for information on Operability 
Management.

Complete explanations of the administrative CLUI commands can be found in 
AppendixA.
1–10  
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1.5 Hardware and Operating System Requirements

Figure 1-3 shows a distributed hardware architecture for MYNAH 5.2. It contains a server
and multiple workstations for running the MYNAH System and an ethernet network f
communications between the MYNAH hosts and the SUT. The SUT may consist of any 
combination of hardware devices.

The end-user display devices (X-terminals, workstations running X, or PCs running a
emulator) provide graphical/windowing capabilities and a UNIX command-line interface 
to MYNAH functionality. The display device should support a minimum resolution of 
1024 by 768 pixels.

If the display device is a workstation, it may also be running a background MYNAH 
component.

For MYNAH Release 5.2, any host in the configuration that is running a MYNAH 
component must be a SPARC™ machine running the Solaris™ operating system 
(Release 2.5.1) or an HP™ machine running the HP-UX™ (Release 10.10) operating 
system. 

Figure 1-3.  MYNAH System Hardware Architecture
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The MYNAH System may be installed and run on a single SPARC2™ or HP workstation 
with 128 Mb of memory with the following configuration:

• One (1) MYNAH GUI

• One (1) Script Dispatcher

• Three (3) Script Engines

• All Oracle® processes (required if you need to perform test management functio

This is a minimal configuration and is typically for single user, low volume usage. Th
typical installation involves multiple users and multiple hosts. 

1.6 System Requirements

MYNAH System Release 5.2 requires a SPARC machine running the Solaris 
(Release 2.5.1) operating system or an HP machine running the HP-UX (Release 10
operating system.

NOTE — If you are running the Oracle software on the 
same machine (Solaris or HP-UX) on which you are 
running the MYNAH System, then operating system 
patches may also be needed. Refer to the Oracle7 Server 
Installation Guide for your operating system.
1–12  
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1.7 Third Party Software Requirements 

In order to use MYNAH 5.2, a number of software packages must first be installed. The set 
of packages needed depends upon how the MYNAH System will be used. A minima
MYNAH configuration requires the following software systems shown in Table 1-1. 

NOTE — The Oracle database is required when you need 
to perform test management functions. If you want to run 
the MYNAH System for task automation only, you do not 
need to install the Oracle database, and you will only be 
able to run the GUI Script Builder via the 
xmyRunMynah -b command.

WARNING — SQL should not be used to manipulate the 
MYNAH database.

1.7.1 3270 Terminal Package

Accessing synchronous systems through the TN3270 protocol or BISYNC/SNA over 
TCP/IP requires a TN3270 client. The MYNAH 5.2 System uses the IBM™ specification 
for 3270 access, High Level Language Application Program Interface (or HLLAPI). A 
vendor’s HLLAPI API works in concert with a vendor’s TN3270 client to facilitate 
automated interactions with the 3270 host.

If you plan to perform 3270 scripting you must install the vendor TN3270 client and 
HLLAPI API shown in Table 1-3. 

a. TELEXEL IPC is provided with the MYNAH 5.2 distribution. Users must install it 
separately.

Table 1-1.  Required Software Packages

Product Version Vendor

Oracle DBMS 7.3.2.3 Oracle

TELEXEL IPCa 7.0 Bellcore

X Window System™ X11R5 Sun or HP

Table 1-2.  TN3270 Client Packages

Product Version Vendor

X-Direct TN3270 (Solaris) 8.4.1 I/O Concepts

X-Direct TN3270 (HP-UX) 8.4.2 I/O Concepts
 1–13
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NOTE — If you want to use Version 8.4 of the X-Direct 
TN3270 software, please contact the MYNAH Customer 
Service Center. See Section 1.10 for information on 
contacting the service center.

The MYNAH 5.2 3270 domain is driven primarily through the TN3270 protocol. For 
MYNAH users who do not have a host that supports TN3270 directly but do have a Su
BSC or SNA gateway installed, the Sunlink TN*Server can be used in conjunction w
their existing SunLink gateways. Through these servers, MYNAH 5.2 users will be able to 
access the host through the TN3270 protocol. They must have the TN*Server piece 
installed with their SunLink package, as well as some patches for both the gateways a
TN*Server piece. 

NOTE — The TN3270 package mentioned above is still 
required for Sunlink TN*Server.

1.7.2 3270 Printer Package

The MYNAH 5.2 3270 printer package (Prt3270) is driven by the print emulation 
functionality provided by the TN3270E protocol. As a result, MYNAH 5.2 3270 printe
domain users must have access to a TN3270E server to complete 3270 printer dom
functionality. Using the 3270 printer domain requires both a TN3270E client and a 
TN3270E server. Alternately, if you have Sunlink 3270 BSC or SNA Gateway softwa
you can use the 3257 module.

Use one of the IBM 3270 emulation products listed in Table 1-3. 

1.7.3 Asynchronous Terminal Package

No software packages are required.

Table 1-3.  PRT3270 Emulation Products

Product Version Vendor

SunLink SNA 3270 8.0 or 9.0 Sun Microsystems

SunLink BSC 3270 8.0 Sun Microsystems

X-Direct TN3270E printer client 1.42, 1.48 or higher I/O Concepts
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1.7.4 DCE Package

The MYNAH DCE test environment requires the use of DCE run time libraries and 
software shown in Table 1-4. 

NOTE — While the MYNAH DCE test environment was 
developed using Transarc’s DCE version 1.1 
development and runtime libraries, the DCE domain does 
not rely on Transarc’s implementation specifically; it will 
work with any implementation of the DCE specification.

NOTE — While other compilers may work, the DCE 
component was tested using the SparcWorks compiler.

You must also have access to a version of the make program. Both gnumake and the 
Solaris make will work.

1.7.5 GUI Package

To test X11 GUIs, install one of the GUI test tools shown in Table 1-5. 

a. Solaris only.

b. QC/Replay was formerly VistaREPLAY

Table 1-4.  DCE Libraries

Product Version Vendor

DCE 1.1 Transarc®

Tools.h++ header files 
and libraries

7.0.2 RogueWave

SparcWorks C++ 
Compiler

4.1 Sun Microsystems

Table 1-5.  GUI Testing Tools

Product Version Vendor

XRunnera® 4.0 Mercury

QC/Replayb™ 2.5.0 CenterLine

WinRunnera® 4.0 Mercury

QA Partner™ 4.0 Distributed Segue

SQA Suite™ 6.0 SQA®
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You can test Windows GUIs (Windows 3.x, Windows NT, or Windows95) using the 
Distributed edition of the Segue QA-Partner™ software.  This works by running the 
QA-Partner software on the UNIX workstation and having it communicate with an agent 
on the Windows platform.

To do this, you must install the QA-Partner software on the PC and a compatible version
the QA-Partner software on the UNIX workstation, as detailed in Table 1-6. 

1.7.6 App-to-App Package

The Application-to-Application Package (TOP) requires either a Customer developed
Application specific Interface Collector or Bellcore's TOPCOM program shown in 
Table 1-7. 

NOTE — The appropriate version of BAE TOPCOM is 
provided with the MYNAH 5.2 distribution if purchased. 
Install it separately.

NOTE — The General Application-to-Application 
(AppApp) does does not require TOPCOM. It is totally 
independent of TOP or TOPCOM.

1.7.7 Batch Package

Batch testing requires an FTP server running on the mainframe, as shown in Table 1-8. 

Table 1-6.  Compatible PC/UNIX QA-Partner Versions

Product Win Version UNIX Version Vendor

QA-Partner 3.2, 3.3 3.2, 3.3 Segue

QA-Partner 4.0 4.0 Segue

Table 1-7.  TOPCOM Requirements

Product Version Vendor

BAE TOPCOM 5.3.6 (for Solaris Users) Bellcore

Table 1-8.  FTP Requirements

Product Version Vendor

FTP 3.1 IBM
1–16  
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1.7.8 Miscellaneous

United States Solaris users may optionally use the encryption kit shown in Table 1-9 with 
MYNAH 5.2. 

1.8 Networking

MYNAH processes can be distributed across multiple hosts. All MYNAH processes u
the network services of the Database Management System for database access and
network services of Telexel IPC processes for MYNAH interprocess communications
logging, as shown in Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4.  Networked Services

In addition, the MYNAH processes rely on a single location for executables, but these can
have multiple locations for configuration information. The file system where this 
information is stored must be accessible (typically via NFS) by every host machine t
runs a MYNAH process.

Table 1-9.  Optional Encryption Kit

Product Version Vendor

U.S. DES Encryption Kit Version for Solaris 2.5.1 Sun

Telexel IPC

SE

Logger

logs
 Database

DBMS

SD GUI CLUI
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1.9 On-line Documentation

This document is available on-line in the Adobe® Acrobat® PDF format (Release 3.0). 
Viewing the PDF file requires that you have installed the Adobe Acrobat® Reader.

NOTE — See Section 2.13 for information on installing 
the on-line documents and obtaining the Acrobat Reader.

Once you have installed the Acrobat Reader, you can read the file

• Using the Acrobat Reader directly if the MYNAH System has been installed on a local 
system.

• Using the Acrobat Reader as plug-in to a browser if the MYNAH System has not b
installed on a local system, such as if the system has been installed on a UNIX S
server and you are using an X-windows emulator to access the system on a PC
Consult your browser’s documentation for information on how to install plug-ins.

If you access the PDF file via a browser, you may wish to download the file to your lo
system, which will give you direct access to the file the next time you need to read the
rather than waiting for the browser to load it. 

1.10 Customer Support

You can get support from the MYNAH Customer Service Center between 8:00 AM a
7:00 PM ET Monday through Friday by calling (732) 699-2668, Option 3; if outside th
732 area, call (800) 795-3119, Option 3.

During non-standard support hours and holidays, critical problem coverage is provid

You can also contact support (for non critical problems) via e-mail at 
mynah-support@cc.bellcore.com. 
1–18  
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2. Installation

This section discusses the steps for installing the MYNAH System Release 5.2 and r
software packages, e.g., Telexel.

2.1 Introduction

For a minimal installation (i.e., if you want to use the MYNAH System for task automa
only), to the MYNAH System you must also install the Telexel software package, wh
the MYNAH System uses for interprocess communications and logging. If you also w
to use the MYNAH test management capabilities, you must install an Oracle databas

The following subsections explain the steps you need to install the MYNAH System 
both task automation and test management. If you do not need test management, yo
skip Section 2.6 on installing the Oracle software. In addition, we include example 
installations of I/O Concepts’ X-Direct TN3270 (for 3270 scripting), TOPCOM, and th
third-party GUI testing tool software packages. These example installations can serv
guidelines for installing other third-party packages.

Table 2-1 lists, in order, the steps needed to create our example MYNAH installation.

Table 2-1.  Installation Steps

Step Section

Installing the MYNAH System Section 2.4, Page 2–11

Installing the Telexel System Section 2.5, Page 2–14

Installing Oracle (Optional) Section 2.6, Page 2–20

Installing I/O Concepts’ X-Direct TN3270 (Optional)Section 2.7, Page 2–34

Installing TOPCOM (Optional) Section 2.8, Page 2–36

Installing Third-Party GUI-Testing Tools (Optional)Section 2.9, Page 2–38

Configuring a Minimal Working Installation Section 2.11, Page 2–42

Verifying the MYNAH System Section 2.12, Page 2–44
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2.2 Preliminary Background Information

There is background information you need to know before you install the MYNAH System.

2.2.1 Assumptions and Recommendations

The following subsections make certain assumptions about your installation. If you do not 
follow these assumptions, remember to make the necessary changes while installing
software. 

1. All packages are installed in /opt.

2. Under this directory you should create a directory named XXXXxxx, where XXXX is 
SUNW or HPUX, depending on your platform and xxx is the first three letters of the 
package, e.g., SUNWora for the Oracle software and SUNWmyn for the MYNAH 
System on a Sun platform or HPUXora for the Oracle software and HPUXmyn for the 
MYNAH System on an HP platform.

3. Under each package’s XXXXxxx directory you create a directory for the version 
number, e.g., 7.3.2.3 for the Oracle software.

4. Create a symbolic link in each package’s SUNWxxx or HPUXxxx directory pointing to 
the version directory, e.g., for the Oracle software you would execute

ln -s /opt/SUNWora/7.3.2.3/app/oracle/product/7.3.2.3 oracle

or

ln -s /opt/HPUXora/7.3.2.3/app/oracle/product/7.3.2.3 oracle

in the Oracle directory (/opt/SUNWora or /opt/HPUXora).

You are creating symbolic links so that you have to change only the link to the n
version directory when you install a new version of the software. All user referen
should be made to the symbolic link name. This will make software upgrades ea
since no library names will have to be changed if the users are referencing the 
symbolic links.

NOTE — For the MYNAH, Telexel, and TOPCOM 
(optional) products, Items 3 and 4 will be done 
automatically by the BAIST installation product. For 
Oracle and any other products you must do this yourself.

WARNING — Do not actually create any directories or 
links at this time.
2–2  
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Figure 2-1 shows an example of the recommended Oracle directory structure. W
configuring the MYNAH System, there are several places where you must specif
full path for the Oracle software, i.e., /opt/XXXXora/oracle. If you later install a new 
version of the Oracle software (e.g., Version 8.0) and you wish to retain the old ve
of the Oracle software, you will have to change only the symbolic link definition 
/opt/XXXXora/oracle. However, if you used /opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3 to specify the path 
for the Oracle software, you must change each occurrence of this path declarati

In each subsection we will specify these environmental specifications (i.e., the SUNWxxx 
or HPUXxxx directory, version directory, and symbolic link names) for that package.

NOTE — For the remainder of this section we will use the 
notation XXXXxxx rather than showing both SUNWxxx 
and HPUXxxx in all further references.

2.2.2 Environment Settings and xmyProfile and xmy Login

$XMYHOME is a shell variable that must be defined in your environment. You will be
prompted to enter a value for $XMYHOME during the BAIST installation process. (See
Section 2.4.2.2.) This variable is set in the files xmyProfile and xmyLogin, which are 

Figure 2-1.  Recommended Oracle Software Directory Structure

/opt

SUNWora or HPUXora

7.3.2.3 oracle

app

oracle

product

7.3.2.3
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installed in the $XMYHOME/config directory, assuming you have used our recommend
directory structure.

Users who wish to access the MYNAH System must source either xmyProfile or xmyLogin 
into their .profile or .login, respectively. See the MYNAH postinstallation steps in 
Section 2.4.2.3.

NOTE — The MYNAH System is installed into two 
different directory structures. 

The $XMYDIR variable designates the directory link 
containing the MYNAH software. (Using the 
recommended directory structure, this is 
/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah.) The $XMYHOME variable 
designates the directory containing your configuration 
files and run logs. We require that this be a directory that 
all MYNAH users have access to since the run log 
directory needs to have open write permissions. The 
default will be /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah_home.

The xmyProfile file contains the declarations for ksh environment variables for the installed
software based on our recommended locations. The xmyLogin file contains the declarations
for csh environment variables for the installed software based on our recommended 
locations. For example, the recommended location for the home link of the Oracle soft
ORACLE_HOME, is /opt/XXXXora/oracle. 

The xmyProfile and xmyLogin files also contain “place-holders” for certain environmen
settings that will be unique for your installation, such as the Telexel processes port nu
As you determine the values for these settings you can either enter them directly into these 
files or write them down and make all of your changes at one time.

Once you have completed installing the MYNAH System and all other required and 
optional software packages, you should source the xmyProfile or xmyLogin file into your 
.profile or .login, respectively, depending on which shell you are using.

NOTE — Most of the environment variables will be 
updated automatically during the BAIST installation 
process, but the xmyProfile and/or xmyLogin file need to 
be verified manually.

• If your are using ksh, source the xmyProfile file into your .profile (and all MYNAH 
user’s .profile’s) by including the following line:

. /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah_home/config/xmyProfile

See Appendix B.1.3 for an example of the xmyProfile file.
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• If your are using csh, source the xmyLogin file into your .login (and all MYNAH 
user’s .login’s) by including the following line:

source /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah_home/config/xmyLogin

See Appendix B.1.4 for an example of the xmyLogin file.

NOTE — During installation you may have to reset the 
environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH due to its 
value being lost after executing an su command.

NOTE — While the other shells (sh and csh) are 
supported, all example shell commands shown in the 
installation steps assume your are using ksh.

2.2.3 Starting and Stopping MYNAH Software Packages on the Solaris 
Platform

A series of Solaris start-up scripts for the various MYNAH software packages are delivered 
with the MYNAH System.The instructions for using these scripts are located in Section4.8. 
See Section 4.5.1 for information on the Solaris start-up mechanism. 

2.2.4 Requirements

It is required that the $XMYDIR and $XMYHOME directories be accessible to all MYNAH
machines and users. This can usually be accomplished by automounting these file systems
on all other machines. If X-Terminals or PC’s are used then the user will be logging o
the MYNAH server, so this will not be necessary for these users.

2.3 Preliminary Actions

Before you can run the MYNAH System, there are certain actions you must perform

2.3.1 Obtaining License Keys

The MYNAH System software uses a floating license scheme involving a license-se
daemon that runs on one machine in your network and takes requests for licenses fro
machine on your network. 

To run the MYNAH System software, you must first install a licensing key.
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You must obtain a license for each of the MYNAH 5.2 products listed in Table 2-2 you wish 
to use: 

Bellcore will generating the licenses, the keys are then sent to the MYNAH customers. The 
contract between the customers and Bellcore defines which of the preceding produc
have keys generated, the number of floating licenses, and for what time period.

NOTE — Customers with MYNAH 5.0 or 5.1 keys will 
require new keys for Release 5.2.

Perform the following steps to obtain your license keys:

1. Decide which machine on your network will run the License Server daemon. (Th
daemon will run only on the machine for which it is licensed.) This is usually the
machine on which the MYNAH System software is installed, although it can be any 
machine on your network.

2. Once you have decided which machine will run the License Server, determine i
hostid by typing the following, according to your platform: 

Table 2-2.  Licensed Features

License Description

XMYGUI The GUI and Script Builder and their engines

XMYAETG Automatic Efficient Test Generator System

XMYENGINE engine used by the xmytclsh command and the CLUI (i.e. the 
Background Script Engine).

XMYTERMASYNC Asynchronous Terminal Scripting Package

XMYTERM3270 Synchronous Terminal Scripting Package

XMYAPPAPP General Purpose Application to Application Scripting Package

XMYPRT3270 Synchronous Printer Scripting Package

XMYSCRIPTEXEC Parent/Child Scripting Scripting Package

XMYTOP TOP Protocol Application to Application Scripting Package

XMYX25 X.25 Protocol Application to Application Scripting Package

XMYDCE DCE scripting capability

Solaris /usr/sbin/sysdef -h 

or 

/usr/sbin/hostid

HP-UX uname -i
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WARNING — The License Server software 
(LicenseServ) does not properly process dashes (-) in a 
directory path.

The hostid (in hexadecimal) is used to create the license key.

3. Once you have obtained this information, call

1-732-699-2668, Option 3 or 1-(800)-795-3119, Option 3

or send e-mail to

mynah-support@cc.bellcore.com

You will receive a list containing your key(s). This list is sent to you via the medi
of your choice—letter, e-mail (if available), phone, or fax.

2.3.2 Creating the mynah Group and MYNAH Administrator logid 
(madmin)

Perform the following steps before you begin installing the MYNAH System:

1. Decide which machine will be used as the MYNAH server.

2. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

3. Create a group called mynah.

4. Create a logid for the MYNAH Administrator in the group mynah, i.e., madmin.

NOTE — The MYNAH Administrator, madmin, should 
have a home directory and a default shell e.g., ksh.

5. Log onto the machine (as madmin) where you will be installing the system.

2.3.3 Changes to /etc/services

During installation, several changes must be made to the /etc/services file. For example, 
when configuring the Telexel System (Section 2.5.3), you must define and export 
vxIpcPort , which is the port used by the Telexel processes. 

During installation, a file called etc.system.changes.eg is placed in the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory. This file contains changes that should be 
added to the /etc/system file. Once the changes have been made, type

reboot -- -rt
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to reboot the system. The system will be reconfigured with the changes to /etc/system 
incorporated in the kernel. You must do this as root on each system running a MYNAH 
component and on the ORACLE server.

NOTE — See Appendix B.1.2 to see a copy of the 
etc.system.changes.eg.

2.3.4 Setting /tmp_mnt (HP-UX Only)

If you’re using the MYNAH System on the HP-UX platform, you must use /tmp_mnt for 
all automounting. This is because of the way HP-UX performs automounting. For example, 
a home directory of /u/kjd is really a symbolic link to /tmp_mnt/u/kjd. Therefore, if you 
submit a script, /u/kjd/script1, using CLUI, and have the SE configuration parameter 
OutputRoot (Section 3.3.3) set to /tmp, then you would get script output under 
/tmp/tmp_mnt/u/kjd instead of under /tmp/u/kjd.

2.3.5 BAIST Considerations

The MYNAH System is delivered using the Bellcore standard UNIX installation proce
BAIST. The BAIST archive is delivered via a file archive obtained from the MYNAH ftp  
server or a CD-ROM. Whichever medium you use, the BAIST package contains arch
for the MYNAH upgrade, Telexel, and TOPCOM software. (The TOPCOM software 
included only if you purchased the TOPCOM software from Bellcore). 

This subsection describes the BAIST preinstallation procedures.

Installation must be performed as root on the MYNAH machine, and root must have write 
permission to the file system where the installation will be performed. 

If installation is performed via CD-ROM, the CD-ROM drive must be local to the mach

Create a directory for the BAIST installation database, e.g., /usr/local/BCRDB, if it has not 
already been created. This directory must be owned by root. You must also perform severa
actions to set the environment variable called BCRDB to the location of the BAIST 
installation database directory. How you set BCRDB depends on which UNIX shell (sh, 
csh, or ksh) you are using.

For all three shells, perform the following:

su root
mkdir /usr/local/BCRDB
2–8  
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If you’re using sh, enter

BCRDB=/usr/local/BCRDB
LOCAL_BCRDB=yes
export BCRDB LOCAL_BCRDB

If you’re using csh, enter

setenv BCRDB /usr/local/BCRDB
setenv LOCAL_BCRDB yes

If you’re using ksh, enter

export BCRDB=/usr/local/BCRDB
export LOCAL_BCRDB=yes

Create the directory into which the installed software will go (e.g., /opt/XXXXmyn) prior to 
performing the installation. This directory must be owned by a user other than root, e.g., 
the MYNAH System Administrator, madmin.

For its own scripts, BAIST uses the ksh in $BCRDB/tools. However, some of the scripts 
used by the products BAIST installs, such as configuration scripts, may be using /bin/ksh. 
So it will be advisable to install the newer version of ksh.

The commands you use to start installation from the BAIST archive depends on whic
medium you use and will be explained in the following subsections. Whichever method
use, after you start the BAIST archive, the BAIST Opening Screen  (Figure 2-2) appears. 

   __________________________________________________________________________
  |                                                                          |
  |              Bellcore Application Installation Setup Tool                |
  |              -        -           -            -     -                   |
  |                               BAIST 2.1.1                                |
  |                                                                          |
  |           COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,         |
  |                         All Rights Reserved.                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |            PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.           |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |                   A UNIX Packaging and Installation Tool                 |
  |                                                                          |
  |                      For further information on BAIST                    |
  |                      Contact:  Raymond C. Gray                           |
  |                                BAIST Project Manager                     |
  |                                (908)699-7960                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |__________________________________________________________________________|

Figure 2-2.  BAIST Opening Screen
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Following the BAIST Opening Screen , the BAIST  Product Menu  (Figure 2-3) appears, 
prompting you to select the package to install. 

NOTE — Remember, the TOPCOM option will only 
appear if you have purchased the TOPCOM software 
from Bellcore.

After a software package is installed, the BAIST Product Menu  will reappear. You can 
then select to install one of the other packages or exit from the archive. For example, d
initial installation of  MYNAH 5.2, you may wish to first install the MYNAH software, 
followed by the Telexel and TOPCOM software. You can then perform the necessary post 
installation or configuration steps needed by the MYNAH, Telexel, and TOPCOM 
software packages. You may instead wish to install one software package, exit from
BAIST archive, configure the installed software, and then restart the BAIST archive a
install and configure another package. 

Prior to installing any package, you must create a home directory for the package. You m
find it convient to create all these directories up front and not individually. (See Secti
2.4.1, 2.5.1, and 2.8.1.)

The following subsections detail installing one package at a time. You may also use 
method if you wish to install only one of the packages, such as if you receive an upd
version of one software package while retaining the currently installed versions of the other
packages.

NOTE — If you wish to install the MYNAH, Telexel, and 
TOPCOM software packages during one BAIST session, 
remember to perform the necessary preinstallation steps 
for each package before starting the archive. 

                        BAIST FLOW CONTROL
                           PRODUCT MENU

Archived Products List

 1) MYNAH & AETG 5.2
 2) MYNAH UPDATE 5.2
 3) TELEXEL 7.0
 4) TOPCOM 5.3.6

 I) Installed Products
 R) Registered Products
 E) Exit

 Enter your Selection: 

Figure 2-3.  BAIST Product Menu - Update Release
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2.4 Installing the MYNAH System

2.4.1 MYNAH System Preinstallation Steps

Perform the following steps before installing the MYNAH System:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the XXXXmyn directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXmyn

4. Change the owner of /opt/XXXXmyn to madmin, i.e., type

chown madmin /opt/XXXXmyn

5. Change the group of /opt/XXXXmyn to mynah, i.e., type

chgrp mynah /opt/XXXXmyn

2.4.2 MYNAH Software Installation

The MYNAH System is delivered, along with the Telexel and TOPCOM software (if you 
purchased the TOPCOM software from Bellcore), via a CD-ROM or a file archive obta
from the MYNAH ftp  server. You are prompted for the package you wish to install.

NOTE — When installing the MYNAH System as root 
on a remote filesystem (i.e., installing the software in a 
filesystem that is not local to the machine on which the 
installation is being performed), you may not really have 
root access to that file system. The installation could fail 
with permissions errors.

Install the MYNAH software using one of the following methods:

2.4.2.1 MYNAH Software CD-ROM Installation

For installation from CD-ROM, see the instructions in the CD-ROM case.
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2.4.2.2 MYNAH Software File Archive Installation

If you are installing from a file perform, the following steps:

1. Obtain the BAIST archive file from the ftp  server.

2. Enter the following command:

/bin/sh archive-file-name

where archive-file-name is the name of the BAIST archive file.

3. Select the MYNAH & AETG 5.2  option from the BAIST  Product Menu  (Figure 2-3).

NOTE — See Appendix B.1.1 for an example of a BAIST 
installation session of the MYNAH System software.

4. Answer the following questions asked by the BAIST installation software:

Where should the MYNAH directory be created? /opt/XXXXmyn

Who should own the MYNAH application? madmin

Where should XMYHOME be? <enter your location for XMYHOME>

NOTE — $XMYHOME must be different than the 
MYNAH software directory ($XMYDIR).

5. After the MYNAH software is installed, perform one of the following:

• Install MYNAH 5.2 update if it exist, the Telexel (Section 2.5) or TOPCOM 
(Section 2.8) software packages if they have not already been installed, and th
exit form the BAIST archive.

• Exit from the BAIST archive and perform the MYNAH post installation steps 
Section 2.4.2.3.

2.4.2.3 MYNAH Post Installation Steps

Once you’ve installed the software, verify and correct, if necessary, the value assign
XMYDIR in your working copy (in $XMYHOME/config) of the xmyProfile or xmyLogin 
files. 

1. Become madmin, i.e., type

su madmin
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2. Verify that a symbolic link exists pointing to the version directory (created by the
BAIST installation process), i.e., type

cd /opt/XXXXmyn

ls -al

NOTE — If a previous version of the MYNAH System 
already exists, the link still points to the old version. The 
link may have to be deleted and moved to the new 
directory. The MYNAH System must be down. 

3. Verify and correct, if necessary, the value assigned to XMYDIR in Step 1 in you
working copy of the xmyProfile or xmyLogin files. 

NOTE — See Section 4.8.1 for information on 
automatically starting the MYNAH processes at boot 
time.
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The MYNAH System requires the Telexel System Release 7.0 for inter-process 
communications and logging.

NOTE — The Telexel System must be installed on a local 
filesystem or on a remote filesystem that is mounted with 
the suid option. If a previous release of the Telexel 
System has been installed, you must re-install the Telexel 
system.

2.5.1 Telexel System Preinstallation Steps

Perform the following steps before installing the Telexel System:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the XXXXtel directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXtel

4. Change the owner of the XXXXtel directory to madmin, i.e., type

chown madmin XXXXtel

5. Change the group of the XXXXtel directory to mynah, i.e., type

chgrp mynah XXXXtel

NOTE — The Telexel installation process automatically 
creates a separate directory for the version of the software 
being installed. In addition, the software package includes 
a utility program, vxInstall , that creates a series of 
symbolic links from the version directory into 
/opt/XXXXtel. This is handled by the BAIST Telexel post 
installation step.
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2.5.2 Telexel Installation

The Telexel System is delivered, along with the MYNAH and TOPCOM software (if you 
purchased the TOPCOM software from Bellcore), via a CD-ROM or a file archive obta
from the MYNAH ftp  server. You are prompted for the package you wish to install.

NOTE — When installing the Telexel System as root on 
a remote filesystem (i.e., installing the software in a 
filesystem that is not local to the machine on which the 
installation is being performed), you may not really have 
root access to that file system. The installation could fail 
with permissions errors.

Install the Telexel software using one of the following methods:

2.5.2.1 Telexel Software CD-ROM Installation

For installation from CD-ROM, see the instructions in the CD-ROM case.

2.5.2.2 Telexel Software File Archive Installation

If you are installing from a file, perform the following steps:

1. Obtain the BAIST archive file from the ftp  server.

2. Enter the following command:

/bin/sh archive-file-name

where archive-file-name is the name of the BAIST archive file.

3. Select the Telexel 7.0  option from the BAIST  Product Menu  (Figure 2-3).

NOTE — See Appendix B.2 for an example of a BAIST 
installation session of the Telexel System software.

4. Answer the following questions asked by the BAIST installation software:

Where should the TELEXEL directory be created? /opt/XXXXtel

Who should own the TELEXEL application? madmin

5. After the Telexel software is installed, perform one of the following:

• Exit from the BAIST archive and perform the Telexel post installation, 
configuration, and verification steps in Sections 2.5.2.3, 2.5.3, and 2.5.4, 
respectively.
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• Install the MYNAH (Section 2.4) or TOPCOM (Section 2.8) software packages if 
they have not already been installed, and then exit from the BAIST archive.

2.5.2.3 Telexel Post Installation Steps

Once you’ve installed the software, execute the following commands to verify that a 
symbolic link exists to the version directory:

su madmin
cd /opt/XXXXtel
ls -al

NOTE — If a previous version of the Telexel System 
already exists, the link will have to be deleted and moved 
to the new directory. The MYNAH System must be down 
to do this. 

Additionally, if a previous Telexel System installation 
already exists, you must re-establish, as root, the link 
between ${TELDIR}/lib/libC.so.3.1 and 
/usr/lib/libC.so.3.1.

2.5.3 Configuring the Telexel System

To configure the Telexel System, you must define and export the following environm
variables in your xmyProfile or xmyLogin file. You must have already installed and 
configured MYNAH for these files to exist before performing the steps below. 

NOTE — Remember to edit your working copy of the 
xmyProfile or xmyLogin file, defining and exporting these 
variables.

1. Become madmin, i.e., type

su madmin

NOTE — Steps 2 through 7 can be accomplished as per 
Section 2.2.2 or manually as described below.

2. Define and export vxIpcPort , which is the port used by the Telexel processes, e.g

export vxIpcPort=22100

This must be a valid, unused port between 1024 and 65000. To determine which
are not being used, examine the /etc/services file.
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.g.,

SSZ 
WARNING — If multiple versions of MYNAH 5.X are 
running on the same machine (e.g., you are using Release 
5.1 and also testing Release 5.2), then each version must 
use a different value for vxIpcPort .

NOTE — Remember to edit the /etc/services file, 
entering a line such as the following to add the port you 
select.

vxIpcPort 22100/tcp #vxIpcDir

3. Define and export vxIpcDirectory , which is the machine on which the Telexel Syste
is installed. For example, if you installed the Telexel System on a machine name
selene, enter the following in the xmyProfile or xmyLogin file:

export vxIpcDirectory=selene

4. Define and export the TELDIR variable, which is the directory where the Telexe
System is installed. This will be set to the link you created to the actual directory
containing the software, i.e., 

export TELDIR=/opt/XXXXtel/telexel

5. Define and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable, e.g., 

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/openwin/lib:$TELDIR/lib:\
$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

6. Add $TELDIR/bin to your $PATH declaration, i.e., 

export PATH=$PATH:$TELDIR/bin

7. Add $TELDIR/man to your $MANPATH declaration, i.e., 

export MANPATH=$MANPATH:$TELDIR/man

8. If you are installing the MYNAH System on a Solaris machine, the following 
constraints must be followed in the /etc/system file:

A. The Message Queue parameters MSGMNB and MSGMAX must be equal, e

set msgsys:msginfo_msgmnb=65535
set msgsys:msginfo_msgmax=65535

NOTE — MSGMNB defines the maximum bytes on the 
queue, and MSGMAX sets the maximum size of the 
message.

B. MSGMAX must be less than or equal to the product of MSGSEG and the MSG
parameters. 
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NOTE — MSGSEG sets the number of message 
segments, and MSGSSZ sets the segment size of message.

For example, if MSGSEG is set to 16384 and MSGSSZ is set to 64, then 
MSGMAX must be less than or equal to 1,048,576.

2.5.4 Verifying the Telexel System

To manually verify your Telexel installation, cd to $TELDIR/bin then perform the 
following tasks:

1. Become madmin and change to the $TELDIR/bin directory, i.e., type

su - madmin
cd $TELDIR/bin

2. Type 

./vxIpcDir

to start the IPC process.

3. Type 

./vxIpcProcesses

to verify that the process started. You should get this:

IPC Registered Processes
ID PID HOST QUEUE USER
== === ==== ===== ====

If you get this,

vxIpcProcesses: can’t retrieve process list (error 1-IP-0024, errno 146).

then vxIpcDir  did not start. If you have to restart this process, you may have to w
for the port to time-out.

4. Type

./vxIpcUp

to start the Telexel Gateway. This starts a process called vxIpcRecvd.

5. Type

./vxLogToFile $XMYHOME/syslog/adminLog

to start the Telexel Logger.
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6. Type

./vxErrorServer $TELDIR/lib/errorText \ 
$XMYDIR/lib/xtw_error_text $XMYDIR/lib/xmyErrorText

to start the Telexel Error Server.

NOTE — The XMYDIR environment variable must be 
set to the MYNAH 5.2 installation directory. Both the 
XMYHOME and XMYDIR variables must be exported 
for Steps 5 and 6. See Section 2.4.2.3. This was done as 
part of MYNAH installation.

7. Execute

ps -ef | grep vx

You should expect output similar to the following:  

These four processes should always be running on the MYNAH server.

NOTE — Other vx (Telexel) processes may also appear. 
The preceding processes constitute the minimum set.

madmin  4479 1 80  Jul 01 ?  9:59 vxIpcDir
madmin  4511 1 80  Jul 01 ?  0:31 /opt/XXXXtel/telexel/lib/vxIpcRecvd
madmin 22281 1 80  Jul 05 ?  0:01 vxLogToFile /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/syslog/adminLog
madmin 22290 1 80  Jul 05 ?  0:02 vxErrorServer /opt/XXXXtel/telexel/lib/errorText
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2.6 Installing Oracle (Optional)

MYNAH test management makes heavy use of a database. If you are using the MYN
System only for task automation, then installing Oracle is optional. For test management 
is required.

Although you will follow the Oracle installation procedures, there are certain factors t
you must take into consideration. For example, you must install several specific Ora
packages and create specific environment variables. This subsection discusses thes
factors.

NOTE — This subsection assumes you do not have an 
existing Oracle database and are installing one for use 
with the MYNAH System.

2.6.1 Oracle Preinstallation Steps

NOTE — Refer to the Oracle Installation and 
Configuration Guide for the version of the software being 
loaded. (Hereafter we refer to this guide as the Oracle 
Manual). For this installation we will reference those 
items relating to Oracle 7.3.2.3.

Perform the following steps before installing the Oracle System:

NOTE — The following steps assume you are using the 
ksh shell.

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Create a new user named oracle with a group id of dba. (If necessary, create the group
first.)

3. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

4. Create the XXXXora directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXora

where XXXX is SUNW for Solaris systems or HP-UX for HP-UX systems.

5. Change to the /opt/XXXXora directory, i.e., type

cd /opt/XXXXora 
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6. Under /opt/XXXXora, create the version directory, i.e., type

mkdir 7.3.2.3

7. Create the symbolic link pointing to the version directory in /opt/XXXXora, i.e., type

ln -s /opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3/app/oracle/product/7.3.2.3 oracle

8. The owner of the /opt/XXXXora directory must be set to oracle and the group id to 
dba. Execute the following steps:

cd /opt
chown -R oracle XXXXora
chgrp -R dba XXXXora

where XXXX is SUNW for Solaris systems or HP-UX for HP-UX systems.

9. When installing Oracle, ensure that the correct packages are loaded. For Oracle
Release 7.3.2.3, the following packages are required:

You can use the Oracle utility pkginfo to ensure that a package exists. For exampl
to verify that the SUNWbtool package has been loaded (if you are using the Sol
version), type

pkginfo -i SUNWbtool

See Solaris version of the Oracle Manual for updated information.

To verify that the HPUXlibm package has been loaded (if you are using the HP-
version), type

/usr/sbin/swlist -l prod 

See HP-UX version of the Oracle Manual for updated information.

Solaris Version HP-UX Version

SUNWbtool B3191A

SUNWsprot B3193A

SUNWtoo B3519AA

SUNWarc B3693AA-APS

SUNWlibm B3900AA-APS

SUNWlibms B3912AA-APS

B3920AA

B4905BA

HPuXEngGS800
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10. Define and export the following environment variables, but update only 
ORACLE_HOME and TWO_TASK in your working copy of the xmyProfile or 
xmyLogin file:

• For Solaris

export ORACLE_HOME=/opt/XXXXora/oracle
export PATH=$PATH:/$ORACLE_HOME/bin
export ORACLE_TERM=sun5
export ORACLE_SID=mynah5
export TWO_TASK=mynah5

• For HP-UX

export ORACLE_HOME=/opt/XXXXora/oracle
export PATH=$PATH:/$ORACLE_HOME/bin
export ORACLE_TERM=hpterm
export ORACLE_SID=mynah5
export TWO_TASK=mynah5

NOTE — TWO_TASK should be unset until section 
2.6.3 step 5.

11. Create a directory under $ORACLE_HOME named mynah5 with the owner set to 
oracle and the group to dba, i.e., type

cd $ORACLE_HOME
mkdir mynah5
chown oracle mynah5
chgrp dba mynah5

12. Under $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5 create the datafiles and logfiles directories with the 
owner set to oracle and the group to dba:

cd mynah5
mkdir datafiles logfiles
chown oracle datafiles logfiles
chgrp dba datafiles logfiles

13. The following is the recommended Oracle database disk configuration:

• disk1 - Tables and system

• disk2 - Index and some logs and control files

• disk3 - Rollback segments. 

If you have only one disk available for the Oracle database, proceed to Item A.
you have multiple disks, proceed to Item B.
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A. Under $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles create the directories d01, d02, and 
d03 with the owner set to oracle and the group to dba, i.e., type

cd datafiles
mkdir d01 d02 d03
chown oracle d01 d02 d03
chgrp dba d01 d02 d03

NOTE — Directory d01 contains items in disk1, 
directory d02 contains items in disk2, and directory d03 
contains items in disk3.

Proceed to Step 14.

B. Under $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles create the following symbolic links to
the directories on other disks, e.g., type

cd datafiles
ln -s <disk1> d01
ln -s <disk2> d02
ln -s <disk2> d03

Proceed to Step 14.

14. Copy the following files from $XMYDIR/examples/dbadmin to 
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5:

• configmynah5.ora (See AppendixB.3.2 for an example configmynah5.ora.)

• initmynah5.ora (See AppendixB.3.3 for an example initmynah5.ora.)

• crdbmynah5.sql (See AppendixB.3.4 for an example crdbmynah5.sql.)

• crdb2mynah5.sql (See AppendixB.3.5 for an example crdb2mynah5.sql.)

• crdb3mynah5.sql (See AppendixB.3.6 for an example crdb3mynah5.sql.)

After you’ve copied the files, you must change the permissions on the file by 
executing the following:

cd $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5
chmod 775 *

You may need to edit the *.ora and *.sql files to update the correct directories path
(such as where Oracle is installed) and possibly to change the sizing information

NOTE — Do not use environment variables to define 
these paths.

15. Make the changes to the /etc/system file (See Section 2.3.3) as shown in 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts/etc.system.changes.Sun.eg for Solaris or 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts/etc.system.changes.HP.eg for HP-UX
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16. Reboot the system with the reconfiguration before proceding with Section 2.6.2.

To reboot, execute

reboot -- -rt

2.6.2 Oracle Installation

To install the Oracle database, perform the following steps.

For assistance, refer to the Oracle Manual.

NOTE — Do not use environment variables or symbolic 
links until Oracle is installed.

1. Mount the CD-ROM containing the Oracle software.

A. For Solaris, use one of the three following methods

• Execute

mount -r -F hsfs /dev/dsk/cot6d0s1 /cdrom

• Execute

volcheck cdrom 

• If you’re using volume manager, the CD-ROM is automatically mounted wh
you insert the disk.

B. For HP-UX, execute the appropriate mount command for the HP-UX operatin
system.

2. Become the user oracle, i.e., type

su oracle

3. Change to the /cdrom/oracle/orainst directory. i.e., type 

cd /cdrom/oracle#1/orainst

4. Make sure the terminal type is set to vt100, and clear the screen, i.e., type

export TERM=vt100
clear

5. Start an xterm window, i.e., type

xterm &

This will let you use the arrow keys and display used by the Oracle installation 
software.
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6. Start the Oracle install program. i.e., type

./orainst

Table 2-3 lists the Oracle installation items and appropriate responses you must 
perform to ensure that the database will work properly with the MYNAH System

Table 2-3.  Oracle Installation Items and Responses (Sheet 1 of 2)

Item Response

Preamble.txt OK

Installation Activity Choice Install, Upgrade, or De-Install

Installation Option Install New Product

Mount Point /opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3

Home Location 7.3.2.3

DB Objects - Create? No

Logging and Status OK

readme.first OK

Skip readme OK

Install source CD-ROM

NLS Amer.

Relink all Exec. No

Information OK

On-line Help Load All Prod (Optional)

UNIX Documentation Yes (Optional)

Product Documentation Library All Prod (Optional)

Oracle Documentation /opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3/app/oracle/doc

Software Asset Manager At this step of the installation process, the Oracle 
System displays a scrollable list showing the availab
Oracle packages. To select which packages to inst

1. Use the arrow keys to scroll through the list of 
packages.

2. Press the space bar to select a package when i
highlighted.

3. When you have selected all of your desired 
packages, press the TAB key to go to the Instal
button and press the Return key.

Table 2-4 lists the packages that must be installed.

Official Hostname Enter your machine name (including the domain).
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2.6.2.1 Verifying an Installation

To verify your actions during the installation, view the install.log file by executing either 
of the following in $ORACLE_HOME/orainst:

tail -f install.log 

cat install.log | grep code

You should not get errors from the install process (i.e., all return codes should equal

2.6.2.2 Oracle Error Messages

If you get ORACLE error messages, type

oerr xxx #### 

to find out what the error is, where xxx is ORA or DBA and ####  is the error number.

TCP Surf Port 8888 or any unused port number.

Password and Verify Password any

DBA Group OK

OSOPER Group OK

DBA doesn’t exist Yes (continue)

Enter Oracle Sid mynah5

X Libraries /usr/openwin/lib

Run root.sh OK

Table 2-4.  Oracle Software Asset Manager Packages

Package Version Number

Oracle Server Manager V2.3.2.0.0

Oracle UNIX Installer V4.0.0.0.0

Oracle Server RDBMS V2.3.2.3.0

PL/SQL V2.3.2.3.0

SQL*Net (V2) V2.3.2.1.0

SQL*Plus V3.3.2.0.0

TCP/IP Protocol Adapter V2.3.2.3.0

Table 2-3.  Oracle Installation Items and Responses (Sheet 2 of 2)

Item Response
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2.6.3 TNS Network Configuation

The Oracle environment must be configured for the TNS Listener process. These files are
either stored in /var/opt/oracle or in $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin. In the latter case 
or if these files are in a directory other than /var/opt/oracle, then an environment variable,
TNS_ADMIN, must be defined to point to this directory. See the S96oracle.eg file in 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts for an example. 

NOTE — This environment variable must be updated in 
the $XMYHOME/config/xmyProfile and 
$XMYHOME/config/xmyLogin files.

Sample tnsnames.ora.eg and lisenter.ora.eg files are also included in 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts and in Appendix C. These example files must be edit
for your environment, renamed without the .eg extension, and moved to the desired 
location.

2.6.4 Configuring the MYNAH System Oracle Database

NOTE — This subsection contains several example 
executions of the utilities used to configure the Oracle 
database. All-user supplied entries appear in bold.

Since Oracle is now installed, you are ready to configure the MYNAH Oracle databa

1. If you are still not a superuser, become one, i.e., type 

su root

2. Create a directory in /var/opt named oracle with the owner set to oracle and the group 
to dba, i.e., type

cd /var/opt
mkdir oracle
chown oracle oracle
chgrp dba oracle

This directory could also be a symbolic link from /var/opt/oracle/oratab to 
/etc/oratab.

3. Copy the initmynah5.ora and the configmynah5.ora files from 
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5 (See preinstallation Step 14 in Section 2.6.1) to 
$ORACLE_HOME/dbs. Make sure these files have been edited and updated.

4. Change to $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5 and become the user oracle, i.e., type 

cd $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5
su oracle
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5. Execute the following commands (being sure to complete the preinstallation Ste13, 
Section 2.6.1, first):

svrmgrl 
SVRMGR> connect internal
SVRMGR> startup nomount pfile=/opt/XXXXora/oracle/dbs/initmynah5.ora
SVRMGR> @crdbmynah5.sql
SVRMGR> connect internal
SVRMGR> @crdb2mynah5.sql
SVRMGR> connect internal
SVRMGR> @crdb3mynah5.sql

6. Execute the following commands: 

SVRMGR> connect internal
SVRMGR> shutdown immediate
SVRMGR> exit

7. Change to $ORACLE_HOME/orainst, i.e., type 

cd $ORACLE_HOME/orainst

8. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

9. Run root.sh, which was created by the Oracle install process.

The following is a sample run.

./root.sh
Running ORACLE7 root.sh script...

The following environment variables are set as:
ORACLE_OWNER= oracle
ORACLE_HOME= /opt/XXXXora/oracle
ORACLE_SID= mynah5

Are these settings correct (Y/N)? [Y]: Y

Enter the full pathname of the local bin directory 
[/opt/bin]: /usr/local/bin

Checking for “oracle” user id...
ORACLE_HOME does not match the home directory for oracle.
Okay to continue? [N]: Y

Creating /var/opt/oracle/oratab file...
Updating /var/opt/oracle/oratab file...

Please raise the ORACLE owner’s ulimit as per the IUG.

Leaving common section of ORACLE7 root.sh.
Setting orasrv file protections
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10. Edit the /var/opt/oracle/oratab file, then change the N to Y on the actual data line (i.e.,
the last line). 

WARNING — Do not use a symbolic link name in this 
file. This entry is case-sensitive, so you must enter a 
capital Y

See the comments in the oratab file for more information. 

11. Become the user oracle, i.e., type

su oracle

12. Execute the following commands:

svrmgrl  

svrmgrl: Release 7.3.2.3.0 - Production on Thu Apr 18 11:07:43 1996

Copyright (c) Oracle Corporation 1979, 1994.  All rights reserved.

Oracle7 Server Release 7.3.2.3.0 - Production Release
With the distributed, replication and parallel query options
PL/SQL Release 2.1.6.2.0 - Production

connect internal
Connected.
startup pfile=/opt/XXXXora/oracle/dbs/initmynah5.ora
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area       5079016 bytes
              Fixed Size         39696 bytes
           Variable Size       4621528 bytes
        Database Buffers        409600 bytes
            Redo Buffers          8192 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.
exit

13. To verify the database creation process, execute the following:

svrmgrl  
SVRMGR> connect internal
SVRMGR> select * from v$controlfile;

$ORACLE_HOME/dbs/ctrl1mynah5.ctl
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d02/ctrl2mynah5.ctl
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d03/ctrl3mynah5.ctl

SVRMGR> select file_name,status from dba_data_files;
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d01/systmynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d02/rbsmynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d03/toolmynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d03/my5mynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d01/usrmynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
$ORACLE_HOME/mynah5/datafiles/d01/tempmynah5.dbf AVAILABLE
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14. Become the MYNAH Administrator (madmin), i.e., type

su madmin

15. Execute xmyProfile or xmyLogin in the MYNAH config directory ($XMYHOME). 
Make sure that TWO_TASK is unset when the database is local and set when the
database is remote to the system which you are on.  Make sure ORACLE_SID equals 
mynah5.

16. Create the MYNAH database using the xmyCreate commands (e.g., 
xmyCreateSequences and xmyCreateDemoObjects).

A. cd to $XMYDIR/dbadmin.

B. Execute 

xmyCreateTables

You should see the following:

Database connection opened.
Tables do not exist, creating them. 

C. Execute 

xmyCreateSequences

xmyCreateSequences creates all of the sequences needed by the MYNAH 
database to operate. 

See Appendix B.3.7 for an example xmyCreateSequences execution.

D. Execute

xmyCreateTemplates

See Appendix B.3.8 for an example execution.

E. Execute 

xmyCreateDemoObjects

xmyCreateDemoObjects creates all of the demonstration objects.

You should see the following:

connecting to database
demo objects added ...

17. Verify the TCP port in the /etc/services file by searching for an entry such as the 
following:

tnslsnr1521/tcp#oracle listener

If this line is not present and NIS is not used, add this line to the /etc/services file. 
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WARNING — You must do this in every /etc/services 
file on all machines running the MYNAH System. 

If NIS is used, then the following can be in the ypserices 
file to verify this /etc/services file entry:

ypcat services | grep 1521

If the 1521 port is being used, then choose another port on all machines that are
being used.

2.6.5 Dropping the Oracle Database

During installation, the following commands are installed in $ORACLE_HOME/mynah5:

• xmyDropSequences.

• xmyDropTables

Execute these commands if something goes wrong and the database needs to be cl
up/deleted. 

If problems are encountered with the database, consult MYNAH support before runnin
previous commands.

WARNING — These operations are drastic in nature, and 
thus they should not be run if the database has been 
populated with important data. They may, however, be 
useful when first installing a database. 

Once these commands have finished executing, run the xmyCreate commands 
(Section2.6.4, Step 16) to recreate the tables in the MYNAH database.

2.6.6 Verifying Oracle

To verify if everything is up and working in Oracle, do the following: 

1. Copy the S96oracle.eg file from $XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts to /etc/rc2.d (for 
Solaris) or /etc/rc2.d (for HP-UX), then rename it S96oracle (for Solaris) or S90oracle 
(for HP-UX).

2. Set the ORACLE_HOME variable in S96oracle to the correct path, then verify all 
other paths.
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su root

/etc/rc3.d/S96oracle start

or

/etc/rc3.d/S90oracle start

The following Oracle processes should be up and started:

• tnslsnr LISTENER

• ora_reco_mynah5

• ora_smon_mynah5

• ora_pmon_mynah5

• ora_lgwr_mynah5

• ora_dbwr_mynah5

• ora_s000_mynah5

• ora_d000_mynah5

4. Execute a command of the following form:

svrmgrl system/manager@mynah5

You should get a good connection.

You can also try any of the following to verify your Oracle installation:

1. Verify the existence of the $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/log/alert_mynah5.log file.

2. If problems occur, try to set up a symbolic link in /etc, for example,

ln -s /var/opt/oracle/oratab oratab

3. Verify 

oracle permissions 6751

in $ORACLE_HOME/bin.

4. If you must relink, try the following:

$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib/usr/ccs/bin/make -f oracle.mk install
$ORACLE_HOME/network/lib/usr/ccs/bin/make -f network.mk install
$ORACLE_HOME/sqlplus/lib/usr/ccs/bin/make -f sqlplus.mk install
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5. To verify what is linked in Oracle, use the adapters and drivers command, as in the 
following:

adapters
Installed SQL*Net V2 Protocol Adapters are:
V2 BEQ Protocol Adapter
V2 IPC Protocol Adapter
V2 TCP/IP Protocol Adapter
V2 Raw Protocol Adapter

NOTE — See Section 4.8.2 for information on 
automatically starting the Oracle processes at boot time.
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2.7 Installing I/O Concepts’ X-Direct TN3270 (Optional)

If you wish to test or automate tasks over a 3270 (synchronous) interface, you must i
the X-Direct TN3270 software from I/O Concepts.

2.7.1 Installing X-Direct TN3270

Perform the following steps to install the X-Direct TN3270 software:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the directory XXXXioc, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXioc

4. Under /opt/XXXXioc, create the version directory, 8.4, i.e., type

mkdir 8.4

5. Create the symbolic link pointing to the version directory, i.e., type

ln -s /opt/XXXXioc/8.4 ioconcepts

6. Install the X-Direct TN3270 software in /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts. (See the X-Direct 
TN3270 manual.)

2.7.2 Configuring X-Direct TN3270

After you’ve finished installing the I/O Concepts software, you must configure several 
X-Direct TN3270 parameters so that the software works with the MYNAH System. To
this, perform the following tasks:

1. Edit the ioclm.sh shell in /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts for the following:

• KEYDIR=<library> /ioclm

• EXDIR=<library>

• LOGFILE=<library> /ioclm.log

where <library>  is /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts. 
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2. To add License keys, make sure you are logged in as root, and type 

./iocadmin -c -e <library> /ioclm

where <library>  is /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts

3. Change the parameters in the TN3270 printer emulator config file, iocluprt.cfg. This 
change is done to enable the PRT3270 subsystem to receive print messages. T
parameters and values needed for MYNAH PRT3270 package are:

printerCmd = "xmyPrt3270Collector"
printerOptions = "-P printer_1"
fileName = 0

2.7.3 Verifying X-Direct TN3270

To manually bring up and test the X-Direct TN3270 software, perform the following ta
in /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts:

1. To set the IOCLM_HOST environment variable, execute

export IOCLM_HOST= <machine_name>

where <machine_name> is the name of the host on which you installed the X-Dire
TN3270 software.

NOTE — Remember to update IOCLM_HOST in the 
xmyProfile or xmyLogin files.

2. To bring up the license server, type

./ioclm.sh start

3. To verify your configuration actions, examine the ioclm.log file, e.g., type

vi ioclm.log

4. To stop the license server, type 

./ioclm.sh stop

NOTE — The X-Direct TN3270 software can be started 
automatically when the MYNAH System starts using the 
$XMYHOME/config/xmyConfigOP file (See Section 3.4 
for information on setting up the xmyConfigOP file).
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2.8 Installing TOPCOM (Optional)

TOPCOM is needed if you want to perform TOPCOM Application-to-Application 
scripting.

2.8.1 TOPCOM System Preinstallation Steps

If you have purchased TOPCOM from Bellcore, Version 5.3.6 of the software is deliv
with the MYNAH System as a BAIST archive on either a CD-ROM or as part of a file
archive obtained from the MYNAH ftp  server. You are prompted for the package you wi
to install.

NOTE — Unlike the previous packages, it is not assumed 
that you are installing TOPCOM in /opt nor do you need 
to perform any of the other Environment Consideration 
actions. However, you may find it useful to follow these 
suggestions (e.g., the same naming conventions and 
directory structure) to ensure consistency.

Perform the following steps before installing the TOPCOM software:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the directory XXXXtop, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXtop

4. Change the owner of the XXXXtop directory to madmin, i.e., type

chown madmin XXXXtop

5. Change the group of the XXXXtop directory to mynah, i.e., type

chgrp mynah XXXXtop
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2.8.2 TOPCOM Installation

Install the TOPCOM System using one of the following methods:

2.8.2.1 CD-ROM Installation

For installation from CD-ROM, see the instructions in the CD-ROM case.

2.8.2.2 File Archive Installation

If you are installing from a file, perform the following steps:

1. Obtain the BAIST archive file from the ftp  server.

2. Enter the following command:

/bin/sh archive-file-name

where archive-file-name is the name of the BAIST archive file.

3. Select the TOPCOM 6.0 option from the BAIST  Product Menu  (Figure 2-3).

4. Answer the following questions asked by the BAIST installation software:

where should the TOPCOM directory be created: <enter your 
location for the TOPCOM directory>

who should own the TOPCOM application: madmin

5. After the TOPCOM software is installed, perform one of the following:

• Exit from the BAIST archive.

• Install the MYNAH (Section 2.4) or Telexel (Section 2.5) software packages if 
they have not already been installed, and then exit from the BAIST archive.

2.8.2.3 TOPCOM Post Installation Steps

Once you’ve installed the software, execute the following commands to verify that a 
symbolic link exists to the version directory:

su madmin
cd /opt/XXXXtop
ls -al

NOTE — If a previous version of the TOPCOM System 
already exists, the link may have to be deleted and moved 
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to the new directory. The MYNAH System must be down 
to do this. 

2.8.3 TOPCOM Configuration

The TOPCOM System must be configured for your environment and applications. P
reference the TOPCOM manual for this information.

2.9 Installing Third-Party GUI-Testing Tools (Optional)

The MYNAH System integrates several vendor tools to test X Window and MicroSof
Windows GUIs. These vendor tools are Segue’s QA/Partner, CenterLine’s QC/Replay
Mercury’s XRunner. The following subsections contain the preinstallation steps we 
recommend for using these vendor tools with the MYNAH System.

2.9.1 Installing QA/P artner

2.9.1.1 QA/Partner Preinstallation Steps

Perform the following steps before installing the QA/Partner software:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the XXXXqa directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXqa

4. Under /opt/XXXXqa, create the version directory, i.e., type

/opt/XXXXqa/3.2

5. Create the symbolic link pointing to the version directory in /opt/XXXXqa, i.e., type

ln -s /opt/XXXXqa/3.2 qapartner

2.9.1.2 Installing and Configuring QA/Partner

To install and configure the QA/Partner software, see the QA/Partner manual.
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2.9.2 Installing QC/Replay

2.9.2.1 QC/Replay Preinstallation Steps

Perform the following steps before installing the QC/Replay software:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the XXXXqcr directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXqcr

4. Under /opt/XXXXqcr, create the version directory, i.e., type

/opt/XXXXqcr/2.1

5. Create the symbolic link pointing to the version directory in /opt/XXXXqcr, i.e., type

ln -s /opt/XXXXqcr/2.1 qcreplay

2.9.2.2 Installing and Configuring QC/Replay

To install and configure the QC/Replay software, see the QC/Replay manual.

2.9.3 Installing XRunner

2.9.3.1 XRunner Preinstallation Steps

Perform the following steps before installing the XRunner software:

1. Become a superuser, i.e., type

su root

2. Change to the /opt directory, i.e., type

cd /opt 

3. Create the XXXXxrun directory, i.e., type

mkdir XXXXxrun
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4. Under /opt/XXXXxrun, create the version directory, i.e., type

/opt/XXXXxrun/4.0

5. Create the symbolic link pointing to the version directory in /opt/XXXXxrun, i.e., type

ln -s /opt/XXXXxrun/4.0 xrunner

2.9.3.2 Installing and Configuring XRunner

To install and configure the XRunner software, see the XRunner manual.
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2.10 Installing the License Keys

Before you use the MYNAH System, you must install the license keys for the MYNA
Packages you want to use. (See Section 2.3.1 for information on obtaining license keys.)

Perform the following steps to install the license keys:

1. Put each key on a line by itself in a file called xmyLicenses.

2. Place the xmyLicenses file in $XMYHOME/config. If xmyLicenses already exists and 
contains other keys, add the new key after the last line in the file. Expired keys should 
be deleted.

3. Execute the following command to check that port 5093 is not currently being u

netstat | grep 5093

If this port is being used, call the MYNAH hotline. (See Section 2.3.1.) Otherwise, edit 
the /etc/services file, adding the following line:

LicenseServ        5093/udb

4. Set and export the variable LSHOST, which is the license server machine. Reme
to verify/update the value LSHOST is set to in the $XMYHOME/config/xmyProfile or 
$XMYHOME/config/xmyLogin file.

5. Select or deselect license keys by uncommenting or commenting (#) the keys.
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2.11 Configuring a Minimal Working Installation

During the MYNAH install process, example configuration files were copied from the
$XMYDIR/examples/config directory to the $XMYHOME/config directory. Those copied 
files are

• $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig 

• $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig.General 

• $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig.GT 

• $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig.TOP 

• $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfigOP 

The BAIST post installation that copied these files also attempted to update all inform
that it could, but these files do need to be verified and possibly updated.

The following steps describe how to customize those files to quickly create a minima
working installation. Section 3 describes the syntax and content of these configuration f
in detail and provides information on configuring optional packages, such as for the 
extension package.

1. Execute

su madmin

2. Edit $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig.General, then confirm that the OMPort entry 
lists an unused UNIX port number between 5000 and 6000. If the port number is b
used by other software (i.e., an entry for it exists in the /etc/services file), choose 
another port number. Add this port number to the /etc/services file. For example, if you 
selected port 5000, enter the line 

omport 5000/udp #operability manager

in the /etc/services file. 

NOTE — If you are not using an Oracle database with the 
MYNAH System, edit the Database, 
WelcomeNewUsers, and 
NonOwnerObjectModification  parameters as follows:

Database = no,
WelcomeNewUsers = no,
NonOwnerObjectModification = true;
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You must also comment out the Trigger Daemon 
reference in the xmyConfigOP file e.g.,

#Process xmyTD
# Mynah = Yes, 
# Autostart = Yes,
# Start = "xmyStartTD",
# Stop = "xmyStopTD",
# Status = "xmyStatusTD";

3. If the MYNAH System was not installed in /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah, edit 
$XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig, then verify and change all occurrences of the path
/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah to that actual location of the installation. 

4. Edit $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfig, then verify the Host entries in the Dispatcher 
and EngineGroup sections to reflect the name of the machine on which you want
related processes to run. Verify that all path declarations in the file are correct.

5. Edit $XMYHOME/config/xmyConfigOP, then verify the hostname in the 
OperabilityAgent  section to reflect the machine on which you want the related 
processes to run. 

Once you have performed these steps, you are ready to bring up the system. This in
starting third-party software, such as Oracle, and the MYNAH platform and applicati
processes. See Chapter 4 for complete information on starting and stopping these processes
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2.12 Verifying the MYNAH System

Perform the following to manually verify the system:

1. Execute

su - madmin

2. Execute

cd $XMYDIR/bin

3. Set your display to your host, i.e., type

set DISPLAY=:0.0

4. Start the MYNAH processes by executing

./xmyStartUp

5. Verify that all MYNAH processes are up. As a minimum, you should see the follow
processes:

• vxIpcRecvd

• vxErrorServer

• vxLogToFile

• vxIpcDir

• xmyBD

• xmyOA

• xmySD

• xmyEngine

• LicenseServ.

You can verify what processes are up by using the ps command and grepping for the
processes, as in the following examples:

• For Solaris 

ps -face | grep madmin | egrep "vx|xmy" | grep -v egrep

• For HP-UX

ps -fade | grep madmin | egrep "vx|xmy" | grep -v egrep

6. Start the Tcl shell by executing

./xmytclsh
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Enter the following lines in the Tcl shell:

> xmyLoadPkg TermAsync
> set conn [xmyTermAsync connect]
> $conn disconnect
> exit

NOTE — If you need to debug the test for any reason, use 
either of the following:

xmytclsh -d `tty`

xmytclsh -d filename

7. If you have installed an Oracle database, you can test the MYNAH GUI.

NOTE — Before starting the GUI, verify that your 
DISPLAY is set correctly.

Execute

./xmyRunMynah 

The GUI should start up and you should be able to interact with it.

8. If you did not install an Oracle database, you can still use the GUI’s Script Build

NOTE — Since a database is not used, change the 
Database and WelcomeNewUsers entries in the 
xmyConfig.General file to “NO”. See Section 3.3.1 for 
information on the xmyConfig.General file and these 
entries.

Start the Script Builder by executing

./xmyRunMynah -b 
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2.13 Installing the On-line Documents

The MYNAH documents are available on-line in the Adobe Acrobat PDF format 
(Release 3.0). When installing the MYNAH System, a tar file, mynah_aetg.tar is placed in 
$XMYDIR/doc. This archive contains the PDF file and an HTML web page, which will 
users access the PDF file from non-local systems, such as if the MYNAH System is 
installed on a server and the users must telnet to the MYNAH server.

Viewing the PDF file requires that users have installed the Adobe Acrobat Reader. S
Section 2.13.2 for information obtaining the Acrobat Reader.

2.13.1 Installing the PDF Files

Unpackage the tar  archive by executing the following commands:

cd $XMYDIR/doc

tar -xvf mynah_aetg.tar

A directory called mynah_aetg is created under $XMYDIR/doc containing the MYNAH 
and AETG documentation in PDF format. 

2.13.2 Obtaining the Acrobat Reader

The Acrobat Reader is available directly over the Internet from Adobe at www.adobe.com. 
In addition, the Acrobat Reader is included on the CD-ROM or as a file archive obtain
from the MYNAH ftp  server.

The following versions of the Acrobat Reader are available via the CD-ROM or file 
archive:

• Solaris

• HP-UX

• Microsoft® Windows™ 3.1 (16-bit)

• Microsoft Windows 95 and Microsoft Windows NT® (32-bit)

• Macintosh®.
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2.13.2.1 Obtaining the Acrobat Reader from the CD-ROM 

To install the Acrobat Reader from the CD-ROM

1. Mount the CD-ROM as per the instructions in the CD-ROM case.

2. Copy the appropriate Acrobat Reader and README files from the directory 
/cdrom/mynah/acroread.

3. Install the Acrobat Reader as per the instructions in the README file.

2.13.2.2 Obtaining the Acrobat Reader as a File Archive

To obtain the Acrobat Reader as a file archive:

1. Obtain the appropriate Acrobat Reader and README files from the FTP site.

2. Install the Acrobat Reader as per the instructions in the README file.

2.13.2.3 Obtaining the Acrobat Reader from Adobe

You can download the Acrobat Reader directly over the Internet from Adobe at 
www.adobe.com.

2.13.3 Accessing the PDF Files

Once you have installed the Acrobat Reader, users can read the files

• Using the Acrobat Reader directly from $XMYDIR/doc/mynah_aetg if they are 
running the MYNAH System on the system where it was installed.

• Using the Acrobat Reader as plug-in to a browser if the MYNAH System has not b
installed on a local system.

In this case, you would move the mynah_aetg directory to an internal web site. You 
must install the mynah_aetg directory in such a way that will ensure that it shall not b
accessed over a public, non-secured Internet connection or shared with any Third 
Party, such as through an extranet connection. 

If the users access the PDF file via a browser, they may wish to download the file to
local system, which will give them direct access to the file the next time they need to 
the file, rather than waiting for the browser to load it.
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3. Customizing a MYNAH Configuration

Once you’ve installed the software and performed the tasks detailed in Section 2.11, you 
will have a minimal working installation. This section describes the syntax and conte
the MYNAH configuration files.

3.1 Introduction

The MYNAH configuration files are stored in the directory assigned to the variable 
$XMYHOME. This must be different from $XMYDIR (/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah). For 
example, if multiple configurations are desired for different user communities of the s
MYNAH installation, then multiple $XMYHOME locations may be created. 

This section covers the two MYNAH configuration files, the xmyConfig and xmyConfigOP 
files, that you can edit to customize an installation.

NOTE — If you change configuration values after users 
have created objects in the database, users may experience 
problems when accessing objects associated with those 
changed values. 

For example, in an existing release, Script objects are 
associated with SE group SeGroup1. If, in a new release, 
you remove or change the SeGroup1 value, all Script 
objects associated with SeGroup1 will not run.

3.1.1 The xmyConfig File

The xmyConfig file creates the basic configuration values for the MYNAH System, such
creating SEs and SDs and creating the configurations for the various MYNAH packa
such as the TermAsync Package.

When you access the MYNAH System, the system reads the xmyConfig file in 
$XMYHOME/config and loads the specified configuration information.

You could create one xmyConfig file containing all of the entries for your installation. The
delivered xmyConfig file, however, follows a modular approach; there is one xmyConfig 
file and several specialized configuration files. When the system starts, it reads the 
xmyConfig file, which loads in the specialized configuration files via 

%INCLUDE filename

statements, where filename is the name of a specialized configuration file.
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NOTE — The %INCLUDE  statement first searches for 
the specified filename in the current directory, i.e., where 
you started the MYNAH System, and then in 
$XMYHOME.

As delivered, the files that comprise the xmyConfig file are as follows: 

For example, to load the xmyConfig.TOP file into the xmyConfig file, the line

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.TOP

appears at the end of the xmyConfig file.

This modular design was done for several reasons.

• The configuration information in the xmyConfig.General file must be in the 
xmyConfig and xmyConfigOP files. Instead of reproducing this information in both 
files, it is loaded by entering the line

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General 

at the beginning of each file. This ensures that the same general configuration 
information appear in both files.

• If you don’t need to use GUI testing tools or the TOP, App-to-App, and PRT327
Packages, you can simply comment out (or remove) the %INCLUDE  statement for 
the appropriate file. 

• As your installation grows, the xmyConfig file can get very large, making it harder to
find entries if you have to make changes to the configuration.

xmyConfig This is the main configuration file, and contains the 
configuration information for the SDs, SEs, SE Groups, an
the TermAsync and Term3270 Packages. The other 
configuration files are loaded into this file using the 
%INCLUDE  statement.

xmyConfig.General This file contains general configuration information, such a
the default SD for this installation and whether this 
installation uses a database.

xmyConfig.GT This file contains the configuration information for the 
various GUI testing tools as well as the information for GUI 
Test SEs.

xmyConfig.TOP This file contains the configuration information for the TOP
App-to-App, and PRT3270 Packages.
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In fact, as your system grows, you may find it convenient to make your own 
specialized configuration files, such as placing all configuration information for t
TermAsync Package in one file.

NOTE — If you do this, you must take care where you 
place the %INCLUDE  statement. For example, as we 
will see later, one of the configuration settings you can 
create for an SE is control over a TermAsync 
configuration. If an SE has this control, the declaration for 
the TermAsync configuration must occur prior to the 
configuration for the SE.

3.1.2 The xmyConfigOP File

The xmyConfigOP file is used to create Operability Management configuration entries, 
which gives you a mechanism to start, stop, and get status of all of the MYNAH processe
Information on using the Operability Management can be found in Section 4.

3.2 Environmental Variables

The MYNAH System uses five environment variables: XMYDIR, XMYHOME, XMYSD
XMYSEGROUP, and XMYSUT. The two required variables, XMYDIR and XMYHOME
were defined during installation. The other three can be defined if you determine tha
need them.

NOTE — XMYDIR and XMYHOME can not be the 
same location.

The rest of this section defines these variables and describes when they are used. 

NOTE — There are several environmental variables that 
the MYNAH System uses, such as the location of the 
Oracle database and Telexel System files. The example 
profile delivered with the MYNAH System 
(AppendixB.1.3) lists these variables as well as 
suggested locations.
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3.2.1 XMYDIR

The $XMYDIR directory contains all of the MYNAH executables and libraries.

For a minimal installation, $XMYDIR contains the following:

$XMYDIR
/bin
/contrib
/data

/tmpl
/commands
/procedures

/dbadmin
/examples

/admin
/config
/data
/dbadmin
/dce

/lib
/Gui
/dce
/qap
/replay
/sql
/tcl
/xrunner

/man
/man1
/man3

/wsf
/install

/procs

examples/config This directory contains a MYNAH delivered sample configuration
files. 

examples/data This directory contains MYNAH delivered sample data files that a
used with the xmyDiff  command.

/lib This directory contains language extension libraries, for example
libxmyTermAsync.so. 

/lib/tcl This directory contains MYNAH delivered Tcl procedures.

/lib/gui This directory contains all of the files necessary for running the G

/man This directory contains MYNAH delivered man pages.
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3.2.2 XMYHOME

The $XMYHOME directory contains all configuration information.

For a minimal installation, $XMYHOME will contain the following:

$XMYHOME
/config
/data

/messages
/PRT3270
/TOP
/AppApp
/TCP
/X25

/sedscripts
/tagdir

/debug
/syslog 
/run

/bd
/collector
/gtse
/oa
/se
/sd
/td

/scripts

NOTE — The X25 directory only exists for HP 
installations.

config This directory contains all of the configuration files, which are discuss
in the following subsection.

data This directory contains subdirectories use by various subsystems. Fo
example, the xmyDiff  utility uses sed scripts. These are located here und
a directory called sedscripts. In addition, this directory contains any 
required data, and is the default location for tag tables. (See 
Section 3.3.2.1)

debug This directory contains user message-base trace files.

/contrib Contains tclhelp / html 

/wsf This directory contains information relative to the BAIST install 
process.
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syslog This directory contains the system log file that is produced by the Tele
vxLogToFile process.

run This directory contains a subdirectory for each process type in the sys
The processes will actually run in these directories and the directories
contain process log files.

scripts This directory is optional, it may contain user scripts, and is the defau
location for the LibraryPath. (See Section 3.3.3.1.)

3.2.3 XMYSD

The XMYSD environment variable tells the CLUI what SD to submit to. In general, wh
the user submits a script using the CLUI, the CLUI determines the SD using the followin
order of precedence:

• Command-line (-d option)

• XMYSD environment variable

• database (i.e., the SD associated with the script object in the database)

• The default-SD that appears in the xmyConfig.general file. This is the value of the 
DefaultSD parameter in the General Default entry.

The CLUI also uses XMYSD in other contexts besides submittal of a script. For exam
any time the CLUI interacts with an SD, such as canceling a script or getting informa
on all users known to the SD, it needs to know which SD to interact with. The same 
of precedence applies in these other cases as above, but with the omission of the thi
(i.e., database), as it is not relevant in other contexts besides submittal.

3.2.4 XMYSEGROUP

The XMYSEGROUP environment variable tells the CLUI what SE Group the script be
submitted should run in. In general, the CLUI determines the SE Group using the following 
order of precedence:

• Command-line (-e option)

• XMYSEGROUP environment variable

• database (i.e., the SE Group associated with the script object in the database)

• <null>: i.e., if none of the above are specified, the CLUI sends in the NULL string
the name of the SE Group to run in. This tells the SD the script is submitted to us
SD’s default SE Group as determined by the DefaultEngineGroup parameter in that 
SD’s entry in the xmyConfig file.
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3.2.5 XMYSUT

The XMYSUT environment variable tells the CLUI what SUT-INFO object the 
runtime-info object of the script being submitted should be associated with. Its value sh
always be numeric. In general, the CLUI determines the SUT-INFO object using the
following order of precedence:

• Command-line (-S option)

• XMYSUT environment variable

• 2, that is, if the SUT-INFO id doesn’t appear either on the command-line or in th
environment variable, the CLUI will assume an id of 2, which is guaranteed to exi
the database.
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3.3 The xmyConfig File Syntax

The xmyConfig file entries are used to 

• Create configuration parameters that apply to the entire MYNAH System

• Set configuration parameters (e.g., name and time-out values) for each MYNAH 
scripting package (domain), e.g., the 3270 Terminal Emulation package

• Create and configure Script Engines (SEs), Script Engine Groups, and Script 
Dispatchers (SDs) processes.

NOTE — The xmyConfig file is the only place where you 
can create SEs, SE Groups, and SDs.

The example configuration files supplied with MYNAH 
5.2 may be used directly, but you must provide system 
specific values for the Term3270 Host and VendorPath 
entries before running scripts using the Term3270 
Package.

xmyConfig file entries take the format

entry_name LogicalName
parameter = option,
parameter = option;

NOTE — A LogicalName must not begin with a number. 
For example, Async is a valid LogicalName but 3270 is 
not.

Each parameter listing, except for the last one for an entry, is delimited by a comma
Each entry is delimited by a semicolon (;). 

WARNING — When specifying option values for the 
parameters, you must enter the entire pathname; you 
cannot use environmental variables. Where the following 
descriptions refer to $XMYHOME or $XMYDIR, 
remember to enter the actual values for these 
environmental variables when you configure your 
MYNAH installation.

entry_name must be one of several reserved words, each giving explicit control over
MYNAH configuration function.

• The entry_name and LogicalName pair General Default is used to define all 
MYNAH general settings. (See Section 3.3.1.)
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• The following entry_names are used to define the configurations for the MYNAH 
scripting packages:

NOTE — Individual entry_names do not exist for the 
WinRunner and SQA GUI test tools. Configuration for 
these tools is done via SE configuration entries.

• The following entry_names are used to create and configure the SD, SE, and SE
Group processes:

The LogicalName argument is used to assign a unique name to an entry_name, creating a 
specific configuration for an entry_name, such as creating a name for an SD. You can u
LogicalNames to create multiple sets of unique configurations. For example, you can 
create several 3270 configurations that use different ports or have different timeout v

In addition, there are two reserved LogicalNames (Standalone and Embedded) that are 
used by the Engine process. These reserved names are discussed in Section 3.3.3.1

Term3270 Creates entries that define the configuration for the 3270 
Terminal Emulation package. (See Section3.3.2.1.)

TermAsync Creates entries that define the configuration for the 
Asynchronous Terminal Emulation package (See 
Section3.3.2.2.)

ProtocolHandler Creates settings used to define for the TOP, AppApp, and 
PRT3270 packages. (See Section3.3.2.3.1.) 

MsgCollector Creates the configuration for the TOPCOM, AppApp, and 
PRT3270 Collector  process. (See Section3.3.2.3.2.)

GuiTool_qap Creates settings that define the configuration for a QA Partn
GUI test tool. (See Section3.3.2.4.1.)

GuiTool_xrunner Creates settings that define the configuration for an XRunner
GUI test tool. (See Section3.3.2.4.2.)

GuiTool_replay Creates settings that define the configuration for a QC/Repl
GUI test tool (See Section3.3.2.4.3.)

GuiEngine Creates the settings for GUI Test Script Engines, which are 
similar to the standard SEs but only handle GUI vendor tool
scripts. (See Section3.3.2.4.4.)

Engine Defines settings for the Script Engines. (See Section3.3.3.1.)

EngineGroup Defines settings for the Script Engine Groups. (See 
Section3.3.3.2.)

Dispatcher Defines settings for the Script Dispatcher. (See Section3.3.3.3.)
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NOTE — LogicalNames are limited to 21 characters.

The following sections describe the parameters (and the valid option values for each 
parameter) for each of the entry_names. Each section contains an example entry. An 
example of an entire xmyConfig file is shown in Figure 3-17.

WARNING — If a parameter is an entry_name, the 
entry_name must have been defined prior in the file. For 
example, when configuring an SE, you can specify a 3270 
or asynchronous configuration for that SE. These 
TermAsync and/or Term3270 parameters entries must 
be defined prior to the Engine entry. 

NOTE — All required parameters will be indicated. 
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3.3.1 General Configuration - xmyConfig.General

The entry_name and LogicalName pair General Default defines entries that apply to the
MYNAH System. An example xmyConfig.General entry is shown in Figure 3-1.

NOTE — The General Default pair is the only valid 
entry allowed for the General entry. 

NOTE — This information is loaded into the xmyConfig 
and xmyConfigOP files by saving it to the 
xmyConfig.General file and entering the line 

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General

in each file.

The valid General configuration parameters are 

General Default
DefaultSD = SD1, # required
Database = yes, # "no" if Oracle is not used
WelcomeNewUsers = yes, # "no" if Oracle is not used
NonOwnerObjectModification = true, # true or false
OMPort = 5500; # required

Figure 3-1.  xmyConfig General Entry

DefaultSD Specifies the default SD for the system.

This is a required parameter.

Database Indicates whether or not this configuration of the 
MYNAH System makes use of a database. The 
database is required if users need to use the MYNA
test management abilities.

yes Use a database

no Do not use a database

If no database is used, the ability to save scripts to t
MYNAH database and full MYNAH GUI 
functionality to create test cases is not supported. 
Users will, however, be able to use their own editor o
the MYNAH Script Builder to create scripts to 
automate tasks. The Script Builder can be brought u
independently of the full MYNAH GUI by typing

xmyRunMynah -b
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Users will be able to submit scripts for automating 
tasks using the Script Builder or submit them to the 
Background Execution Environment (BEE) by using
the CLUI. 

Note —  If you choose to run the MYNAH System 
without the database, the TD should not be used. In
addition to setting this parameter to no, you must also 
comment out the TD references in the xmyConfigOP 
file as follows:

#Process xmyTD
# Mynah = Yes, 
# Autostart = Yes,
# Start = "xmyStartTD",
# Stop = "xmyStopTD",
# Status = "xmyStatusTD";

Default = yes

WelcomeNewUsers Indicates whether or not the GUI will automatically 
create a person object for a new user (i.e., a user th
does not exist yet in the database).

yes The GUI will create a Person object for the ne
user.

no The GUI will notify the user that they are not 
an authorized user of the MYNAH System, and
the GUI will exit. However, the users will be 
able to use the Script builder by typing 
xmyRunMynah -b.

Default = no
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NonOwnerObjectModification Specifies whether a user has the ability to modify oth
people's objects in the MYNAH GUI. If this parameter 
is set to false, only the owner of an object or an 
administrator will be able to edit the object. 

Note —  All users will still be able to open the object
in read-only mode.

The ability to open Test Hierarchies for editing 
purposes is not affected by the setting of this 
configuration tag; non-owners and non-administrator
can open Test Hierarchies for editing even if 
NonOwnerObjectModification  is set to false . 

Default = true

OMPort Specifies the port number used by the OA processes
communicate with the xmyOM  start, stop, and status 
methods. This must be set to a valid unused port 
number greater than 5000 and less than 65000.

Refer to the /etc/services files to determine what ports 
are unused.

This is a required parameter.
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3.3.2 MYNAH Package Configuration

The following sub-sections provide information about the configuration of each of the
MYNAH Packages. These Package entries are used by the Engine entries (Section 3.3.3.1) 
to specify information about entries for the packages. As mentioned earlier, using un
LogicalNames, a package can have multiple entries letting you define multiple sets o
entries for a package and different Engines will make use of them.

For each package, the values defined in the configuration file will be assigned to the
command for each package, e.g,. xmyTerm3270. These values can be reset within the 
script by using the class level attributes.

NOTE — Remember, never use a number as the first 
character of a LogicalName.

3.3.2.1 3270 Configuration - Term3270

The Term3270 entry_name contains entries for the Synchronous 3270 Terminal 
Extension Package. An example Term3270 entry is shown in Figure 3-2.

The valid Term3270 configuration parameters are 

Term3270 Term3270_type_1 
Host = <hostname>, # required
Model = 2, # optional
Port = 23, # optional
CompareInvisibleFields= No, # optional
TN3270E = No, # optional
ShowAttributes = No, # optional
TagDir = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah_home/data/tagdir,# optional
Timeout = 300, # optional
InitialWait = No, # optional
InitialWaitExpect = "", # optional
CollectKeyCount = No, # optional
VendorPath = "/opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts", # required
UnderlineUnprotectedFields= Yes; # optional

Figure 3-2.  xmyConfig Term3270 Entry

Host Specifies the name of the 3270 host machine that the
connections are to connect to. Since connections will b
driven over TCP/IP, this may often be an IP address, 
unless the user environment makes use of alias 
hostnames to IP addresses, such as in the example.

This is a required parameter.
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Model Specifies the default type of terminal model. 

Valid types are 2, 3, 4 or 5.

Default = 2.

Port Specifies the default IP port for sessions to connect 
through. Typically, the port is set as a standard of teln
or port 23. Some installations may set aside special p
numbers for MYNAH access to their host machines and 
will need to be able to specify this port number. 

Default = 23.

CompareInvisibleFields Indicates whether invisible fields should be processed 
statements done to a particular connection.

yes - process

no - don’t process. 

Default = yes.

TN3270E Determines whether sessions should begin in TN3270
mode, meaning they will be connecting to a TN3270E
server and will be establishing handshakes through the 
TN3270E protocol.

yes - expect TN3270E

no - don’t expect TN3270E. 

Default = no.

ShowAttributes Determines whether to write the application’s screen 
attribute bytes to the SUTimages file.

yes - write to the SUTimages files

no - don’t write attributes to the SUTimages file. 

Default = no.

TagDir Specifies the directory containing the tag name files, 
which are used to translate tagname name locators to
row/column positions. 

Default = $XMYHOME/data/tagdir.
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ScreenIdentificationFile Specifies the location and name of the screen 
identification file, which identifies each format/screen in
the applications(s) to be tested.

This must be a valid pathname.

You may enter a null string ("").

Timeout Determines the amount of time, in seconds, a waiting c
should wait for a response from the SUT before quitting 
or executing a timeout handler. 

Default (seconds) = 300.

InitialWait Determines whether a session should initially expect 
data from the SUT at connection time.

yes - expect transmission

no - don’t expect transmission. 

Default = yes.

InitialWaitExpect Specifies the string expression that the InitialWait  
should wait for from the host.

Default = "" (empty string).

VendorPath Indicates the path to where the 3270 emulator being us
by the MYNAH System is located.

I/O Concepts™ example: 
/opt/XXXXioc/iocinst

CollectKeyCount Indicates whether to collect a count for all Function Key
pressed for all 3270 connections under an SE.

yes - collect the count
no - don’t collect the count.

Default = no.

UnderlineUnprotectedFields Specifies if the unprotected fields on the screen are to 
underlined. 

yes - underline unprotected fields
no - do not underline unprotected fields

Default = yes. 
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3.3.2.2 Asynchronous Configuration - TermAsync

The TermAsync entry_name contains entries for the Asynchronous Terminal Extensio
Package. An example TermAsync entry is shown in Figure 3-3. 

The valid TermAsync configuration parameters are 

TermAsync Async_type_1
Terminal = vt100,
Timeout = 300,
ShowAttributes = No,
Shell = /bin/sh,
BufferSize = 4096,
AuxTerminfo = .terminfo;

Figure 3-3.  xmyConfig TermAsync Entry

Terminal Specifies the default terminal being emulated. 

Default = vt100

Timeout Defines the number of timeout seconds for the wait and 
sendWait command. 

Default (seconds) = 60

ShowAttributes Determines whether to write the application’s screen 
attribute bytes to the SUTimages file.

yes - write to the SUTimages files
no - don’t write attributes to the SUTimages file. 

Default = no

Shell Specifies the shell used to connect with the SUT. 

Default = /bin/sh

BufferSize Specifies the size of the internal buffer (in kilobytes) that 
stores SUT responses. 

Default = 4096
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AuxTerminfo Specifies the name of the auxiliary terminfo file. 

An auxiliary terminfo file describes the capabilities/escape
sequence mapping for one terminal. If you need more 
terminals, you must create a file for each terminal.

The syntax for the auxiliary terminfo file entry lines are

<CAPABILITY>=<ESCAPE SEQUENCE>

where 

• <CAPABILITY>  is the name of the capability and 
follows the standard terminfo naming. All vt100 
capabilities (see infocmp -I vt100) are currently 
supported.

• <SEQUENCE> is the escape sequence. The sequenc
can be specified using TERMCAP syntax, which is 
simpler than terminfo.

A line contains at most one mapping.

A line beginning with a # is considered a comment.

The MYNAH System will first search for the specified 
auxiliary terminfo file in the current directory and then in 
$XMYHOME/config.
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3.3.2.3 TOP/AppApp/PRT3270 Configuration

TOP, App-to-App, and PRT3270 configuration requires at least one ProtocolHandler  for 
each installation and at least one MsgCollector  entry.

NOTE — In the delivered example configuration files, 
the entries explained in this section are saved to the 
xmyConfig.TOP file and loaded into the xmyConfig file by 
including the following ling in the xmyConfig file.

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.TOP
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3.3.2.3.1 Protocol Handler Configuration

The ProtocolHandler contains the entries used to define the TOP, AppApp, or PRT32
installation. Example ProtocolHandlers for a TOP, AppApp, and PRT3270 installation 
are shown in Figure 3-4.

ProtocolHandler  topcom_1
Protocol = TOP,
TopQueue = "a:/etc/motd",
TopSendSession = 11,
TopRecvSession = 11,
Timeout = 60,
ConversionMode = "",
ListenMode = "MSG_LISTEN_NOW",
MatchProcedure = "",
MaxMsgs = 10,
MaxSegmentLen = 65535,
TopDefaultDTN = "",
TopDefaultPSN = "";

ProtocolHandler  printer_1
Protocol = PRT3270,
TopQueue = "",
TopSendSession = 0,
TopRecvSession = 0,
Timeout = 300,
ConversionMode = "",
ListenMode = "MSG_LISTEN_NOW",
MatchProcedure = "",
MaxMsgs = 5;

ProtocolHandler  app_1
Protocol = AppApp,
Host = cricket.base.bellcore.com,
TcpPort = 6542,
Timeout = 31,
ListenMode = "MSG_LISTEN_SEND",
MatchProcedure = "",
MaxMsgs = 10;

Figure 3-4.  Example xmyConfig ProtocolHandler Entries
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The valid ProtocolHandler configuration parameters are

Protocol Specifies what protocol (i.e., TOP, App-to-App, or PRT3270
this configuration entry is for. Valid values are TOP, 
App-to-App, or PRT3270. 

Note — The name of the ProtocolHandler for the PRT3270 
protocol should be the same as the one configured in TN32
Printer emulator config file. e.g., printer_1 in this example. See 
Section 2.7.2 for details.

This is a required parameter.

TopQueue Specifies the TOP handler IPC message queue key. 

This is required for TOP.

TopRecvSession Specifies the TOP receive session number. 

This is required for TOP.

TopSendSession Specifies the TOP send session number. 

This is required for TOP.

Host The host on which the Interface Collector is executing. The 
value may be a DNS name or an IP address. 

Note — If the Message Collector is handling a Printer protoco
handler, then the host on which the Message Collector runs
should be the same as the one on which the TN3270 Printe
emulator process runs. e.g., the process iocluprt  for I/O 
Concepts TN3270.

This is a required parameter for an App-to-App handler.

TcpPort The specific port on the Host on which the Interface Collecto
listens. 

This is a required parameter for an App-to-App handler

Timeout Specifies the seconds to wait for receiving a SUT message 
send back. 

This is required for TOP, App-to-App, or PRT3270.

ConversionMode Valid values are "" (empty string, which means that no 
conversion is performed), MSG_TCIS, MSG_TCIS2, 
MSG_EWNL. 

Default = "". 
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3.3.2.3.2 Message Collector Configuration

The MsgCollector entry_name defines the configuration for a process called a 
xmyCollector , which stores all incoming messages into a special area (the Message 
Response Directory ) on disk. The Collector is the interface between the MYNAH 
System and TOPCOM, sending and receiving messages from TOPCOM or any othe
protocol handler. All SEs performing a receive operation access the disk in order to g
message they are interested in. Whether or not you are concerned with checking received 
messages, the collector must be running. 

ListenMode Valid values for TOP and App-to-App are 
MSG_LISTEN_NOW, MSG_LISTEN_SEND, 
MSG_LISTEN_NEXT, or digits.

Valid values for PRT3270 are all TOP values excluding 
MSG_LISTEN_SEND.

Default = MSG_LISTEN_NOW

MatchProcedure Tcl match procedure for all received messages. 

Default = "" (empty string)

MaxMsgs Maximum number of appended messages used by 
xmyMsgMatchUntil() . 

Default = 10

MaxSegmentLen Segment size (in bytes) used only in TCIS and TCIS2 
conversions. 

Default = 65535

TopDefaultDTN TOP Destination Transaction Name. 

Default = ""

TopDefaultPSN TOPCOM Presentation Services Name. 

Default = ""

MsgCollector  cricket_A
MessageDirectory = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah_home/data/messages",
TableSize = 500,
Port = 2010,
Host = <hostname>,
Handler = (topcom_1, topcom_2, printer_1);

Figure 3-5.  Example xmyConfig MsgCollector Entry
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All of the following MsgCollector configuration parameters are required: 

MessageDirectory Specifies the full path of the directory where the received 
messages are written. If you enter an empty string (""), the 
default path is used.

Default = $XMYHOME/data/messages 

TableSize Specifies the number of received messages kept in memory
you enter TableSize = 0, the default value is used.

Default = 500 

Port Specifies the Internet port of main collector. This must be a 
valid unused port between 1024 and 65000. Check the 
/etc/services files to find what ports are being used.

If it is out of valid range, it defaults to 2010.

Host Specifies the hostname of the machine where the collector 
running.

Note — If the Message Collector is handling a printer protoco
handler, then the host on which the Message Collector runs
should be the same as the one on which the TN3270 printe
emulator process runs e.g., the process iocluprt for I/O concepts 
TN3270.

Handler Specifies the list of ProtocolHandlers served by this collecto
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3.3.2.4 GUI Test Configuration

Each GUI test tool requires a separate configuration entry as well as an engine, muc
a standard SE. However, this engine only handles GUI vendor tool scripts. 

NOTE — Remember, configuration for the WinRunner 
and SQA GUI test tools is performed via SE configuration 
entries (Sections 3.3.3.1.1 and 3.3.3.1.2, respectively).

To execute GUI vendor scripts, use the CLUI’s xmyCmd submit command and send the
script to a GUI Test Script Engine (GTSE).

NOTE — In the delivered example configuration files, 
the entries explained in this section are saved to the 
xmyConfig.GT file and loaded into the xmyConfig file by 
entering the following line to the xmyConfig file.

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.GT

3.3.2.4.1 QA Partner GUI Test Tool Configuration

The GuiTool_qap entry_name contains entries that define the configuration for a QA 
Partner GUI test tool. An example GuiTool_qap entry is shown in Figure 3-6. 

The valid QA Partner GuiTool_qap configuration parameters are

GuiTool_qap QAP1
Command = partner,
Home = /opt/XXXXqa/qapartner,
Bin = partner/bin,
Lib = partner/lib,
LicenseFile = partner/FLEXlm/license.dat,

# OPT_TRACE = 1,
# other QA Partner configuration options
# see QA Partner documentation

Debug = TRUE;

Figure 3-6.  Example GuiTool_qap Entry

Command Defines the command to run. The default value is partner.

This is a required parameter.

Home Defines the home of QA Partner installation. (This is the 
SEGUE_APPS environment variable.)

This is a required parameter.
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In addition to the parameters listed above, many QA Partner configuration options may 
added to the GuiTool_qap entry. An example QA Partner configuration parameter is 
OPT_TRACE = 1. Specifying this parameter in the MYNAH xmyConfig file overrides the 
corresponding configuration in the QA Partner IniFile.

A list of the available options can be found in AppendixD. See the QA Partner 
documentation for the use of these options.

The tag for each option is simply the name of the option, e.g., 
OPT_WINDOW_TIMEOUT.

Bin Defines the location of the directory containing the QA Partner 
executables. This location is added to the PATH environment 
variable. 

This is a required parameter.

Lib Defines the location of QA Partner shared libraries. (This location
added to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable). 

This is a required parameter.

LicenseFile Defines the file prepended to the LM_LICENSE_FILE environmen
variable.

Debug Determines if debugging information is saved.

TRUE Turns on QAP-MYNAH debugging output.

FALSE Partner-specific GTSE process files are deleted at the e
of execution. This is the default.

IniFile Specifies a file containing configuration options for seeding the 
QAP configuration.

Any QA Partner configuration parameters specified in this MYNA
configuration file overrides the corresponding parameter specifie
in the users IniFile.

AgentPort Specifies the TCP/IP port for partner-agent communication.

Default = 7654.

MynahPort Specifies the TCP/IP port for MYNAH-QAP communication.

Default = 5555.
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The user’s window manager must be configured for “click-to-type” behavior and the 
resources in Figure 3-7 must be added to the user’s .Xdefaults file. 

3.3.2.4.2 XRunner GUI Test Tool Configuration

The GuiTool_xrunner entry_name contains entries that define the configuration for an
XRunner GUI test tool. An example GuiTool_xrunner  entry is shown in Figure 3-8. 

Mwm*autoKeyFocus:               True
Mwm*deiconifyFocus:             True
Mwm*interactivePlacement:       False
Mwm*keyboardFocusPolicy:        explicit
Mwm*raiseKeyFocus:              True
Mwm*startupKeyFocus:            True

Figure 3-7.  QA Partner X Resources

GuiTool_xrunner XRUNNER1
Command = xrun,
Home = /opt/XXXXxru/xrunner,
Bin = bin,
Lib = lib,

# other XRunner configuration options
# see XRunner documentation

LicenseType = -D,
ExpectedDir = exp,
Batch = FALSE,
SyncMode = TRUE,
MismatchBreak = FALSE,
FastReplay = FALSE,
MoveWindows = TRUE,
RaiseWindows = TRUE,
WindowFrames = TRUE,
WmBorder = TRUE,
Speed = 0,
Timeout = 10,
Delay = 2,
Redraw = 2,
ClickDelay = 10,
KbdDelay = 0,
DblClickTime = 10,
FocusDelay = 10,
SyncTime = 10,
Compress = FALSE,
Beep = TRUE,
MinimumDiff = 0,

Debug = TRUE;

Figure 3-8.  Example GuiTool_xrunner Entry
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The valid XRunner GUI test tool configuration parameters are

Command Defines the command to run. The default value is xrun.

This is a required parameter.

Home Defines the home of XRunner installation. This is must be the same
as the M_ROOT environment variable.

This is a required parameter.

Bin Defines the location of the directory containing the XRunner 
executables. This location is added to PATH environment variab

This is a required parameter.

Lib Defines the location of XRunner shared libraries. This location is
added to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable.

This is a required parameter.

VerificationLevel Sets the number of faults that have to occur to cause the script to
marked as “failed”. If the number of faults is between 1 and this 
number, the script will be marked as “inconclusive”.

LicenseType Defines the type of license to use.

 -D  Use development license

 -E  Use execution license 

These are equivalent to the -D and -E command-line options.

Default = -D

Invisible Setting this parameter to TRUE makes the XRunner GUI invisibl

This is equivalent to the -invisible command-line option.

Default = FALSE

Note — This parameter is only valid if you are using Xrunner 
Version 3.0.

Animate This parameter controls the XRunner mode.

TRUE Use animate mode

FALSE Use run mode

These are equivalent to the -animate and -run  command-line 
options.
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ExpectedDir Specifies the location of the expected results directory.

This is equivalent to the -exp command-line option.

Default = exp

Batch Setting this parameter to TRUE turns on batch mode.

This is equivalent to the -batch command-line option.

Default = FALSE

SyncMode Setting this parameter to TRUE turns on synchronous mode.

This is equivalent to the -sync_mode command-line option.

Default = TRUE

MismatchBreak Setting this parameter to TRUE terminates script execution if a 
mismatch occurs.

This is equivalent to the -mismatch_break command-line option.

Default = FALSE

FastReplay Setting this parameter to TRUE turns on fast replay mode.

This is equivalent to the -fast_replay command-line option.

Default = FALSE

MoveWindows Setting this parameter to TRUE automatically relocates windows

This is equivalent to the -move_windows command-line option.

Default = TRUE

RaiseWindows Setting this parameter to TRUE automatically raises windows.

This is equivalent to the -raise_windows, command-line option.

Default = TRUE

WindowFrames Setting this parameter to TRUE includes window frames for 
comparisons.

This is equivalent to the -window_frames command-line option.

Default = TRUE

WmBorders Setting this parameter to TRUE includes window frames in captur
images.

This is equivalent to the -wm_borders command-line option.

Default = TRUE
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Speed Sets the replay speed.

This is equivalent to the -speed command-line option.

Default = 0

Timeout Sets the global timeout variable used by XRunner.

This is equivalent to the -timeout command-line option.

Default (seconds) = 10

Delay Sets the delay between consecutive samplings.

This is equivalent to the -delay command-line option.

Default (seconds) = 2

Redraw Defines the time that XRunner waits after for the screen to be 
redrawn after it moves a window.

This is equivalent to the -redraw command-line option.

Default (seconds) = 2

ClickDelay Defines the delay that XRunner waits after a single click.

This is equivalent to the -click_delay command-line option.

Default (tenths of a second) = 10

KbdDelay Defines the delay that XRunner waits after a keyboard event.

This is equivalent to the -kbd_delay command-line option.

Default (tenths of a second) = 0

DblClickTime Specifies the time between two clicks that can be construed as a
double click.

This is equivalent to the -dblclk_time command-line option.

Default (tenths of a second) = 10

FocusDelay Specifies the delay that XRunner waits from the time the mouse
moved into a new window until input is entered.

This is equivalent to the -focus_delay command-line option.

Default (tenths of a second) = 10

Compress Setting this parameter to TRUE automatically compresses captu
images.

This is equivalent to the -compress command-line option.

Default = FALSE
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Beep Setting this parameter to TRUE activates the XRunner system be

This is equivalent to the -beep command-line option.

Default = TRUE

MinimumDiff Specifies the minimum number of pixels that can be different 
between two images to constitute a mismatch.

This is equivalent to the -min_diff  command-line option.

Default (pixels) = 0

AlternateServer Specifies the alternative server to use for communicating with the 
SUT.

This is equivalent to the -server command-line option.

AlternateDisplay Specifies the alternative X display to use for the XRunner GUI.

This is equivalent to the -display command-line option.

SyncTime Defines the maximum time XRunner waits for a synchronization
event.

This is equivalent to the -sync_time command-line option.

Default (seconds) = 10

SearchPath Defines the directories in which XRunner will look for tests to be
opened or called.

This is equivalent to the -search_path command-line option.

Debug Determines if debugging information is saved.

TRUE Turns on XRunner-MYNAH debugging output.

FALSE XRunner-specific GTSE process files are deleted at th
end of execution. This is the default.
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3.3.2.4.3 QC/Replay GUI Test Tool Configuration

The GuiTool_replay entry_name contains entries that define the configuration for a 
QC/Replay GUI test tool. An example GuiTool_replay entry is shown in Figure 3-9. 

The valid QC/Replay GUI test tool configuration parameters are 

# Configuration for QC/Replay

GuiTool_replay  REPLAY1
Command = replay,

#Home is REPLAYHOME environment var
Home = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/Centerline/replay,

#Bin is REPLAYHOME/bin this is for executables
Bin = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/CenterLine/bin,

#Lib is REPLAYHOME/lib libraries
Lib = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/CenterLine/replay/\

sparc-solaris2/lib/generic/X11R5:/usr/openwin/lib,

# other QC/Replay configuration options
# see QC/Replay documentation

# Connect = FALSE,
# DontForceNamingConvention = FALSE,

Speed = 1.0,
Debug = TRUE;

Figure 3-9.  Example GuiTool_replay Entry

Command Defines the command to run. The default value is 
replay.

This is a required parameter.

Home Specifies the home of QC/Replay installation. (Thi
is must be the same as the REPLAYHOME 
environment variable.)

This is a required parameter.

Bin Specifies the location of QC/Replay executables. 
This is added to PATH environment variable.

This is a required parameter.

Lib Specifies the location of QC/Replay shared librarie
This location is added to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
environment variable.

This is a required parameter.
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LicenseFile Specifies the location of the floating license 
database. This is prepended to the 
LM_LICENSE_FILE, environment variable.

DynamicLibraryPath Specifies the dynamic library search path for findin
Xt libraries.

This is equivalent to the -L  command-line option.

Connect Setting this parameter to TRUE has QC/Replay 
search and connect to all Xt applications that have
been linked with the QC/Replay Xt library.

This is equivalent to the -connect command-line 
option.

Default = FALSE

DontForceNamingConventions Setting this parameter to TRUE tells QC/Replay tha
it should not enforce file naming convention when
creating new files.

This is equivalent to the -N command-line option.

Default = FALSE

TclArgs Specifies the arguments passed to the QC/Replay
Tcl script.

This is equivalent to the -tclargs command-line 
option.

Debug Determines if debugging information is saved.

TRUE Turns on QC/Replay-MYNAH 
debugging output.

FALSE QC/Replay-specific GTSE process files 
are deleted at the end of execution. This 
the default.
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3.3.2.4.4 GUI Test Script Engine (GTSE) Configuration

While the GTSEs are similar to the standard SEs (see Section 3.3.3.1), they only handle 
GUI vendor tool scripts. The configuration for GTSEs is performed via GuiEngine 
parameters, and you must create a separate GuiEngine GTSE entry for each windowing 
system or tool you use. Figure 3-10 shows examples of a GTSE for QA Partner testing 
Windows 3.1 GUI and a GTSE for testing an XRunner connection. 

The valid GuiEngine entries are 

# GUI Test Script Engine (GTSE) for QA Partner connecting to Win 3.1 agent
# for testing Win 3.1 GUIs
GuiEngine qapWin31

Type = qap,
Package = QAP1,
Sut = sut_1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
Agents = (klehrpc.mac259:5500),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
Debug = TRUE;

# GTSE for XRunner connecting
GuiEngine xrun

Type = xrunner,
Package = XRUNNER1,
Sut = sut_1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
Debug = TRUE;

# GTSE for QCREPLAY connecting
GuiEngine replay
Type = replay,
Package = REPLAY1,
Sut = sut1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
OutputBackups = 2,
Debug = TRUE;

Figure 3-10.  Example GuiEngine GTSE Configurations

Type Defines the type of vendor package. Valid values are qap, 
xrunner , and replay.

Package Specifies the name of package (i.e., configuration specification
for a GUI test tool. Enter the LogicalName you created for either 
the GuiTool_qap or GuiTool_xrunner entry_name.

Displays Specifies a list of X11 displays to use for running the GUI eac
instance of the GTSE is given one display to use.
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Agents Specifies a list of agents to perform testing on. Each entry is 
the form agentHost:agentPort:mynahPort, where agentHost is 
the hostname of the agent, agentPort is the TCP/IP port of th
agent-partner communication, mynahPort is the TCP/IP port 
the MYNAH-QAP communication (any entry may be empty; i
agentHost is “LOCAL”, it uses the current X11 display).

This parameter is only valid for QA Partner.

UseVirtualDisplay TRUE to create virtual X11 displays, FALSE otherwise.

Debug TRUE to turn on certain debugging output if debug if FALSE 
(the default), GTSE process files are deleted at the end of 
execution.
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Figure 3-11 shows a complete example xmyConfig.GT file. 

# This is an example configuration file for the Gt domain.

# Configuration for QA Partner

GuiTool_qap QAP1
Command = partner,
Home = /opt/XXXXqa/qapartner,
Bin = partner/bin,
Lib = partner/lib,
LicenseFile = partner/FLEXlm/license.dat,

OPT_USE_FILES = $HOME/pub/textedit.inc,
# other QA Partner configuration options
# see QA Partner documentation

Debug = TRUE;

# Similar configuration for QA Partner with different OPT_USE_FILES setting

GuiTool_qap QAP2
Command = partner,
Home = /opt/XXXXqa/qapartner,
Bin = partner/bin,
Lib = partner/lib,
LicenseFile = partner/FLEXlm/license.dat,

OPT_USE_FILES= $HOME/exercises/textedit.inc,

Debug = TRUE;

# Configuration for XRunner

GuiTool_xrunner XRUNNER1
Command = xrun,
Home = /opt/XXXXxru/xrunner,
Bin = bin,
Lib = lib,

# other XRunner configuration options
# see XRunner documentation

LicenseType = -D,
ExpectedDir = exp,
Batch = FALSE,
SyncMode = TRUE,
MismatchBreak = FALSE,
FastReplay = FALSE,
MoveWindows = TRUE,
RaiseWindows = TRUE,
WindowFrames = TRUE,
WmBorder = TRUE,
Speed = 0,

Figure 3-11.  Example xmyConfig.GT File (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Timeout = 10,
Delay = 2,
Redraw = 2,
ClickDelay = 10,
KbdDelay = 0,
DblClickTime = 10,
FocusDelay = 10,
SyncTime = 10,
Compress = FALSE,
Beep = TRUE,
MinimumDiff = 0,

Debug = TRUE;

# Configuration for QC/Replay

GuiTool_replay  REPLAY1
Command = replay,

#Home is REPLAYHOME environment var
Home = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/Centerline/replay,

#Bin is REPLAYHOME/bin this is for executables
Bin = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/CenterLine/bin,

#Lib is REPLAYHOME/lib libraries
Lib = /opt/XXXXqc/qcReplay/2.5.0/CenterLine/replay/\

sparc-solaris2/lib/generic/X11R5:/usr/openwin/lib,

# other QC/Replay configuration options
# see QC/Replay documentation

# Connect = FALSE,
# DontForceNamingConvention = FALSE,

Speed = 1.0,
Debug = TRUE;

# GUI Test Script Engine (GTSE) for QA Partner connecting to Win 3.1 agent
# for testing Win 3.1 GUIs
GuiEngine qapWin31

Type = qap,
Package = QAP1,
Sut = sut_1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
Agents = (klehrpc.mac259:5500),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
Debug = TRUE;

# GTSE for QA Partner connecting to X11 agent
# for testing X11 GUIs
GuiEngine qapX11

Type = qap,
Package = QAP2,
Sut = sut_1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
Debug = TRUE;

Figure 3-11.  Example xmyConfig.GT File (Sheet 2 of 3)
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# GTSE for XRunner connecting
GuiEngine xrun

Type = xrunner,
Package = XRUNNER1,
Sut = sut_1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
Debug = TRUE;

# GTSE for QCREPLAY connecting
GuiEngine replay
Type = replay,
Package = REPLAY1,
Sut = sut1,
Displays = (<hostname>:0.0),
UseVirtualDisplays = FALSE,
OutputBackups = 2,
Debug = TRUE;

# sample EngineGroup for each GTSE above
# Note that these EngineGroups use GuiEngine instead of Engine

EngineGroup GuiGroup1
GuiEngine = qapWin31,
Host = <hostname>,
Max = 1;

EngineGroup GuiGroup2
GuiEngine = qapX11,
Host = <hostname>,
Max = 1;

EngineGroup GuiGroup3
GuiEngine = xrun,
Host = <hostname>,
Max = 1:

EngineGroup GuiGroup4
GuiEngine = replay,
Host = <hostname>,
Max = 1;

# Script Dispatcher configuration is the same, regardless of whether
# or not it contains GTSEs

Dispatcher GuiDispatcher
EngineGroups = ( GuiGroup1, GuiGroup2, GuiGroup3, GuiGroup4 ),
DefaultEngineGroup = GuiGroup1,
Host = <hostname>,
Resources = no,
ActivityLogging = yes;

Figure 3-11.  Example xmyConfig.GT File (Sheet 3 of 3)
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3.3.3 Defining Script Engines (SEs), Script Engine Groups, and Script 
Dispatchers (SDs)

These entry_names are used to define and configure SEs, SE Groups, and SDs.

NOTE — Remember, the xmyConfig file is the only place 
where you can define SEs, SE Groups, or SDs.

3.3.3.1 Script Engine Configuration - Engine

The Engine entry_name contains entries for the SEs. As mentioned earlier, there are 
LogicalNames that are reserved for the Engine entry_name. The reserved Engine 
LogicalNames are

Standalone Defines the configuration for SEs that are started with the xmytclsh 
tool.

Embedded Defines the configuration for SEs that are started from within the 
MYNAH GUI.

User created LogicalNames define the configuration for SEs that will be started as part
an SE Group. Groups are used for efficient background execution of scripts. See 
Section1.2.8 for a discussion on MYNAH Background Processes.

NOTE — The MYNAH System does not impose a limit 
on the number of SEs that will run on a host. However, 
system resources (such as swap space) will impose an 
upper limit on the number of SEs that can run on each 
machine. Therefore, if your installation requires a large 
number of SEs, you should spread the SEs across several 
machines.

This may require defining additional SE Groups 
(Section3.3.3.2) since all SEs in a particular SE Group 
run on a single host.
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Example Engine entries are shown in Figure 3-12. 

NOTE — Only one occurrence of each MYNAH 
Package, e.g., a TermAsync configuration, may be 
defined for an SE.

— The valid Engine configuration parameters are 

Engine Embedded
StartupScript = "", # optional
LibraryPath = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib, # optional
ProcRepository= "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl", # optional
OutputLevel = ( error, user, script, compare, 

summary, sutimage), # optional
OutputBackup = 1, # optional
OutputPath = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/embedded, # optional
Term3270 = Term3270_type_1, # optional
TermAsync = Async_type_1;

Engine script_engine_1
Mode = Stateless,
StartUpScript = "",
ExecScript = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/demo/scripts/wrapper.tcl,
LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 

script, summary, sutimage, 
testobj, user  ),         

OutputBackups = 2,
TermAsync = Async_type_1;

Figure 3-12.  xmyConfig Engine Entries

Mode Determines the runtime state of the SE. Valid values are the SE 
execution modes (Stateless, FullState, and ConnOnly) listed in 
Section 1.3.2.

Default = Stateless

Note — SEs for scripts run from xmytclsh and the Script Builder are 
always in FullState mode, regardless of the xmyConfig file setting, 
since they run individual script lines, not entire scripts.
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StartupScript Specifies the path and name of a Tcl script that will be executed ea
time a new Tcl interpreter is started in a script engine. (In ConnOnly 
and StateLess mode, this is each time a script is submitted for 
execution). The start-up script is guaranteed to be the first script 
executed. One example would be a wrapper script that is used to ru
third party scripts.

The start-up script can contain any Tcl command. Typically it will loa
extension packages and can append to the auto_path variable; it should 
not override the variable.

Note — The auto_path variable lists the directories containing 
libraries of Tcl procedures. The auto_path variable is initially set to the 
value of ProcRepository if that entry appears in the MYNAH 
configuration file. If not, it defaults to: 
$XMYHOME/lib/tcl:$XMYDIR/lib/tcl

For example, if you've defined an exit handler that you want all SEs
a given group to execute, you would put this line in a start-up script 

set xmyVar(ExitHandler) myExitHandler

If the start-up script fails to execute, the SE will come down.

Note — Since the symbol table is overwritten on an incoming 
execution request, the start-up script should not be used to set sym
table variables. (See xmySymTblPut, Section 6.2.20 of the MYNAH 
System Scripting Guide.)

ExecScript Specifies the name of a MYNAH wrapper script used to run 
non-MYNAH scripts. This options gives you the ability to integrate 
other testing tools into the MYNAH System. See Section 6 for more 
information.

LibraryPath Specifies the locations (directories) of scripts on which the SE has b
asked perform some action, such as running a script.

You can specify several directories, delimiting them with colons, as
the following example:

LibraryPath = “/opt/mynah/SUNWmyn/mynah/lib:\
/u/mgt02/LIB:/mynah/SunOS5.4/5.2/scripts:\
/mynah/SunOS5.4/5.2/scripts/stt”

Default = $XMYHOME/scripts
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Key Contains a scrambled or unscrambled key to be used to decrypt us
database files. (See the xmyCmd scramble subcommand entry in the 
MYNAH System Users Guide and the MYNAH System Scripting Guide.)

This key sets the default value for the -key arguments to the xmyUdb 
command. (See Section 3.1.2.1 of the MYNAH System Scripting Guide 
for information on the xmyUdb command.)

Note — xmyCmd scramble scrambles the decryption key used by th
des system software, which is part of the Sun Encryption Kit. (See 
Section 1.7.8 for information on the required version of the Sun 
Encryption Kit.)

ProcRepository Specifies a series of directories that contain Tcl procedure libraries. 
value of ProcRepository is used to set the Tcl auto_path variable in a 
running SE. 

Tcl procedure libraries are located in two directories. Delivered 
MYNAH Tcl procedures are stored in $XMYDIR/lib/tcl. Users can build 
up their own libraries of procedures in $XMYHOME/lib/tcl. Procedures 
must be placed in one or more files in this directory. You must then
create an index file for each file that contains procedures. See 
Section 3.6.2 for information on creating this index.

You can specify several directories, delimiting them with colons, as
the following example:

ProcRepository = "/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah/lib/tcl:\
/u/user/lib/tcl”

Default = $XMYDIR/lib/tcl:$XMYHOME/lib/tcl

OutputBackups Specifies the number of script output directories that should be retain
Valid values are in the range 0 to maxint and the special value -1, which 
means that backups should never be removed. Zero backups indic
that script output for the current run only is maintained.

Term3270 Specifies the default 3270 emulation configuration section of the 
xmyConfig file for this SE.

TermAsync Specifies the default asynchronous emulation configuration section
the xmyConfig file for this SE.

ExecScript Specifies the name of a script that is passed to third party software.
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OutputLevel Specifies the type of information that should be recorded in the scr
output directory. 

The syntax of OutputLevel is a Tcl list with zero or more elements 
representing output file prefixes. Setting OutputLevel to {""} causes 
the output file to be empty. An asterisk ({*}) means include all types of 
output.

Error output should always be enabled or errors will not be seen in 
output file.

Valid values are:

• childscr

• compare

• error

• lang

• script

• summary

• sutimage

• suttiming

• testobj

• user 

Default = {error, user}

The following OutputLevels are recommended:

• For Standalone Engines

OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, script,
summary, sutimage, testobj, user )

• For Embedded Engines 

OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, script, 
testobj, user )

• For Background Engines 

OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, script,
summary, sutimage, testobj, user )

See Section 10.4.4 for more information on setting the content level of
the script output directory.
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3.3.3.1.1 WinRunner Script Engine Configuration

Configuration for the WinRunner GUI test tool is done via an Engine entry_name, i.e., a 
SE must be configured to communicate with the WinRunner program. This is done u
the ExecScript parameter. You must also set the Mode to Stateless. Figure 3-13 shows an 
example WinRunner Engine entry. 

Only one of the following two entries should be contained in the xmyConfig file. If neither 
one is used, the script output goes to the script directory, which is the directory where
executed the script.

OutputRoot Specifies the path for the root file system under which script output
directories should be created. Script output directories are created usi
the same directory hierarchy as the original scripts.

For example, if the value for OutputRoot is /tmp and the script is in 
/u/sam/script.tcl, the output would be in 
/tmp/u/sam/script.tcl.out.tttttttt.tttttt, where tttttttt.tttttt is the timestamp 
for when the script was executed.

OutputPath Specifies the script output directories. The hierarchy of the original 
scripts is not maintained; this is a flat directory.

Engine WinRunner
Mode = Stateless,
StartUpScript = "",
ExecScript = “/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/tcl/xmyGtWinRunner.tcl”,
LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 

script, summary, sutimage, 
testobj, user  ),         

OutputBackups = 2;

Figure 3-13.  WinRunner Engine Example
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3.3.3.1.2 SQA Script Engine Configuration

As with WinRunner, SQA configuration is done via an Engine entry_name, i.e., a SE must 
be configured to communicate with the SQA program. This is done using the ExecScript 
parameter. You must also set the Mode to Stateless. Figure 3-13 shows an example SQA 
Engine entry. 

3.3.3.2 Engine Group Configuration - EngineGroup

The EngineGroup entry_name contains entries that define a specific group of SEs. A
example Engine entry is shown in Figure 3-15. 

The valid EngineGroup configuration parameters are 

Engine SQA
Mode = Stateless,
StartUpScript = "",
ExecScript = “/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/tcl/xmyGtSqa.tcl”,
LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 

script, summary, sutimage, 
testobj, user  ),         

OutputBackups = 2;

Figure 3-14.  SQA Engine Example

EngineGroup SeGp1
Engine = script_engine_1,
Host = <hostname>,
NumEngines = 2;

Figure 3-15.  xmyConfig Engine Group Entry

Engine Specifies the SE configuration entry for this group.

Host Specifies the name of the host machine that the group runs on. 
Connections are driven over TCP/IP. Usually, this will be an alias 
hostname, as in the example, but can also be an IP address. 
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NumEngines Specifies the number of SEs that are in the group on start-up.

An administrator can dynamically change the SE Group to have a
number of SEs while the SD is running using xmyOM ’s seincr (see 
Section 5.7.1 and Appendix A.2.7) and sedecr (see SectionA.2.6) 
subcommands.

This may be zero (0). If you do so, you can define many SEs without 
actually using an system resources since you will not be starting 
SEs when the system is started. You later increase the number of
using xmyOM  seincr.
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3.3.3.3 Script Dispatcher Configuration - Dispatcher

The Dispatcher entry_name contains entries that define an SD. An example Dispatcher 
entry is shown in Figure 3-16. 

The valid Dispatcher configuration parameters are 

Dispatcher SD1 
EngineGroups = (SeGp1, SeGp3), 
DefaultEngineGroup = SeGp1,
Host = <hostname>,
ActivityLogging = yes;

Figure 3-16.  xmyConfig Dispatcher Entry

EngineGroups Specifies the names of all SE Groups the SD manages. They m
appear in a comma-separated list enclosed in parentheses in
format

EngineGroups = (<SE_Group1>, <SE_Group2>, \
...,<SE_GroupN>)

Note — Each SD can manage up to 24 SE Groups.

This is a required parameter.

DefaultEngineGroup Specifies the default SE Group for this SD entry.

This is a required parameter.

Host Specifies what host the SD is supposed to run on. The SD sta
up all the SEs in the SE Groups it manages.

The host must be the same host as the Operability Agent (OA) in 
the xmyConfigOP file that has this SD in its responsibility list. 
See Section 3.4 for information on the xmyConfigOP file and 
Section4 for information on OAs and Operability Management.

This is a required parameter.

ActivityLogging Specifies whether the SD should do activity logging. See 
Section10.3 for information on activity logging.

yes - Do activity logging
no - Don’t perform activity logging

Default = yes
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UserConcurrencies Tells the SD whether or not to pay attention to user 
concurrencies. 

yes User concurrency limits are enforced (e.g., if a user's 
actual-concurrency value is 7, then that user will be able
run at most seven scripts at a time, not including child 
scripts).

Concurrency levels are set using the xmyCmd CLUI 
subcommands (Section A.2).

The xmyCmd subcommands that control concurrency 
levels are

• dfltusrconc

• sysconc

• usrmaxconc

• usractconc.

Note — The usractconc subcommand lets users set their
own concurrency limits. It is not used by the MYNAH 
Administrator.

no User concurrency limits are not enforced, and users can
have any number of scripts running at a time, limited onl
by the overall system (i.e., SD) concurrency, and system
resources such as available SEs.

Default =yes
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3.3.4 Complete xmyConfig Example

This section contains a complete example xmyConfig file as delivered with the MYNAH 
System. This includes the use of the %INCLUDE  statement to load the 
xmyConfig.General, xmyConfig.TOP, and xmyConfig.GT files.

As mentioned earlier, the order of the entries is only important when a parameter refers to 
an entry_name. In this case the entry_name must have been defined earlier. For exampl
the Engine Standalone entry uses the parameter TermAsync = Async_type_1, which had 
to be defined prior to the Engine Standalone definition. 

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General # required
%INCLUDE xmyConfig.TOP  # uncomment for App-to-App testing
%INCLUDE xmyConfig.GT  # uncomment for GUI testing

#Term3270 Term3270_type_1 
# Host = <hostname>,
# Model = 2, # optional
# Port = 23, # optional
# CompareInvisibleFields= No, # optional
# TN3270E = No, # optional
# ShowAttributes = No, # optional
# TagDir = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/tag, # optional
# Timeout = 300, # optional
# InitialWait = No, # optional
# InitialWaitExpect = "", # optional
# CollectKeyCount = No, # optional
# VendorPath = "/opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts";

TermAsync Async_type_1
Terminal = vt100,
Timeout = 300,
ShowAttributes = No,
Shell = /bin/sh,
BufferSize = 4096,
AuxTerminfo = .terminfo;

# Engines

Engine Standalone
# StartUpScript = "", # optional
# LibraryPath = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib, # optional
# ProcRepository= /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl, # optional
# OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 
# script, summary, sutimage, 
# testobj, user  ), # optional
# OutputBackup = 0, # optional
# OutputPath = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/standalone, # optional
# Term3270 = Term3270_type_1, # optional
# TermAsync = Async_type_1;

Figure 3-17.  Example xmyConfig File (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Engine Embedded
# StartupScript = "", # optional
# LibraryPath = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib, # optional
# ProcRepository= "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl", # optional
# OutputLevel = ( error, user, script, compare, 
# summary, sutimage), # optional
# OutputBackup = 1, # optional
# OutputPat = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/embedded, # optional
# Term3270 = Term3270_type_1, # optional
# TermAsync = Async_type_1;

Engine script_engine_1
Mode = Stateless,
StartUpScript = "",
LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 

script, summary, sutimage, 
testobj, user  ),         

OutputBackups = 2,
TermAsync = Async_type_1;

#Engine script_engine_2
# Mode = ConnOnly,
# StartUpScript = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/scripts/startup",
# LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
# ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
# OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 
# script, summary, sutimage, 
# testobj, user  ),      
# OutputBackups = 0,
# TermAsync = Async_type_1,
# Term3270 = Term3270_type_1;

Engine script_engine_3
Mode = Stateless,
StartUpScript = "",
ExecScript = /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/demo/scripts/wrapper.tcl,
LibraryPath = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib",
ProcRepository = "/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah/lib/tcl",
OutputLevel = ( error, childscr, compare, 

script, summary, sutimage, 
testobj, user  ),

OutputBackups = 2;

#Engine Groups

EngineGroup SeGp1
Engine = script_engine_1,
Host = <hostname>,
NumEngines = 2;

#EngineGroup SeGp2
# Engine = script_engine_2,
# Host = <hostname>,
# NumEngines = 2;

Figure 3-17.  Example xmyConfig File (Sheet 2 of 3)
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EngineGroup SeGp3
Engine = script_engine_3,
Host = <hostname>,
NumEngines = 0;

#Dispatchers

Dispatcher SD1 
EngineGroups = (SeGp1, SeGp3), 
DefaultEngineGroup = SeGp1,
Host = <hostname>,
ActivityLogging = yes;

#Dispatcher SD2 
# EngineGroups = (SeGp1, SeGp2), 
# DefaultEngineGroup = SeGp1,
# Host = <hostname>,
# ActivityLogging = yes;

Figure 3-17.  Example xmyConfig File (Sheet 3 of 3)
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3.4 The xmyConfigOP File Syntax

Configuration information for the Operability Management (OM and OA) processes i
contained in a file called xmyConfigOP. This file is located in $XMYHOME/config.

NOTE — Operability Management gives you, a 
MYNAH administrator, a single mechanism with which 
you can start, stop and get status of all of the MYNAH 
processes from any host, including those processes not 
developed by MYNAH but that are an integral part of the 
MYNAH operation (e.g. all of the Telexel processes). 

This section describes the entries of the xmyConfigOP 
file, which creates configuration information for the 
MYNAH Operability Management structure. Information 
on the Operability Processes (e.g., the OA, OM, 
Autostart ) can be found in Section 4.

xmyConfigOP file entries use the same format as the xmyConfig file entries:

entry_name LogicalName
parameter = option,
parameter = option;

xmyConfigOP entry_names can be one of the three following reserved names, each of 
which is used to create specific operability configurations: 

The LogicalName argument is used to assign a unique name to an entry_name.

The following sections detail the parameters and their values for each entry_name.

3.4.1 General Entry

The xmyConfigOP file must contain the same General entry as the xmyConfig file 
(Section3.3.1). This entry is therefore saved to a separate file, e.g., xmyConfig.General, 
and include it into the xmyConfigOP and xmyConfig files by entering the line 

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General

at the beginning of each file.

General Used to create configuration parameters that apply to the ent
MYNAH System.

Process Used to define processes to be managed.

OperabilityAgent Used to define the OA for the host.
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3.4.2 Process Entries

There are processes that must be running before you start the MYNAH System, and
process must have a Process entry in the xmyConfigOP file. These processes can be Telex
processes, BDs, or SDs. The syntax of a Process entry is shown in Figure 3-18. 

The Process configuration parameters are 

The names you enter for the LogicalName are used as elements in the Responsibility list 
parameter for the OperabilityAgent  entry. (See Section 3.4.3) This list tells the OA which 
processes it is responsible for.

The Start, Stop, and Status commands for the background processes are standard Tel
commands.

Process LogicalName
Mynah = {yes|no},
AutoStart= {yes|no},# Yes tells the OA to start

# process at boot time
Start =“ start command ”,
Stop =“ stop command ”,
Status=“ status command ”;

Figure 3-18.  xmyConfig Process Entry

Mynah Indicates whether the process is a MYNAH process. For example, there
Telexel processes that are required by MYNAH, but they themselves are not 
MYNAH processes. In this case, this parameter would be set to no. In 
addition, you can use the Operability feature to bring up your own 
processes.

yes This is a MYNAH process

no  This is not a MYNAH process.

AutoStart Indicates whether the process is automatically started when the OA is 
booted.

yes Start this process when the OA is booted.

no  Do not start this process when the OA is booted.

Start Specifies the command that starts the process.

Stop Specifies the command that stops the process.

Status Specifies the command that returns the status of the process.
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3.4.2.1 .xmyStartup

One of the Operability Processes we define is vxIpcDir , which starts the Telexel directory
service. For general Telexel installations, this process is started using the vxIpcDir 
command as its Start command. However, we recommend you instead use the MYNA
command .xmyStartup.

Unlike vxIpcDir , which simply tries to bring up the Telexel directory service,

1. .xmyStartup checks to see if vxIpcDir  is already running. If so .xmyStartup quits.

2. If it is not already running, .xmyStartup checks to see if the port defined by the 
vxIpcPort  variable is idle. If not, then .xmyStartup waits until it becomes idle before
starting vxIpcDir . This is important because if you attempt to bring up vxIpcDir  while 
the port is busy, vxIpcDir  will fail to come up. The .xmyStartup command waits 
about 5 and a half minutes for the port to become idle. If it is still busy after that t
.xmyStartup gives up and exits with an error code.

The .xmyStartup command assumes that the OA is running on all client machines.

The .xmyStartup command is only intended to be run on the server machine in a MYN
installation, and only at OA bring-up time on the server. In fact, it is only used via the
xmyConfigOP file. If the vxIpcDir  process has

start=".xmyStartup" 

as its Start command and vxIpcDir  is an Autostart  process (which it should be), then it 
will be run at OA bringup time.

3.4.2.2 MYNAH Process Start, Stop, and Status Commands

The following lists the commands used to start, stop, and obtain status information fo
BD, TD, and SDs.

All of the following commands accept the following options:

-h Returns a brief help message for the command.

-H Returns a detailed help message for the command.

-R Returns the current release number of the MYNAH System.
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3.4.2.2.1 BD Commands

The BD Start, Stop, and Status commands are

Start = xmyStartBD

Stop = xmyStopBD

Status = xmyStatusBD

3.4.2.2.2 TD Commands

The TD Start, Stop, and Status commands are

Start = xmyStartTD

Stop = xmyStopTD

Status = xmyStatusTD

3.4.2.2.3 SD Commands

The SD Start, Stop, and Status commands are

Start = xmyStartSD

Stop = xmyStopSD

Status = xmyStatusSD

The SD commands have the syntax 

SD_commandname -n SD_LogicalName  ?-r? 

where SD_commandname is xmyStartSD, xmyStopSD, or xmyStatusSD.

In addition to the ?-hHR? options listed in Section 3.4.2.2, the SD commands also accep
the following options: 

-n SD_LogicalName This option specifies the name of the SD to start.This is a required 
argument since the SD must know its logical name. The 
SD_LogicalName must be one of those defined in the xmyConfig 
file.
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-r This is an optional argument for xmyStartSD. It is not defined for 
xmyStopSD and xmyStatusSD.

This option is used to recover the “state” of the SD as that state
existed when the SD last came down, whether the SD crashed
not (i.e., whether the SD came down gracefully, or on an abnorm
termination condition). In particular, it tells the SD to recover th
“configuration” of the SD when it last came down. The 
configuration is simply the set of SE Groups and the number o
SEs in each group when the SD last came down. This is only 
different from the settings in the xmyConfig file if you used the 
CLUI seincr or sedecr subcommands.

There are two caveats to bear in mind when using this option

• An error will occur if the SE was running with an SE Group
that has been removed from the xmyConfig file. The SD will 
refuse to come up since the SD does not know what host t
removed SE Group should run on, and the SEs in that gro
will not know what mode to come up in.

• If any configuration information for that group has been 
changed in the xmyConfig file, the new configuration 
information will be used (other than the number of SEs in th
group). This includes the host the group runs on as well as 
mode of the SEs in that group. For example

1. SE Group G is configured to have 5 SEs and to run on h
h1 in FullState mode.

2. The SD is started and the administrator changes SE Gro
G to have 7 SEs.

3. The SD is brought down or crashes.

4. The MYNAH Config file is changed so that SE Group G
has 10 SEs and runs on host h2 in conn-only mode

5. The SD is brought up with the -r option.

In this case, SE Group G will run on host h2, in conn-only 
mode and have 7 SEs. So it is only the number of SEs in t
SE Group that is saved and restored by the SD. All other 
configuration information is read in from the xmyConfig file, 
even when the -r option is used.

Note — Always stop all MYNAH components before you 
change the xmyConfig file or you may have problems 
stopping processes.
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3.4.2.2.4 CL Commands

The CL Start, Stop, and Status commands are

Start = xmyStartCL

Stop = xmyStopCL

Status = xmyStatusCL

The CL commands accept the following option: 

NOTE — The CL commands do not support the ?-hHR? 
options listed in Section 3.4.2.2. 

3.4.2.2.5 TN3270 Printer Emulator Commands

The TN3270 Start, Stop, and Status commands are:

Start = $IOC/iocluprt -E -h 128.96.102.234 -c $IOC/iocluprt.cfg -s telnet -C 
MYNAHPRI -d 2> printer.log &

where

$IOC Contains the name of the I/O Concepts home directory

-h Specifies the host on which the TN3270E server is running

-c Specifies the name of the configuration file

-C Specifies the LU name that is defined as a printer

Status = ps -ef | grep iocluprt

Stop  = kill -USR1 <process id obtained from Status command>

The Stop command cannot be automated without writing a complex set of commands
best that you do this manually.

NOTE — The printer client iocluprt will not work with 
a TN3270 server. .

-n CL_LogicalName This option specifies the name of the CL to start.This is a required 
argument for the xmyStartCL  and xmyStopCL commands since 
the CL must know its logical name. The CL_LogicalName must be 
the name of a MsgCollector entry in the xmyConfig file.
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3.4.3 OperabilityAgent

There is one OA per host and every OA is defined in the xmyConfigOP file. The syntax of 
an OperabilityAgent  entry is shown in Figure 3-19. 

The OperabilityAgent  configuration parameter is 

NOTE — The OperabilityAgent  LogicalName must be 
the name of the host on which the OA runs.

Figure 3-20 contains an example of an OperabilityAgent  entry. 

While there is only one OA per host, you must define the OAs for all hosts in the 
xmyConfigOP file. In addition, each process will be able to appear in multiple OAs’ 
responsibility lists. This way you don’t have to redefine the processes for each host.

When the OA starts, it determines its name by looking at what host it was started on
OA then looks for its entry in the xmyConfigOP file to see what processes it is responsib
for and immediately starts the ones with Autostart = yes. 

Each LogicalName that appears in the Responsibility list for an OA must correspond to a
defined Process entry.

The OA starts these processes in the order listed in the Responsibility list. 

OperabilityAgent OA_Hostname
Responsibility=( list of names);# managed processes

Figure 3-19.  xmyConfigOP OperabilityAgent Entry Structure

Responsibility Specifies the names of all of the processes for which the OA has 
responsibility. They must appear in a comma-separated list enclose
parentheses in the format

Responsibility = (<process1>, <process2>, …,<processN>)

OperabilityAgent selene
Responsibilities = (vxDir, vxGateway, vxLogToFile, 

vxErrorServer, xmyTD, xmyBD, xmySD1, xmyQueues, xmyLS);

Figure 3-20.  Example xmyConfigOP OperabilityAgent Entry
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NOTE — This is very important because some processes 
must be up and running before other processes can start. 
These are

1. vxIpcDir (started via the .xmyStartup command)

2. The rest of the Telexel processes

3. BDs

4. TD

5. SDs.
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3.4.4 Example xmyConfigOP File

Figure 3-21 contains a sample xmyConfigOP file for a MYNAH configuration. In this 
example, the General entry in Figure 3-1 has been saved to the file xmyConfig.General and 
included into the xmyConfigOP file via the 

%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General

statement.

This example defines the following Operability processes:  

vxIpcDir This defines the Telexel directory service. One occurrence of this
process must be running. It provides the directory name service f
all other processes. 

vxGatewayhost This defines the Telexel gateway daemon. One occurrence of thi
process must be running on each host in the MYNAH System 
configuration. 

vxErrorServer This defines the Telexel error server.

vxLogToFile This defines the Telexel log to file process. 

xmyBD This defines the Operability configuration for the Boot Daemon 
(BD).

xmySD1 This defines the Operability configuration for the Script Dispatche
(SD), SD1.

xmySD2 This defines the Operability configuration for the Script Dispatche
(SD). SD2.

xmyTD This defines the Operability configuration for the Trigger Daemon.

xmyLS This defines the Operability configuration for the License Server.

xmyCollector This defines the Operability configuration for the Collector Proces
(CL).

iocLicense This defines the Operability configuration for the I/O Concepts 
X-Direct TN3270 software. This lets you start the software, used 
MYNAH Users to test or automate task over a 3270 (synchronou
interface, when the system starts.

Note that the entries for this process are commented in the exam
file.
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iocluprt This defines the Operability configuration for the I/O Concepts 
X-Direct TN3270 Printer emulator. This lets you start the Printer 
emulator, used by the MYNAH PRT3270 subsystem.

NOTE — The entries for this 
process are commented in the 
example file.

xmyQueues This defines the Operability configuration for the queues.
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%INCLUDE xmyConfig.General

Process vxIpcDir
Mynah = No, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = ".xmyStartup",
Stop = "vxIpcDown -d",
Status = "vxIpcProcesses";

Process vxGateway
Mynah = No, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = ".xmyIpcUp",
Stop = "vxIpcDown",
Status = "vxIpcUp";

Process vxErrorServer
Mynah = No, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "vxErrorServer $TELDIR/lib/errorText\

$XMYDIR/lib/xtw_error_text\
$XMYDIR/lib/xmyErrorText",

Stop = "vxIpcTerm vxErrorServer",
Status = "vxIpcProcesses vxErrorServer";

Process vxLogToFile
Mynah = No, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "vxLogToFile -C 3 -M 2m $XMYDIR/syslog/adminLog",
Stop = "vxIpcTerm vxLogDestFile",
Status = "vxIpcProcesses vxLogDestFile";

Process xmyBD
Mynah = Yes, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "xmyStartBD",
Stop = "xmyStopBD",
Status = "xmyStatusBD";

Process xmySD1
Mynah = Yes, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "xmyStartSD -n SD1",
Stop = "xmyStopSD -n SD1",
Status = "xmyStatusSD -n SD1";

Process xmySD2
Mynah = Yes, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "xmyStartSD -n SD2",
Stop = "xmyStopSD -n SD2",
Status = "xmyStatusSD -n SD2";

Figure 3-21.  Example MYNAH xmyConfigOP File (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Process xmyTD
Mynah = Yes, 
Autostart = Yes,
Start = "xmyStartTD",
Stop = "xmyStopTD",
Status = "xmyStatusTD";

Process xmyLS 
Mynah = Yes,
Autostart = Yes,

 Start = "xmyStartLS", 
Stop = "xmyStopLS", 
Status = "xmyStatusLS"; 

Process xmyQueues
Mynah = Yes,
Autostart = No,
Start = "",
Stop = "",
Status = "xmyCmd checkQueues";

 
#Process xmyCollector
# Mynah = yes,
# Autostart = Yes,
# Start = "xmyStartCL -n <msg collector name> -t",
# Stop = "xmyStopCL -n <msg collector name>",
# Status = "xmyStatusCL -n <msg collector name>";

#Process iocLicense 
# Mynah = no,
# Autostart = yes, 
# Start = "ioclm.sh start", 
# Stop = "ioclm.sh stop", 
# Status = "ps -ef | grep ioclmd";

#Process iocluprt
# Mynah = no,
# AutoStart = yes,
# Start = "$IOC/iocluprt -E -h 128.96.102.234 -c $IOC/iocluprt.cfg\

-s telnet -C MYNAHPR1 -d 2> printer.log &"
#
#Where

$IOC contains the name of the I/O Concepts home directory.
-h option specifies the host on which the TN3270E server is running.
-c option specifies the name of the config file.
-C option specifies the LU name which is defined as a Printer.

Status = "ps -ef | grep iocluprt"
Stop = "kill -USR1 <process id obtained from Status command>"

The Stop command cannot be automated without writing a complex set of 
commands. It is better for you to do this manualy.

Figure 3-21.  Example MYNAH xmyConfigOP File (Sheet 2 of 3)
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#OPERABILITY ENTRIES FOR AGENTS

OperabilityAgent <hostname>
Responsibilities = (vxIpcDir, vxGateway, vxLogToFile, 

#     iocLicense,
#     xmyCollector,

    xmyLS, vxErrorServer, xmyTD, xmyBD, xmySD1,
    xmyQueues);

#OperabilityAgent <hostname_2>
# Responsibilities = (vxGateway, xmyBD, xmySD2, xmyQueues);

Figure 3-21.  Example MYNAH xmyConfigOP File (Sheet 3 of 3)
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3.5 The .xmyMYNAHrc File

The xmyRunMynah process creates and maintains a .xmyMYNAHrc file in the user’s 
home directory. This file is used to store desktop and preference information. It is rea
the process upon start-up. 

3.6 Specialized Configuration Concerns

3.6.1 Batch Package Configuration — The .netrc File

A .netrc file must be created with permissions set to 400 such that it is read-able only to the
MYNAH administrator’s login and placed in the home directory of the administrator if
user’s are to be permitted to submit batch jobs via MYNAH processes started by the
administrator. The contents of the file should be the names of the machines that will 
accessed to process batch jobs and the login and password information permitted fo
access.

The ftp  command requires that a .netrc file be created in the home directory of the owne
of the process executing the batch commands described in this document. The batc
commands are executed as Tcl procedures. The .netrc file must contain an entry for each 
host machine that a user might select to submit a batch job to. Each entry in this file
contain the host machine name, the login name on that machine, and the associated
password. The .netrc file must be protected from access by any other user than its ow
To establish this protection, the file’s permissions must be set to read-only for the owner 
and no access by group or other. The mode of the file should be set to 400. An example of 
a .netrc file is shown as follows:

machine pyibm1 logon siuol password x123
machine pyibm2 logon ortep password xpdq

If batch jobs are submitted to a script engine that was started by another user, the u
.netrc file who started the script engine will be used by the batch job processing tools
described in this document.

Although the usage of the .netrc file is suggested by the ftp  product, it is considered a 
security hole and another method of providing the logon and password information w
investigated in post MYNAH 5.2.
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3.6.2 Maintaining a Tcl Procedures Library

This section describes how to add user written Tcl procedures to your MYNAH installa
so that they are generally accessible. These procedures must be contained in a 
ProcRepository . A set of generally accessible Tcl procedure is shipped with the 
MYNAH System. They are contained in the ProcRepository $XMYDIR/lib/Tcl. Locally 
written procedures should be stored in the ProcRepository $XMYHOME/lib/Tcl.

To add a set of procedures to a ProcRepository you:

• Put them in a file with the suffix .tlib  in ProcRepository

• Add a line with this syntax to the top of the file:

#@package: <proc lib name> <proc name list>

where:

• Create an index file from within xmyTclsh for the library running buildpackageindex 
<pro file list> from within xmytclsh.

NOTE — The index files can be created automatically as 
long as the user running the script has write permissions 
in the ProcRepository.

For more information on buildpackageindex and other Tcl library management command
see Section B-15 & B-16 of the MYNAH System Scripting Guide.

3.6.3 Synchronizing Clocks for the MYNAH System

System clocks on networked systems tend to drift. This condition exists because the
internal clocks on different machines are not synchronized to second accuracy. In fa
some machines can drift minutes apart.

This is always a problem, especially for App-to-App emulation where the App-to-App 
script processes are distributed between different machines.

For example, in the App-to-App architecture, a set of MYNAH 5.2 “Collector” proces
are started on a machine (call it machineA), and the Tcl script (SE) can be executed 
different machine (call it machineB). The purpose of the “Collector” process is to rec
messages sent by the SUT, timestamp each messages, and write them to disk. Note 
timestamp is relative to machineA’s internal clock. On machineB, our customers exe
the App-to-App Tcl scripts which connects to a “collector” process on machineA and 

<proc lib name> Is the user-supplied name of the procedure library. 

<proc name list> Is a space separated list of the procedures in this library th
should be exported.
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the “collector” to send and receive SUT messages. Note that the timestamp of the se
messages are relative to machineB’s internal clock.

Let’s assume the current time on machineA is 1 PM and on machineB is 1:10 PM. At1:10 
PM the script on machineB instructs the “Collector” process on machineA to send a 
message and return any message which was received after the send time (1:10 PM
response message is received 1 minute later and time stamped by machineA at 1:01
But this message is NOT returned to the script on machineB, because the script is exp
to receive messages with a timestamp after 1:10 PM. So, the script will never receiv
response message. 

There are two solutions: setup the SE Group to run on the same machine as the collec
have the clocks synchronized. Since drifting clocks can cause problems/confusion in
parts of the MYNAH System beside App-to-App, we recommend synchronizing your
clocks.

Two possible methods for synchronizing your clocks are rdate and Network Time Protocol 
(NTP).

rdate is a UNIX command that lets you set the time for your machine to that of anoth
machine. For example, to synchronize your machine’s clock with that of the machine
selene, you would type

rdate selene

You must be root to use rdate.

rdate, however, is only as accurate as the server you’re using as a reference. NTP u
multi-layered architecture, with the top level attached to such accurate hardware devices as 
radio receivers.

NTP runs on most versions of UNIX and is freely available from the Internet via ftp a

louie.udel.edu/pub/ntp/xntp3.5c.tar.Z

For more information on synchronizing clocks on networked systems, see the Article 
Bombs by Hal Stern in the April, 1996 issue of SunWorld Online. The complete text of the 
article is available on the Web. The URL is

http://www.sun.com/sunworldonline/swol-04-1996/swol-04-sysadmin.html
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4. Operability Management — Starting and Stopping 
MYNAH Processes

Operability Management  gives you, a MYNAH administrator, a single mechanism fo
starting, stoping, and getting status of the MYNAH processes from any host, includin
those processes not developed by MYNAH but that are an integral part of the MYNA
operation (e.g., all of the Telexel processes). 

This mechanism is composed of an Operability Manager (OM), an Operability Agent (O
and configuration information. The OM is invoked by typing the xmyOM  command.

NOTE — See Appendix A.3 for a discussion of the 
xmyOM  command.

4.1 Basic Steps

This section briefly lists the basic steps used for configuring the Operability Managem
files and starting MYNAH processes. The following sections provide detailed descript

1. Set up the xmyConfigOP file. This file contains all of the configuration information fo
the platform  processes required by the OM and the OA, as well as some informa
about all SDs.

2. Start the OA on each MYNAH system host. Generally this is done by including t
xmyStartUp command in a start-up file. The file S99mynah.eg is included in the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory. It can be updated for the correct path a
machine names and then placed in the /etc/rc3.d directory (for Solaris) or /sbin/rc3.d 
(for HP-UX) directory. (See Section 4.8.)

The OA reads the xmyConfigOP file to determine which processes it is responsible f
and then starts those processes on that machine that have Autostart = Yes, such as 
Telexel processes and the Boot Daemon (BD).

3. Start each SD and the associated SEs using the xmyOM  command. This is only 
necessary if the SD entry in the xmyConfigOP file does not have the Autostart  option 
set to Yes.

NOTE — The SDs and SEs are defined in the xmyConfig 
file, but an SD’s Autostart information is specified in the 
xmyConfigOP file.
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4.2 Overview

MYNAH processes fall into two phase categories: the platform  and the application  
phases. Platform processes are the processes that are required by the MYNAH Pac
such as the Telexel IPC processes and the MYNAH Boot Daemon (BD).

Application processes are the actual MYNAH processes, such as an SD, involved in
executing scripts. 

For start-up, the platform phase takes place first, then the application phase. For shut-
it is the reverse: the application phase shutdown happens first, then the platform phase. 

NOTE — The application phase can be shut-down, and 
then brought back up again, without shutting down the 
platform phase.

For each host in the MYNAH configuration, the platform processes are composed of

• A MYNAH OA

• The required Telexel processes, e.g., the Telexel IPC and logger processes

• The MYNAH BD and any other process required for the domains (e.g., the 
App-to-App Package Collector process, TOPCOM).

The BD is a platform process required by an SD. Because SE groups can run o
different host than the SD, a BD must be running on all hosts that run the MYNA
System. The BD must be up and running for the SE Groups to come up; for eac
MYNAH installation, there is one BD per host. This is needed only if an SE Grou
to run on that host.

The BD “manages” the SEs running on its machine. It starts the SEs, and it kno
when an SE dies. If the SE dies abnormally, the SE’s exit code tells the BD why
termination occurred. If the SE died due to certain types of errors, the BD restar

• The Trigger Daemon (TD)

The TD is a procedure that is stored in the database and implicitly executed whe
table is modified, broadcasting that a change has been made to the database. 

The TD process is responsible for sending dynamic updates about script execu
status to GUI processes. 

If dynamic updates are not happening at all, or seem to be happening very slowly
should check the following:

• There may be more than one TD process running for the same database.
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NOTE — There should be only one TD process running. 
If there is more than one both TD processes should be 
brought down and only one restarted.

• Telexel may think there are processes up that are actually defunct. This will c
the TD to be very slow. See (Section 5.12) for instructions on how to determine, 
and correct this situation.

NOTE — The TD is required only if your MYNAH 
installation uses a database. The TD runs only on the 
machine storing the MYNAH database.

NOTE — All platform processes should have the 
Autostart  option set to Yes.

The MYNAH application processes are composed of

• The SD

• The associated SEs (which may be spread across the various hosts in the MYN
configuration).

NOTE — The SD tells the BD to start the subordinate SE 
processes so they are not managed by the Operability 
feature.
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4.3 Operability Design

As mentioned earlier, the design is composed of an OM, an OA, and configuration 
information.

There is only one OA per MYNAH host machine, per MYNAH configuration. The OA
“manages” all MYNAH required processes on a host. The OM, via the xmyOM  
subcommands, provides a user interface to the OAs. The basic design is depicted in
Figure4-1.

4.3.1 Operability Manager (OM)

The OM provides you with a set of commands to manage all MYNAH processes. Th
management is very high level. You can start or stop a process or determine if a proc
running properly. 

4.3.2 Operability Agent (OA)

The OAs are responsible for communicating the start, stop, and status requests to individual 
processes, and then communicating the reply back to the OM.

OAs are started at host boot time or by the user using the CLUI commands.

Figure 4-1.  Operability Architecture

User

OM

OA1

P1 Pn. . .

Host 1 Host 2

OA2

P1 Pn. . .
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There is only one OA per MYNAH system host. 

NOTE — This must be done on each MYNAH system 
host and not just on the MYNAH server system.

The OA reads the xmyConfigOP file to determine what platform and application process
it is responsible for. The xmyConfigOP tells the OA:

• The port number to use to listen on for messages from the OM. (This port number
be greater than 5000 and less than 65000.)

• The name of the individual processes it is to manage.

• All information it needs to know about each individual process that it is to manage.

The OA relies on the Start, Stop, and Status parameters that are defined for each proce
that the OA is responsible for. 

NOTE — Each process entry contains an Autostart  
parameter. If a process’s Autostart  parameter is set to 
Yes, the OA automatically start sthat process when the 
OA starts. By default, the delivery configuration entries 
for all Telexel processes, the BD, and TD are set to Yes.

4.3.3 Operability xmyOM Subcommands

The CLUI’s xmyOM  commands takes a series of subcommands that let you manage
MYNAH processes. Table 4-1 lists the xmyOM  subcommands and their functions. See
Appendix A.3 for complete descriptions of each subcommand. 

Table 4-1.  xmyOM Sub-commands

Command Function

autostart Causes the OA on the specified host to start up all Autostart  processes 
defined for that OA.

autostop Causes the OA on the specified host to shut down all the Autostart  
processes defined for that OA.

query Provides information on all managed processes. 

readconfig Lets you request that all OA processes re-read the xmyConfigOP file.

recycle Shuts down and restarts all Autostart  processes on the specified host.

shutdown Terminates an OA.

stop Stops a process.

start Starts a process.

status Sends a status request to a process.
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When a subcommand is executed, the OM takes the appropriate action:

• If the request is a query, the OM simply produces the output information.

• If the request is to start, stop, or obtain the current status of a process, the OM 
forwards the request to the appropriate OA(s) (the OA for the host machine that t
targeted process runs on).

• If the request is to reread the xmyConfigOP file (i.e., readconfig subcommand), the 
OM sends a request to all OAs defined in the xmyConfigOP file, telling each OA to 
reread the xmyConfigOP file.

This request provides a convenient method for you to get xmyConfigOP changes to 
take effect. Without this request in the OM, you would have to bring down all OA
and then restart all OAs to effect a configuration change.

• If the request is to shutdown, autostart, autostop, or recycle, the OM forwards the 
request to the OA indicated on the command-line.
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4.4 Licensing

4.4.1 MYNAH Licensing Commands

The MYNAH System provides the xmyStartLS, xmyStopLS, and xmyStatusLS 
commands to let you stop and start the License server and obtain information about
status of the License server.

4.4.2 Starting the License Server

After the licensing code is installed, start the license server by typing 

xmyStartLS

while logged in to the machine that will run the server. xmyStartLS assumes that the 
license server resides in $XMYDIR/bin and that the licensing key resides in the director
$XMYHOME/config in a file called xmyLicenses. 

The license server runs in the background and does not require regular monitoring. 
problem does develop, use xmyStatusLS (see Section 4.4.4.1) to confirm that the server is 
responding properly. If not, try stopping and restarting the server, after bringing dow
licensed MYNAH System products. 

NOTE — The License Server can also be started or 
stopped using the xmyConfigOP file.

4.4.3 Stopping the License Server

To stop the license server, type

xmyStopLS

If problems persist after restarting the license server, contact the MYNAH System su
staff for assistance.

xmyStartLS Starts the License server. xmyStartLS will look for the file 
$XMYHOME/config/xmyLicenses for the licensing keys.

xmyStopLS Stops the License server. 

xmyStatusLS Displays the key information in xmyLicenses in a readable format.
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4.4.4 License Utilities

4.4.4.1 Monitoring

The xmyStatusLS1 program provides information about the installed licenses. It has t
following syntax:

xmyStatusLS ? machine_name?

where machine_name is the name of the machine on which the server is installed. 
machine_name is optional if:

• The environment variable LSHOST is set.

• A file called LicenseServ in the current directory contains the name of the machin
running the server.

• The server runs on the local machine.

xmyStatusLS writes the information to the standard output.

xmyStatusLS provides information about all software and users that are currently licen
through xmyLicenses and all licenses in use, as in the following:

xmyStatusLS
lsmonitor for LicenseServ 3.0 Copyright (c) Viman Software

Feature Name: SCRIPTEXEC(v5.0) (floating license) No expiration date.
Concurrent licenses: 65535
Available unreserved    : 65535         In Use: 0
Available reserved      : 0     In Use: 0
Number of subnets       : 0
Site License info       : *.*.*.*
Hostid based locking

Feature Name: XMYTERMASYNC(v5.0) (floating license) No expiration date.
Concurrent licenses: 65535
Available unreserved    : 65535         In Use: 0
Available reserved      : 0     In Use: 0
Number of subnets       : 0
Site License info       : *.*.*.*
Hostid based locking

Users:
wunn            (DefaultGrp)
Host name       : ariel
X display name  : ariel:0
Shared ID name  : viman default shared id
Number of keys  : 1
Q wait time     : 10
Hold time       : 0 minute(s)

1. The xmyStatusLS program uses the lsmonitor utility from Viman Software.
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4.4.4.2 Decoding

A vendor utility called lsdecode is shipped with the MYNAH System in the directory 
$XMYDIR/bin. It decrypts part of the information in the file containing licensing codes
(usually xmyLicenses). If you have trouble using MYNAH System products after installin
the licensing code, use lsdecode to confirm that the installed license code is correct.

The lsdecode utility has the following syntax:

lsdecode ?-s license_key_file?

where -s license_key_file is the name of the file containing the license, as in the followi
example:

lsdecode -s $XMYHOME/config/xmyLicenses

           License Decoding Utility
   Copyright (c) Viman Software 1992, 1993

Reading license codes from file: "/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah/config/xmyLicenses"

License code: "YEXSUIHFTTLFKWTTBACXT9K6TIM8PX49BKUATTMS"
Feature Name: "SCRIPTEXEC", Feature Version Number: "5.0"
Exclusive license (will override additive licenses).
Floating license with
  Server host ID: "8E" (2 least significant hex characters)
Maximum concurrent users : 65535
Vendor Info              : ""
Lifetime of keys         : 2 minute(s)
Held licenses disabled.
Shared licenses disabled.
License has no expiration.
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4.5 Starting Processes

As stated earlier, the OAs are started at host boot time. The OA has its setuid and setg
set. (This was done at installation time.) xmyOA should be owned by a MYNAH 
administrator. This means that when an OA starts, it changes its uid and groupid to b
same as the uid and groupid of the logid that owns xmyOA. All processes that an OA starts
will run with the same uid and groupid as the OA.

NOTE — The OA will NOT run as root, so if the owner 
of xmyOA is root, the OA will not come up. Normally, 
all processes will be owned by the MYNAH 
Administrator, madmin.

NOTE — Normally, it is recommended that all processes 
start and stop via the xmyConfigOP file and either the 
/etc/rc3.d/S99mynah (Solaris) or /sbin/rc3.d/S990mynah 
file (HP-UX) file (see Section4.8).

4.5.1 Solaris Start-up Mechanism

At start-up, Solaris looks in the /etc/init.d directory for the scripts used to start the system
Solaris then executes, in order, the start and kill process files in the rc?.d (where ? can be 
one of S or 0-6, e.g., rcS.d, rc0.d, or rc4.d) directories. Each /etc/rc[S0 - 6].d directory is 
designed for a specific function or state. For example, user-defined processes are sto
/etc/rc3.d.

The file names for start processes begin with S, such as /etc/rc3.d/S99mynah. All start files 
are executed in numeric and alphabetic order, i.e., S01, then S02, etc. 

The file names for termination processes begin with K, such as /etc/rc0.d/K01mynah. All 
start files are executed in numeric and alphabetic order, i.e., K01, then K02, etc. 

4.5.2 HP-UX Start-up Mechanism

At start-up, HP-UX looks in the /sbin/init.d directory for the scripts used to start the system
HP-UX then executes, in order, the start and kill process files in the rc?.d (where ? can be 
one of S or 0-4, e.g., rcS.d, rc0.d, or rc4.d) directories. Each /sbin/rc[S0 -4].d directory is 
designed for a specific function or state. For example, user-defined processes are sto
/sbin/rc3.d.

The file names for start processes begin with S, such as /sbin/rc3.d/S990mynah. All start 
files are executed in numeric and alphabetic order, i.e., S01, then S02, etc. 
4–10  
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The file names for termination processes begin with K, such as /sbin/rc0.d/K001mynah. All 
start files are executed in numeric and alphabetic order, i.e., K01, then K02, etc. 

4.5.3 Starting at Boot Time

A MYNAH start-up file, S99mynah (Section 4.8.1 and AppendixB.1.5) is delivered with 
the system. You are not required to use this file, but it is strongly recommended sinc
contains environmental settings (such as library paths, hostports, and the hostname
you will have to manually set if you do not use this file.

NOTE — Remember to edit this file so that settings 
reflect site-specific values.

If you do not use the S99mynah file but still want to start MYNAH processes at boot time
you must create your own start-up process file in the /etc/rc3.d directory (Solaris) or 
/sbin/rc3.d directory (HP-UX) on each OA host (each host that will run platform or 
application processes), and each file must contain two MYNAH commands.

4.5.3.1 .xmyRemovePips

The first command is .xmyRemovePips. 

The .xmyRemovePips command removes “local” pip files (pip files of processes that r
on the local machine) from the run directories in the configuration. This includes the 
following directories:

• $XMYHOME/run/oa 

• $XMYHOME/run/bd 

• $XMYHOME/run/td 

• $XMYHOME/run/sd 

The .xmyRemovePips command takes the following options:

-h Provides a usage statement

-v Provides verbose output (shows what's about to be removed)

oa Remove pip file in the OA's run directory for the OA on this host

bd Remove pip file in the BD's run directory for the BD on this host

td Remove pip file in the TD's run directory if the TD runs on this host

sd Remove pip file(s) in the SD's run directory for SD(s) that run on this ho

all Remove pip files for all processes that run on this host
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The .xmyRemovePips command is run from the start-up script and should be peformed as
the MYNAH Adminstrator, madmin. Therefore, you should add a line such as the 
following to your start-up file:

/bin/su - madmin -c '/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah/bin/.xmyRemovePips all'

For example, if the machine is called xyz, then .xmyRemovePips removes the following 
files (assuming the TD runs on xyz):

• $XMYHOME/run/oa/pip.oa.xyz 

• $XMYHOME/run/bd/pip.bd.xyz 

• $XMYHOME/run/td/pip.td.xyz 

The .xmyRemovePips command also removes all files of the form

$XMYHOME/run/sd/pip.sd. <sd_name>

where the SD called <sd_name> runs on machine xyz.

4.5.3.2 xmyStartUp

To start the OAs at boot time, the start-up file must contain the following command a
the .xmyRemovePips command:

xmyStartUp

The OA starts those processes it is responsible for that have Autostart = yes. The OA 
simply executes the indicated Start command to start a process.

The OA then sits idle, listening on the OMPort for any incoming start, stop, status, 
readconfig, shutdown, autostop, autostart, or recycle requests.

As with .xmyRemovePips, xmyStartUp is run from the start-up script and should be 
peformed as the MYNAH Adminstrator, madmin. Therefore, you should add a line such
as the following to your start-up file:

/bin/su - madmin -c '${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStartUp'

If all other processes are started via the xmyConfigOP file, then nothing else needs to be 
done. Otherwise see Section 4.5.4.
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4.5.4 Starting a Specific Process

The start subcommand (Appendix A.3.7) lets you start specific processes. The basic syn
for xmyOM start  is

xmyOM start ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name

where 

• -o oa_name specifies the name of an OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

• logical_process_name is the name of the process as it appears in the Responsibility 
list of the OA in the xmyConfigOP file

If you do not supply an OA name, xmyOM  start verifies that the logical_process_name 
appears in exactly one OA’s responsibility list.

For example, the logical_process_name xmySD1 in the example xmyConfigOP file in 
Figure 3-20 specifies the start command for the SD SD1. Therefore, to start SD1, execute 
the following:

xmyOM start xmySD1

The OM process reads the xmyConfigOP file, sending a message to an OA, which also 
knows the contents of the xmyConfigOP file. The OA executes the command and sends
output back to the OM. The OM prints the output to the user and quits.

4.5.5 Starting Autostart Processes

The autostart subcommand (Appendix A.3.1) lets you have the OA on a specific host sta
all processes for that OA that have the Autostart  = yes. The basic syntax for xmyOM 
autostart is

xmyOM autostart oa_name

where oa_name is the name of the OA whose Autostart  processes you want to start.

For example, to start all Autostart processes for the OA selene (as defined in the example
xmyConfigOP file in Figure 3-20), you would execute

xmyOM autostart selene
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4.6 Stopping Processes

4.6.1 Stopping a Specific Process

The stop subcommand (Appendix A.3.7) lets you stop specific processes. The basic syn
for xmyOM stop is

xmyOM stop ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name

where 

• -o oa_name specifies the name of an OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

• logical_process_name is the name of the process as it appears in the Responsibility 
list of the OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

If you do not supply an OA name, xmyOM  start verifies that the logical_process_name 
appears in exactly one OA’s responsibility list.

For example, the logical_process_name xmySD1 in the example xmyConfigOP file in 
Figure 3-20 specifies the stop command for the SD SD1. Therefore, to stop SD1, you would 
execute the following:

xmyOM stop xmySD1

4.6.2 Stopping Autostart Processes

The autostop subcommand (Appendix A.3.2) lets you have the OA on a specific host sto
all processes for that OA that have the Autostart  = yes. The basic syntax for xmyOM 
autostop is

xmyOM autostop host_name

where host_name is the name of the host whose Autostart  processes you want to stop.

For example, to stop all Autostart  processes for the OA selene (as defined in the example
xmyConfigOP file in Figure 3-20), execute

xmyOM autostop selene

xmyOM autostop shuts down the processes in the reverse order that they were started up. 
The OA continues to run after stopping the processes.
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4.6.3 Stopping an OA and all Autostart Processes on the Local Host

The xmyShutDown command lets you gracefully terminate (stop and shut down) an O
on the local host. The syntax for xmyShutDown is

xmyShutDown

xmyShutDown first stops all Autostart  processes the local OA is responsible for and th
shuts down the local OA itself. This is in contrast to the autostop subcommand, which 
leaves the OA up and running.

4.6.4 Stopping an OA and all Autostart Processes on a Specific Host

The shutdown subcommand (Appendix A.3.6) lets you gracefully terminate (stop and shu
down) an OA. The basic syntax for xmyOM shutdown is

xmyOM shutdown oa_name

where oa_name is the name of an OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

As with xmyShutDown, xmyOM shutdown stops an OA and all related processes, bu
does so for a specified host. For example, to stop the OA selene, you would execute

xmyOM shutdown selene

xmyOM shutdown first stops all Autostart  processes the OA selene is responsible for and 
then shuts down the OA selene itself. This is in contrast to the autostop subcommand, 
which leaves the OA up and running.

4.6.5 Stopping an OA

In addition to xmyOM shutdown, which stops an OA and all of the Autostart  processes 
the OA is responsible for, there is also the xmyStopOA command, which only stops the 
OA. All Autostart  processes continue running.

The basic syntax for xmyStopOA is

xmyStopOA 

xmyStopOA only takes the ?-hHR? options listed in Section 3.4.2.2. In order to stop the 
OA on a particular machine, you must be on that machine.
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4.6.6 Stopping and Restarting a Host

The recycle subcommand (Appendix A.3.5) lets you stop and restart the Autostart  
processes on a specific host. The basic syntax for xmyOM recycle is

xmyOM recycle host_name

where host_name is the name of the host whose Autostart  processes you want to stop an
restart.

This subcommand is useful to reinitialize log files that have grown very large.

For example, to stop and restart the Autostart  processes for the OA selene, execute

xmyOM recycle selene

4.7 Obtaining Information about Processes

The MYNAH CLUI provides several subcommands to the xmyOM command for obtain
information on the MYNAH processes and configuration.

4.7.1 Obtaining the Status of Processes

The status subcommand (Appendix A.3.7) lets you get the status of specific processes. T
basic syntax for xmyOM status is

xmyOM status ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name

where 

• -o oa_name specifies the name of an OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

• logical_process_name specifies the name of the process as it appears in the 
Responsibility list of the OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

If you do not supply an OA name, xmyOM  start verifies that the logical_process_name 
appears in exactly one OA’s responsibility list.

For example, the logical_process_name xmySD1 in the example xmyConfigOP file in 
Figure 3-20 specifies the status command for the SD SD1. Therefore, to obtain the status
information for SD1, execute

xmyOM status xmySD1

The result takes the form:

xmyStatusSD: SD(SD1) is running: started by madmin, its pid is 6816
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Another example would be to obtain the status information for the process vxGateway 
(which appears in Figure 3-20 in the responsibility list for the OA luna) by executing

xmyOM status -o luna vxGateway

The results take the form:

vxIpcMgr: vxErSrv00             on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000000 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000001 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000002 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000003 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000004 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000005 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000006 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000007 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000008 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000009 on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000010 on luna       .. selected. no action.

4.7.2 Displaying Operability Configuration Settings

The query subcommand (Appendix A.3.3) displays the configuration settings from the 
xmyConfigOP file for OAs and the managed processes. The basic syntax for 
xmyOM query is

xmyOM query ?-o oa_name  | -p logical_process_name  |-s?

where 

• -o oa_name specifies the name of an OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

• -p logical_process_name specifies the name of a process as it appears in the 
Responsibility list of the OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

• -s displays a list of all of the OAs defined in the xmyConfigOP file.

You can use only one of these options at a time, e.g., you can not use the -s option with the 
-o oa_name option. 

For example, to see what OAs are defined in your installation, execute

xmyOM query -s

which generates output of the form:

selene
luna
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Then, if you wanted to see what processes the OA selene is responsible for, execute

xmyOM query -o selene

which generates output of the form:

The OA on selene is responsible for the following processes:
vxIpcDir
vxGateway
vxIpcClean
vxLogToFile
vxErrorServer
xmyTD
xmyBD
xmySD1

If you do not specify any options, xmyOM query lists the defined OAs in your 
configuration and the processes that appear in the Responsibility lists for those OAs in the 
xmyConfigOP file. This is equivalent to executing xmyOM query -s followed by 
xmyOM query -o oa_name, except that instead of seeing the defined processes for one
only, you would see the defined processes for all OAs in the system.

For example, if you type

xmyOM query

and you have defined the OAs selene and luna, you would see output of the form:

------------------------------------------------------------
The OA on selene is responsible for the following processes:
vxGateway
xmyBD
------------------------------------------------------------
The OA on luna is responsible for the following processes:
vxIpcDir
vxGateway
vxIpcClean
vxLogToFile
xmyCollector
vxErrorServer
xmyTD
xmyBD
xmySD1
xmySDwfa1
------------------------------------------------------------
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To see settings for the process vxIpcDir , execute

xmyOM query -p vxIpcDir

which generates output of the form:

Process      : vxIpcDir
StartCommand : /opt/SUNWmyn/mynah/bin/.xmyStartup
StopCommand  : vxIpcDown -d
StatusCommand: vxIpcProcesses
Autostart    : Yes
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4.8 Starting and Stopping MYNAH Software Packages

After installation, the $XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory contains a start-up 
script for the various MYNAH software packages, e.g., S99mynah.eg. 

To start these packages when the system is booted, copy this file from the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory to the /etc/rc3.d directory (Solaris) or 
/sbin/.rc3.d directory (HP-UX). 

If you are using the Solaris platform and you want the software packages to terminat
correctly when the system is rebooted, you can create logical links from the files in th
/etc/rc3.d directory to the /etc/rc0.d directory, preappending the link with the kill prefix, K

If you are using the HP-UX platform and you want the software packages to termina
correctly when the system is rebooted, you can create logical links from the files in th
/sbin/rc3.d directory to the /sbin/rc0.d directory, preappending the link with the kill prefix
K.

NOTE — The owner of the start files (and the terminating 
links) must be root, and you must set the permissions on 
these files (and links) to 755.

4.8.1 Aut omatically Starting the MYNAH System

To automatically start-up the MYNAH and Telexel processes at boot time, perform th
following tasks for the appropriate operating system.

4.8.1.1 Starting on the Solaris Platform

1. Copy the example start-up file S99mynah.eg from the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory to the /etc/rc3.d directory and rename the
copy S99mynah.

NOTE — See AppendixB.1.5 for a copy of 
S99mynah.eg.

2. Edit S99mynah for library paths, hostport, hostname, etc.

3. Create a logical link to S99mynah in /etc/rc0.d to terminate the MYNAH processes 
correctly at reboot time, e.g., 

cd /etc/rc0.d

ln -s /etc/rc3.d/S99mynah K01mynah
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4.8.1.2 Starting on the HP-UX Platform

1. Copy the example start-up file S99mynah.eg from the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory to the /sbin/rc3.d directory and rename 
the copy S990mynah.

NOTE — See AppendixB.1.5 for a copy of 
S99mynah.eg.

2. Edit S990mynah for library paths, hostport, hostname, etc.

3. Create a logical link to S990mynah in /sbin/rc0.d to terminate the MYNAH processes
correctly at reboot time, e.g., 

cd /sbin/rc0.d

ln -s /sbin/rc3.d/S990mynah K001mynah

4.8.2 Aut omatically Starting Oracle

To automatically start-up the Oracle processes on a client machine at boot time, perform 
the following tasks for the appropriate operating system.

4.8.2.1 Starting on the Solaris Platform

1. Copy the example start-up file S96oracle.eg from the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory to the /etc/rc3.d directory and rename the
copy S96oracle.

NOTE — See AppendixB.3.1 for a copy of 
S96oracle.eg.

2. Edit the S96oracle file to correct directories and paths, etc.

3. Create a logical link to S96oracle in /etc/rc0.d to terminate the Oracle processes 
correctly at reboot time, e.g., 

cd /etc/rc0.d

ln -s /etc/rc3.d/S96oracle K02oracle

4. It is recommended that you change the shutdown command in 
/opt/SUNWora/oracle/bin/dbshut from shutdown to shutdown immediate.
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4.8.2.2 Starting on the HP-UX Platform

1. Copy the example start-up file S96oracle.eg from the 
$XMYDIR/examples/admin/scripts directory to the /sbin/rc3.d directory and rename 
the copy S960oracle.

NOTE — See AppendixB.3.1 for a copy of 
S96oracle.eg.

2. Edit the S960oracle file to correct directories and paths, etc.

3. Create a logical link to S960oracle in /sbin/rc0.d to terminate the Oracle processes 
correctly at reboot time, e.g., 

cd /sbin/rc0.d

ln -s /sbin/rc3.d/S960oracle K002oracle

4. It is recommended that you change the shutdown command in 
/opt/HPUXora/oracle/bin/dbshut from shutdown to shutdown immediate.

4.9 User Defined Processes

If users want to add their own processes to the xmyConfigOP file, their start, stop, and status
commands must follow these rules:

• They must exit with a 0 return code upon success.

• They must exit with a non-zero on failure. Any output to standard out or standard ror 
will be included in the reply to the OM from the OA that ran this command.

• These commands must exit after performing their task. That is, when starting up
process, they must exit when that process is “up” and running by whatever defin
makes sense for that process. They can NOT stay around or the OA will hang, w
for a response from the command in terms of its exit.
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4.10 Operability Summary

An administrative user needs to be able to start, stop, or determine the status of any
MYNAH application process, and any platform process that a MYNAH application proc
relies on. The operability design allows a user, from a single user interface and a single hos
machine, to perform this function. 

The flexibility of the configuration portion of the operability design allows the MYNAH 
Administrator to add new types of managed processes as the need arises.

Only one process for each host needs to be explicitly started at boot time, the OA process. 
The OA process will start everything else that should be started at boot time.

The Operability feature is summarized in Figure 4-2.  

Figure 4-2.  Operability Feature Summary
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5. MYNAH Administrative Tasks

This section contains information needed for administering the MYNAH System. Thi
includes dynamically increasing and decreasing the number of SEs in an SE Group,
becoming familiar with Telexel™ processes, and monitoring the system.

NOTE — It is assumed that you are familiar with UNIX 
and Oracle.

5.1 The xmyCmd Command

The MYNAH CLUI’s xmyCmd command accepts a series of subcommands that help y
administer the MYNAH System. The following subsections describe how to use these
administrative subcommands, while Appendix A.2 contains complete descriptions of eac
subcommand.

NOTE — The following subsections contain examples of 
how to use the administrative xmyCmd subcommands. 
Some of these subcommands generate output to stdout 
while others do not. When appropriate, each example will 
contain example output. 

In addition, all lines you would type will begin with 
saline: to signify the UNIX prompt.

All administrative xmyCmd subcommands accept the following options:

-v Generates verbose responses.

-h Displays a brief help message.

All administrative xmyCmd subcommands that interact with an SD accept the followin
options:

-d sd_name Specifies the SD name that is the subject of the command. If this 
option is not used, the value of the XMYSD variable is used. If thi
variable is not set, then the default SD name defined in the xmyConfig 
file is used.

-t time-out Specifies the time-out interval. The CLUI waits for this interval to g
the responses from SD. If a value of 0 is used, the CLUI waits 
indefinitely until all the responses are received. By default, the 
time-out is 30 seconds.
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5.2 User Enum Values

The MYNAH System can be tuned to meet specific user organization needs. This tun
accomplished by changing the set of legal values, called User Enum Values , for specific 
fields. 

These value lists populate drop-down menus in the GUI. For example, Figure 5-1 shows 
the User Enum Values for the Type  drop down menu on a SUT Object Properties Windo

NOTE — While this drop-down menu is labeled Type  on 
a SUT Object, in the MYNAH database the field name of 
this menu is labeled Level . When adding User Enum 
values for this menu, as described in Section5.2.1, you 
must use the field name Level , and not Type . 

Table 5-1 lists the User Enum values delivered with the MYNAH System. 

Figure 5-1.  SUT Object’s Type Drop-down Menu User Enum Values

Table 5-1.  Delivered User Enum Values

     Object Field Short Values Delivered Long Values

Data Type GEN General

Doc Type GEN General

Doc Type SPEC Specification 

Doc Type DES Design 

Doc Type TP Test Plan 

Issue Status OP Open 

Issue Status CL Closed 

Issue Type GEN General 
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Issue Type ENV Environment 

Issue Type SOFT Software 

Keyword Type GEN General 

Procedure Type GEN General 

Result Reason AS Ana Success

Result Reason AU Ana Unsuccess 

Result Reason AI Ana Inconclusive

Result Reason SF Script Failure 

Result Reason SC Script Cancel

Result Reason CG Compare Good

Result Reason CF Compare Failure

Result Reason CW Compare Warn

Result Reason KF Child Failed

Result Reason KW Child Warn

Result Reason LI Limbo

Result Reason BL Blocked

Result Reason DF Deferred Failure

Requirement Type GEN General

Step Type GEN General

Step Type INI Initialization

Step Type VAL Validation

Step Type CL Cleanup

SutInfo Level APP Application

SutInfo Level REL Release

SutInfo Level PLA Platform

SutInfo Level CYC Cycle

SutInfo Status ACT Active

SutInfo Status IDL Idle

TestVersion Type AREA Area

TestVersion Type FEAT Feature

TestVersion Type TEST Test

TestVersion Type TC Test Case

Table 5-1.  Delivered User Enum Values

     Object Field Short Values Delivered Long Values
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NOTE — Data, Doc, and Procedure Objects are not 
supported in MYNAH 5.0 and do not appear on any GUI 
drop down menu. However, these objects do appear in the 
User Enum listing created by xmyCmd addEnum Value 
-q (Section 5.2.1). 

5.2.1 Adding User Enum Values

Your organization may wish to provide additional User Enum values. For example, y
may want users to be able to assign a Type of Application to an Issue. Another possibility 
is that you want Phase as a possible Type for SutInfo objects. 

The MYNAH CLUI command xmyCmd has a subcommand, addEnumValue, that lets 
you make these changes on behalf of the user community.

The basic syntax for the addEnumValue subcommand is

xmyCmd addEnumValue -t type -s string  -l string  \
-d true|false  ?-q?

where:

• -t type is an Object-Field pair shown in Table 5-1.

• -s string is a short description of the newly introduced value.

• -l string is a long description of the newly introduced value.

• -d true|false specifies if this is the default value for this Enum Value Object/Field pair.

• -q creates a list of the existing User Enum values.

For example, to add the User Enum value Application for the Object Issue and the Field 
Type, execute

saline: xmyCmd addEnumValue -t issueType -s APP -l Application -d true

In this example you add the value Phase for the Object SutInfo and the field Type.

saline: xmyCmd addEnumValue -t sutInfoLevel -s PHS -l Phase -d false

NOTE — Remember, in the GUI this is the Type  field, 
but in the database the field name is Level .

For a complete explanation of the addEnumValue subcommand. see Appendix A.2.1.
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5.3 Obtaining Current System and User Statistics

The following subsections explain the steps for changing several MYNAH parameter
values for an SD or a specific user, such as specifying the number of scripts that can
executed at any given time. Before you change a parameter, you must first know the c
parameter values. The MYNAH CLUI contains several subcommands to the xmyCmd 
command, sysstats and usrstats, that let you see the current values for these paramete

NOTE — These subcommands are available to all 
MYNAH users. Therefore, complete descriptions of the 
sysstats and usrstats subcommands are located in the 
MYNAH System Users Guide. You can also obtain help 
messages for these subcommands, for example by typing

xmyCmd sysstats -h

5.3.1 Obtaining an SDs Global Parameter Values

The sysstats subcommand lets you see the current global parameter values for an SD
xmyCmd sysstats syntax is

xmyCmd sysstats ?-h? ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v?

For example, to see the current global parameter values for the default SD defined i
xmyConfig file, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd sysstats
SD(SD1): SD Program statistics on 09/07/96 at 11:47:32:
SD(SD1)'s parameters are as follows:
         Name:                   SD1
         Start Time:             09/05/96 at 07:35:56
         Overall SD Concurrency: 30
         Default User Conc.:     5
         Default User Priority:  2
         SD(SD1) is running with the MYNAH database
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5.3.2 Obtaining a User’s Parameter Value Statistics

The usrstats subcommand lets you see the current parameter values for MYNAH users. 
The xmyCmd usrstats syntax is

xmyCmd usrstats ?-h? ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? login_id

where login_id is the login name of the user whose parameter values you want to see
you omit this option, xmyCmd usrstats returns the parameter values for all users.

For example, to see the current parameter values for the user kjd , assuming kjd  is using the 
default SD defined in the xmyConfig file, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd usrstats kjd
SD(SD1): 
User            Pri-   Max   Actual   Tests   Tests   Tests
                ority  Conc    Conc  Queued  Active  Paused
ksb                 2     5       5       0       0       0

To see the current parameter values for all users using the default SD defined in the
xmyConfig file, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd usrstats 
User            Pri-   Max   Actual   Tests   Tests   Tests
                ority  Conc    Conc  Queued  Active  Paused
soll                2     5       5       0       0       0
root                2     5       5       0       0       0
rapheal             2     5       5       0       0       0    (admin)
pt03                2     5       5       0       0       0
madmin              2     5       5       0       0       0    (admin)
pt04                2     5       5       0       0       0
pt01                2     5       5       0       0       0
pt05                2     5       5       0       0       0
ralphs              2     5       5       0       0       0
pt06                2     5       5       0       0       0
wynnd               2     5       5       0       0       0
kjd                 2     5       5       0       0       0

The difference between MaxConc and ActualConc is that MaxConc is what the 
administrator sets, and ActualConc is manipulable by the user. Users can set their 
ActualConc anywhere from 0 up to the MaxConc setting.

NOTE — The administrator cannot change a user’s 
ActualConc. However, if the administrator sets a user’s 
MaxConc to a value below his/her ActualConc, the SD 
automatically reduces the user’s ActualConc to be equal 
to the new MaxConc value.

For more information, see Section 17.2.9.6 of the MYNAH System Users Guide.
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5.4 Concurrency Levels

The MYNAH CLUI contains several subcommands to the xmyCmd command that let you 
set concurrency  levels for an SD, which are the number of scripts that can be execu
at any given time. When you change the parameter, that change will last across runs
SD (i.e., If the SD is brought down and then back up, the change will remain in effec
matter how many times it is brought down and up.

5.4.1 Setting System Concurrency Limits

The sysconc subcommand (Appendix A.2.10) lets you set the overall concurrency limit fo
a system. The xmyCmd sysconc syntax is

xmyCmd sysconc ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

where value is the concurrency limit you want to set for the system.

NOTE — The new overall concurrency limit remains in 
effect for all future runs of the SD until such time that you 
use xmyCmd sysconc to set a new system concurrency 
limit. 

For example, to allow the default SD (as defined in the xmyConfig file) to execute 50 scripts 
at a time, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd sysconc 50

NOTE — Use xmyCmd sysstats to see the system’s 
current concurrency limit.
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5.4.2 Setting Concurrency Limits for a Specific User

The usrmaxconc subcommand (Appendix A.2.12) lets you set the concurrency limit for a
specific user. The xmyCmd usrmaxconc syntax is

xmyCmd usrmaxconc -u login_id  ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? \
?-v? value

where:

• login_id is the id of the user whose concurrency limit you want to set

• value is the concurrency limit you want to set for the user.

NOTE — The new concurrency limit remains in effect 
for the user for all future runs of the SD until such time 
that you use xmyCmd usrmaxconc to set a new user 
concurrency limit. 

For example, to allow the user kjd to run nine scripts at one time, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd -u kjd usrmaxconc 9

NOTE — Use xmyCmd usrstats to see the user’s current 
maximum concurrency limit.
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5.4.3 Setting Concurrency Limits for New Users

The dfltusrconc subcommand (Appendix A.2.4) lets you set the default concurrency limi
for new users. The xmyCmd dfltusrconc syntax is

xmyCmd dfltusrconc ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

where value is the new default concurrency limit.

NOTE — The new default concurrency limit remains in 
effect for all news users for all future runs of the SD until 
such time that you use xmyCmd dfltusrconc to set a new 
default concurrency limit.

For example, to allow new users to run eight scripts at one time (using the default SD
defined in the xmyConfig file), execute

saline: xmyCmd dfltusrconc 8
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5.5 Working with Script Queues

When users submit scripts to the background, the submitted scripts are placed in a q
waiting for execution. The MYNAH CLUI provides several subcommands to the xmyCmd 
command for administering the queues.

5.5.1 Checking the Queues on the Local Host

The checkQueues subcommand (Appendix A.2.3) checks if the queues on the current host 
(defined in the xmyConfig file) are full or nearly full. The xmyCmd checkQueues syntax is

xmyCmd checkQueues ?-h? ?-thresh percent? ?-v?

where percent is the percentage of the total queue space in use on the system; above
threshold a warning is produced.

By default, checkQueues uses a warning threshold of 90%, which means that it check
see if 90% of the available queues in the system are in use, and if so it produces a w
message. For example, to use the default threshold level, execute

saline: xmyCmd checkQueues
queues ok

where queues ok means that the usage of the queues was below the default 90% thre
level.

Add the -v option for more information, as in

saline: xmyCmd checkQueues -v
total number of queues in use:  71
total number of queues in system:  200
total number of bytes in use:  255
total number of bytes in system:  131072
percentage of queues used:  35.5%
percentage of bytes used:  0.2%
number of queues waiting to receive:  17
queues ok

Use the -thresh option to specify a different threshold level. For example, to see if 33%
more of the available queues are being used, execute

saline: xmyCmd checkQueues -thresh 33
WARNING: # of queues used is 42% of max: 84/200
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5.5.2 Checking the Queues on all Hosts

The checkAllQueues subcommand (Appendix A.2.2) checks if the queues on all system
in a MYNAH configuration are full. The xmyCmd checkAllQueues syntax is

xmyCmd checkAllQueues ?-h?

Therefore, to check all queues, execute

saline: xmyCmd checkAllQueues

checking queues on selene, please wait...
queues ok

checking queues on mimir, please wait...
queues ok
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5.6 Setting Queuing Priority Levels

When users start the MYNAH System, they are assigned a default queuing priority  
value, which determines the order in which scripts are executed when they are submi
the background. Scripts from users of the same queuing priority level are executed i
order they are submitted to the SD.

Queuing priority adheres to the following standards:

• The lower the number the higher the priority.

• 0 is the lowest queuing priority value and the highest priority.

• The only limit to the upper limit of a queuing priority value is whatever a 32-bit inte
will support.

The MYNAH CLUI provides several subcommands to the xmyCmd command for setting 
queuing priority levels

5.6.1 Setting Queuing Priorities for New Users

The dfltusrpri  subcommand (Appendix A.2.5) lets you set the default queuing priority fo
new users. The xmyCmd dfltusrpri  syntax is

xmyCmd dfltusrpri ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

where value is the new default queuing priority value.

You can set the default user queuing priority only for a specific SD. If you do not spe
an SD, xmyCmd dfltusrpri  defaults to the default SD specified in the general default 
entry.

NOTE — The new default queuing priority remains in 
effect for all news users for all future runs of the SD until 
such time that you use xmyCmd dfltusrpri  to set a new 
default queuing priority.

For example, to set the queuing priority for new users using the default SD to level 2, you 
would execute

saline: xmyCmd dfltusrpri 2

NOTE — Use xmyCmd sysstats to see the default 
queuing priority for each SD.
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5.6.2 Setting Queuing Priorities for Specific Users

The usrpriority  subcommand (Appendix A.2.13) lets you change the queuing priority for
a specific user. The xmyCmd usrpriority  syntax is

xmyCmd usrpriority -u login_id  ?-d sd_name? \
?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

where:

• login_id is the if of the user whose queuing priority value you want to set

• value is the queuing priority value you want to set for the user.

NOTE — The new default queuing priority remains in 
effect for all the user for all future runs of the SD until 
such time that you use xmyCmd dfltusrpri  to set a new 
user queuing priority. 

For example, to set the queuing priority for the user kjd to level 1, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd usrpriority -u kjd 1

NOTE — Use xmyCmd usrstats to see the user’s current 
queuing priority.
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5.7 Changing the Number of SEs in an SE Group

The number of engines in an SE Group are initially set in the xmyConfig file. However, 
there may be times when you want to change the number of available SEs. The use
community may want to execute more scripts than what can be executed by the num
SEs in the xmyConfig file. Rather than bringing down the system, editing the xmyConfig 
file, and restarting the system, the MYNAH CLUI provides several subcommands to 
xmyCmd command for increasing and decreasing the number of available SEs without 
stopping the system.

NOTE — For these subcommands you don’t enter the 
number of SEs you need but the number of extra or fewer 
SEs you need from the current configuration.

5.7.1 Increasing the Number of SEs

The seincr subcommand (Appendix A.2.7) lets you increase the number of SEs in a 
particular SE Group. The xmyCmd seincr syntax is

xmyCmd seincr ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? \
-e se_group_name delta_value

where:

• se_group_name is the SE Group whose number of SEs you want to increase.

• delta_value is the number of extra SEs you need.

For example, if the SE Group SeGp1 was configured with six engines but you need ten
execute

saline: xmyCmd seincr -d Sd1 -e SeGp1 4
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5.7.2 Decreasing the Number of SEs

The sedecr subcommand (Appendix A.2.6) lets you decrease the number of SEs in a 
particular SE Group. The xmyCmd sedecr syntax is

xmyCmd sedecr ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? \
-e se_group_name delta_value

where

• se_group_name the SE Group whose number of SEs you want to decrease.

• delta_value is the number of fewer SEs you need.

For example, let’s assume you no longer need the ten SEs for SE Group SeGp1 you set in 
Section 5.7.1, but instead of the six configured in the xmyConfig file, you need eight, 
execute

saline: xmyCmd sedecr -d Sd1 -e SeGp1 2
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5.8 Setting Administrative Privileges

When the MYNAH System is installed, administrative privileges are granted to the u
madmin. However, you may need to grant these privileges to another user, such as 
you’re on vacation. 

If your MYNAH installation uses a database (and therefore the MYNAH GUI), you ca
grant and remove administrative privileges using the Person Object (Section 6). If your 
installation does not use a database (and you do not have access to the MYNAH GU
can still use the following subcommands to the xmyCmd CLUI command.

NOTE — These subcommands do not make any 
permanent changes to the MYNAH database. Therefore, 
use them only if your installation does not use a database.

5.8.1 Granting Administrative Privileges

The setadm subcommand (Appendix A.2.9) grants administrative privileges to a specifie
user. You can grant this user administrative privileges only for a specific SD. If you do
specify an SD, xmyCmd setadm will default to the SD specified in the xmyConfig file. The 
xmyCmd setadm syntax is

xmyCmd setadm ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? login_id

where login_id is the user to whom you wish to grant administrative privileges.

For example, to grant the user kjd administrative privileges for the SD SD2 (assuming the 
default SD is SD1) you would execute

saline: xmyCmd setadm -d SD2 kjd

5.8.2 Removing Administrative Privileges

The unsetadm subcommand (Appendix A.2.11) removes administrative privileges from a
specified user. If you do not specify an SD, xmyCmd setadm defaults to the SD specified
in the xmyConfig file. The xmyCmd unsetadm syntax is

xmyCmd unsetadm ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? login_id

where login_id is the user whose administrative privileges you wish to remove.

For example, to remove the administrative privileges you granted to the user kjd in 
Section5.8.1, execute

saline: xmyCmd unsetadm -d SD2 kjd
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5.9 Returning the Status of SE Groups

The sestat subcommand (Appendix A.2.8) returns the status of the SEs in a particular 
group. The xmyCmd sestat syntax is

xmyCmd sestat ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? ? se_group ?

where se_group is the name of a specific SE Group whose status you wish to display.

You may request the status of the SEs controlled by one SD only. If you do not spec
SD, xmyCmd sestat defaults to the SD specified on the xmyConfig file.

The xmyCmd sestat subcommand returns one line listing

• The SE Group name

• What host the group resides on

• The number of SEs in the group

• The number of unstarted SEs in the group

• The number of busy SEs in the group

• How many kills (using the xmyCmd cancel subcommand) are pending

• The number of scripts to be executed

• The run mode of the SE.

For example, to see the status of all SE Groups for the default SD, you would execute

saline: xmyCmd sestat
SD(SD1): 
SeGroup              Resides     Total Unstarted Busy Pending Executed Run
   Name              On            SEs       SEs  SEs   Kills  Scripts Mode
SeGp2                luna            1         0    0       0        0 connstate
SeGp1(dflt)          luna            3         0    0       0        0 stateless

You can add the -v option get to more information, as in

saline: xmyCmd sestat -v
SD(SD1): 
SeGroup              Resides     Total Unstarted Busy Pending Executed Run
   Name              On            SEs       SEs  SEs   Kills  Scripts Mode
SeGp2                luna            1         0    0       0        0 connstate
    SE xmySE0000SD1: state=available, status-on-startup='ready'
SeGp1(dflt)          luna            3         0    0       0        0 stateless
    SE xmySE0003SD1: state=available, status-on-startup='ready'
    SE xmySE0002SD1: state=available, status-on-startup='ready'
    SE xmySE0001SD1: state=available, status-on-startup='ready'
--->BD Status as it is known to SD(SD1):
BD-host     State  Comments
----------------------------
luna        up     07/26/96 07:46:25 Ping succeeded
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5.10 Creating New MYNAH Configurations

During installation, one directory is $XMYHOME, this will be the directory containing the
MYNAH configuration files. As your installation grows, however, you may wish to ha
more than one $XMYHOME directory (i.e., more than one MYNAH configuration) 
working off the same software (i.e., working off the same $XMYDIR directory).

To help you create new configuration directories, the MYNAH System includes the 
program xmyMkHome. xmyMkHome prompts you for the directory to be the new 
$XMYHOME. xmyMkHome automatically enters the current value of $XMYHOME as the 
default location of the new $XMYHOME, as shown in the following:

saline: xmyMkHome
Where should XMYHOME be installed? [/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah]

Simply type the new location for the configuration directory. xmyMkHome then creates 
this directory and all necessary subdirectories. In addition xmyMkHome copies the 
example configuration files from the $XMYDIR/examples/config directory into the new 
configuration directory’s config directory, stripping off the .eg suffix during the copy.

NOTE — xmyMkHome does not change the definition 
of $XMYHOME. This must be done in the xmyProfile or 
xmyLogin file. xmyMkHome creates a new directory that 
can be used as a new $XMYHOME.
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5.11 Removing Locks on Database Objects

When you open a MYNAH GUI object, e.g., a Person Object, the system creates a lock file
in the database, signifying that the object is being used. The GUI removes locks whe
bring it up, but if the person who owns the lock is gone and you want to remove a loc
a particular row of an object table, you can use the xmySdbRemoveLock program to 
remove the lock.

The syntax of the xmySdbRemoveLock command is

xmySdbRemoveLock ?-d table_name  object_id ? ?-l ?user? ?

where: 

-d table_name object_id Causes the lock to be removed from the given object id of t
given table.

-l user Causes a list to be generated and written to stdout showing 
all locks owned by the specified user.

If user is not specified, this causes a list to be generated a
written to stdout showing all locks owned by the user 
invoking xmySdbRemoveLock.
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5.12 Monitoring Processes

Table 5-2 contains brief descriptions of the Telexel tools that can be used to monitor all 
MYNAH and MYNAH related processes. For complete descriptions, see the Telexel
manual pages. 

NOTE — All of these tools have an -h (help) option. 

If you notice that vxlpcProcesses displays information about processes that cannot poss
exist (for example processes that are on a host that you know is down), then you ne
use vxlpcMgr  to force the cleaning up of these defunct entries. e.g.,

vxlpcMgr -m ‘dione’ -s a -a f 

will remove all channel names for processes that apparently are running on the host ‘d

Table 5-2.  Required Telexel Processes

Process Description

vxIpcDir Directory name server for all processes. There is one server per 
configuration. The vxIpcDir  daemon is needed for the Telexel 
interprocess communication subsystem to function. It maintains a map 
of the names of registered processes to their message queue id, p
id, host id, and owner.

vxIpcClean Cleans up the channel that is left when there are process core du

vxlpcMgr Used to select processes to take specified actions

vxIpcProcesses Displays a sorted list of registered Telexel processes.
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5.13 Monitoring the MYNAH System

After the MYNAH System is installed, one of your main tasks is monitoring the MYNA
and Telexel processes. The MYNAH processes begin with xmy, and Telexel process
begin with vx.

5.13.1 MYNAH Processes

The valid MYNAH process types are: 

SD Script Dispatcher

SE Script Engine

BD Boot Daemon

TD Trigger Daemon

GU Graphical User Interface

SH Command Line Tcl Shell

AD Command Line Administration

DO Command Line Do

OA Operability Agent

OM Operability Manager

5.13.2 Monitoring the System Status

You can use xmyOM ’s status subcommand or vxIpcProcesses to monitor the system.

5.13.2.1 Using xmyOM status

xmyOM status returns the status of MYNAH OAs and logical processes, and takes th
form:

xmyOM status ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name

where:

-o oa_name Specifies the name of an OA configured in the 
xmyConfigOP file.

logical_process_nameSpecifies the name of a process defined in the xmyConfigOP 
file. 
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xmyOM status runs the command specified by the process’s Status parameter. 

For example, you know the xmyConfigOP file defines an OA called luna, and you know 
this OA has responsibility for the Telexel Error Server process called vxErrorServer . To 
see the status of this process, you could type

saline: xmyOM status -o luna vxErrorServer

You would get output of the form:

IPC Registered Processes
ID                              PID     HOST            QUEUE   USER
==                              ===     ====            =====   ====
vxErrorServer                   98      luna            3602    madmin

You can also use xmyOM query (Section 4.7.2 and Appendix A.3.3) to see what OAs and 
processes are defined in your system, and then use xmyOM status to see the status for a 
process. For example, you could type

saline: xmyOM query

which would generate output of the form:

------------------------------------------------------------
The OA on selene is responsible for the following processes:
vxGateway
xmyBD
------------------------------------------------------------
The OA on luna is responsible for the following processes:
vxIpcDir
vxGateway
vxIpcClean
vxLogToFile
xmyCollector
vxErrorServer
xmyTD
xmyBD
xmySD1
------------------------------------------------------------

To see the status of the vxGateway process on the OA selene, you could type

saline: xmyOM status -o selene xmyBD

which would generate output of the form

saline: xmyStatusBD: BD(selene) is running: started by madmin, its pid is 1906
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Then, to see the status of the vxGateway process on the OA selene, you could type

saline: xmyOM status -o selene vxGateway

which would generate output of the form

vxIpcMgr: vxErSrv00             on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000000 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000001 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000002 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000003 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000004 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrMessageClient0000005 on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrorServer         on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxLogDestFile         on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyBDselene           on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyGU0000             on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyGU0001             on selene       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySDSD1              on luna       .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyTDluna             on luna       .. selected. no action.

See AppendixA.3.7 for further discussion on xmyOM status.

5.13.2.2 Using vxIpcProcesses

vxIpcProcesses returns a list of all IPC processes that are currently running. This list 
contains the process name, process id, host name, message queue id, and the user
the person who registered the process.

You can enter a MYNAH process as the input to vxIpcProcesses to see the information for 
that process, such as:

NOTE — This returns the information for all MYNAH 
GUI processes.

You can use grep to filter the list. For example, to see processes only for a particular us
type

saline: vxIpcProcesses|grep kjd
vxErrMessageClient0000028 6249 selene 19 kjd
xmyGU0004 9122 selene 4477 kjd

vxIpcProcesses GU 
IPC Registered Processes
ID                              PID     HOST            QUEUE   USER
==                              ===     ====            =====   ====
xmyGU0000                       7045    ahimsa          1900    stw
xmyGU0001                       27135   selene          7811    hsb
xmyGU0002                       9050    selene          7230    lpetro
xmyGU0003                       23825   selene          6450    ralphm
xmyGU0004                       9122    selene          4477    ksb 
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5.14 Monitoring MYNAH Log FIles

All MYNAH processes perform administrative and error logging through the Telexel 
Logger. This includes

• Start up information

• Shut down information

• Errors.

The Telexel Logger facility is available to all MYNAH processes. It logs all MYNAH 
errors messages in one location, called the SystemLog, which is 
$XMYHOME/syslog/adminLog.

The Telexel Logger facility allows actions to be specified for particular messages (e.g., 
e-mail notification to the administrator). 

The Telexel Logger provides a tool called vxFilterLogFile  for filtering information in the 
log. The basic syntax for vxFilterLogFile  is

vxFilterLogFile log_filename

NOTE — The MYNAH Telexel log file is in 
$XMYHOME/syslog/adminLog. If you set the 
VXLOGFILES environment variable to this file, the 
log_filename parameter is automatically entered for you.

This basic version of vxFilterLogFile  prints every message in the log file to standard 
output. However, several field specifiers let you select which messages to print. Tabl5-3 
list the field specifier IDs and their related values. 

Table 5-3.  vxFilterLogFile Field Specifier IDs

Specifier 
ID

Value

e errorCode

t Time according to process originating the message (local time zone)

T Time according to originating process in the time zone of originating 
process

c Time the record was actually logged by vxLogToFile (local time zone)

C Time record was actually logged in the time zone of originating proces

z Time zone this report is being generated in

Z The time zone of the process originating the message

s Log message severity

h Host name of the machine running the process
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Logical relation operators are used to specify regular expression string matches. 

NOTE — See Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3 of the MYNAH 
System Scripting Guide, for explanations of the logical 
relation operators. See Appendix A.45 of the MYNAH 
System Scripting Guide, for an explanation of regular 
expressions.

For example, to see the messages for the user wyndd, type

saline: export VXLOGFILES=$XMYHOME/syslog/adminLog

saline: vxFilterLogFile "u=wynnd"

1-XMY-SE-0000:1 08/12/96 15:36:17 wynnd@ariel pid=16855
Started

1-XMY-SE-0000:1 08/12/96 15:43:04 wynnd@ariel pid=16873
Started

1-XMY-SE-0002:1 08/12/96 17:06:40 wynnd@ariel pid=16855
Stopped

The beginning string, e.g., 1-XMY-SE-0000, specifies what process created the log e
In this case, the XMY means this log was produced by the MYNAH System, and the
indicates the process type, which in this case means the entry was created by an SE

See the vxFilterLogFile  manual page for a explanation of how to use the filter. i.e., typ

saline: man vxFilterLogFile

d Domain name of the machine running the process

p Process ID of the process

P Parent process ID

u Name of the user who owns the process

U Name of the effective user ID

g Name of the group that owns the process

G Name of the effective group ID

N Name of the process’s executable

M Text of the error message

Table 5-3.  vxFilterLogFile Field Specifier IDs

Specifier 
ID

Value
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6. Integrating Other Testing Tools

Integration of the MYNAH System with a specific set of third-party GUI testing tools 
covered in Section 3.3.2.4. This section describes how you can integrate any additiona
third-party or home-grown tools.

This mechanism is useful in those cases where it would be advantageous to manage
and track results for non-MYNAH test scripts from the MYNAH System.

6.1 Wrapper Script Basics

In normal operation, the SE receives an execution request containing the name of th
MYNAH script to run. When the script begins executing, its name is available to it in 
global Tcl variable xmyVar(ScriptName). 

NOTE — See Section 5.14 of the MYNAH System 
Scripting Guide, for information on the 
xmyVar(ScriptName) variable.

If the script exists in the MYNAH database, a record of its run is stored in a Runtime o
and, optionally, Result object(s). 

When using the mechanism described in this section, however, an SE is configured 
a special wrapper script when it receives an incoming execution request rather than 
script whose name was passed in the execution request. The SE ExecScript configuration 
parameter names the special wrapper script. Engines configured this way never directly run
any script other than the one specified by the ExecScript parameter for the Engine entry 
in the xmyConfig file (Section 3.3.3.1). 

When an engine of this type receives an incoming execution request, it begins execu
the wrapper script, which has available to it all the same information that a regular sc
would have, including the name of the script passed in the execution request. There 
restrictions on the content of the wrapper script since it is an arbitrary Tcl script. Your 
MYNAH installation contains an example of a wrapper script in the file 
$XMYDIR/demo/scripts/wrapper.tcl. This example wrapper script “tests” UNIX shell 
scripts by running a mock-up of a shell script testing tool on the non-MYNAH script name 
passed in xmyVar(ScriptName). 

An effective wrapper script does the following:

1. It either starts the third-party or home-grown testing tool or accesses an 
already-running instance of the tool. 

2. It provides the tool with the name of the script to run, which is available in 
xmyVar(ScriptName).
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3. Optionally, it provides the tool with the directory in which to place any output it 
produces. 

4. When the tool has finished running the non-MYNAH script, the wrapper script 
examines the results and translates them into MYNAH concepts, using functions
as xmyUpdateResult and xmyCompare (Sections 6.2.22 and 6.2.3 of the MYNAH 
System Scripting Guide, respectively). The example script wrapper.tcl increments the 
count of good or failed compares based on the result of the third-party tool’s 
execution.

If the non-MYNAH script exists as a Script Object in the MYNAH database, then runn
it causes the creation of a Runtime Object and, optionally, Result Object(s), just as if it
a MYNAH script. The Script Object contains a language attribute that can be set to “ot
to indicate that the script is not a MYNAH Tcl script. 

Your sample MYNAH database contains a script named shell1 that demonstrates this. 

6.2 Example

This example assumes that you use a test tool called trun  and that you have scripts that this 
tool runs.

The following describes the steps involved in integrating this tool into the MYNAH 
System. 

1. Write a Tcl wrapper script using the guidelines above. Basically, your wrapper s
will invoke the trun  tool, giving xmyVar(ScriptName) as an argument.

2. Configure a Script Engine Group that will be used for these scripts. Set the ExecScript 
parameter to the name of your wrapper script.

3. Create Script Objects to represent your existing scripts (or have your user community
do this). 

• Set the Script Engine Group entry in these objects to the name of the Group 
you created in Step 2. 

• Set the Language entry to others to indicate that the scripting language is 
something other than MYNAH Tcl.

If there are a large number of these scripts you may wish to use the 
xmyCreateScriptObject tool to create the script objects. (See Section 17.2.13 of t
MYNAH System Users Guide for information the xmyCreateScriptObject tool.)

Once these steps are completed, any user can continue to create, run, or analyze th
scripts from the MYNAH GUI or from the CLUI. They will do these things in the same w
as they would for any MYNAH script. 
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7. The Person Object

The Person Object is a MYNAH GUI object that lets you, the MYNAH Administrator,
control the MYNAH database settings for the MYNAH users. These functions include 
creating Person Objects and assigning Inactive  status to a user.

NOTE — See the MYNAH System Users Guide for 
information on using the MYNAH GUI.

A Person Object must exist in the database for each MYNAH user. A Person Object
created in one of two ways: 

• If you set the Welcome New Users parameter in the xmyConfig file to yes (see 
Section 3.3.1), the GUI automatically creates a Person Object when a new user s
the GUI. In fact, if the Welcome New Users parameter is set to no, the GUI will exit.

Therefore, setting the Welcome New Users parameter to no lets you prevent 
nonauthorized users from using the MYNAH GUI.

• You can create a Person Object in the GUI before the new user starts the GUI. 
way, if you set the Welcome New Users parameter to no (e.g., to limit the number of 
new users) you can create a Person Object for a specific user before she/he sta
GUI.

NOTE — There can be only one Person Object in the 
database per UNIX ID. 

MYNAH users can edit their general properties attributes (i.e., their name, phone num
and e-mail address) and the keywords associated with only their Person Object. As 
MYNAH Administrator, however, you can change these attributes for other users. In
addition, you can edit the authority attribute for other users.

NOTE — Users cannot create Person Objects, but they 
can access the Person Objects for all MYNAH users and 
edit their own Person Object from the Database Browser.
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7.1 Creating a Person Object

In the MYNAH Window, select New ->Person  on the Selected  menu, as shown in 
Figure7-1. 

7.1.1 Editing Properties Attributes

Once you’ve created a Person Object, you can enter user information. Open the new 
Object by either double clicking on the object icon or by selecting the icon and then 
selecting the Open  option on the Selected  menu. An empty Person Object opens. By 
default, the Person Object will open in the Properties View, as shown in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-1.  Creating a New Person Object
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To edit the contents of the Person Object, you must first unlock the window by clickin
the lock icon in the upper right-hand corner. The word EDIT appears in the status are
bottom right -and corner of the window), signifying that the window is in Edit Mode. Y
can now enter the user information in the fields in the window.

Enter the user’s UNIX ID, name, e-mail address, and phone number. As a MYNAH 
Administrator, you can also set the user’s authority level by selecting one of the thre
following options in the Authority list:

Figure 7-2.  New Person Object Properties View

Administrator This gives administrative privileges to a user. This is equivalent t
xmyCmd’s setadm method (see Section 5.8.1 and Appendix A.2.9). 
An administrative user can grant other users Administrator 
Authority. In addition, an Administrator can edit the attributes of 
other users.
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Figure 7-3 shows an example of an edited Person Object Properties View. 

The Person Object is not added to the database until you save it. Select Save on the Person  
menu. The window exits Edit Mode. The Authority field is grayed out.

Inactive This gives a user inactive status, meaning that the user can no lo
access the MYNAH System. The Person Object remains in the 
database. If you want to reactivate a user, use the Database Browser 
to grant the user either Administrator or User Authority.

NOTE — You cannot cut a Person Object from the 
database. Giving a Person Object inactive status is 
the only way of removing MYNAH privileges for a 
user, e.g., if a user leaves.

User This gives the user the standard User Authority, such as when you
removing administrative privileges. Someone with User Authority
can edit her/his attributes, but cannot change their Authority. In 
addition, someone with User Authority can view but cannot edit t
Person Objects for other users.

Figure 7-3.  Edited Person Object Properties View
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At a minimum, you must enter the User ID for a new Person Object. You can then: 

• Fill in the rest of the fields on the Properties View.

• Save the object.

• Close the window by selecting the Close  option on the Person  menu. (The system 
asks you if you want to save your changes if you have not already done so.)

• Change to the Information View to edit Keyword associations for the Person Ob

There can be only one Person Object in the database per UNIX ID. If you try adding
Person Object with a UNIX ID that already has a Person Object, the error dialog box
Figure 7-4 appears. 

If you’ve edited a Person Object and then try closing it without first saving it, the dial
box in Figure 7-5 appears. 

• If you click on Yes, your changes are saved and the Person Object window close

• If you click on No, your changes are discarded and the Person Object window cl

• If you click on Cancel , the Person Object window remains open.

Figure 7-4.  Duplicate UNIX ID Error Box

Figure 7-5.  Close Dialog Box
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7.1.2 Editing Information Attributes

You can associate Keywords with a Person Object. While a user usually edits Keyw
associations for her/his Person Object, you can edit the associations for all users.

NOTE — See the MYNAH System Users Guide for 
information on Keywords.

To associate Keywords with a Person Object:

1. Select the Change View ->Information  option on the View  menu. The window in 
Figure 7-6 appears. Click on the Lock icon to unlock the window. 

Figure 7-6.  Person Object Information View
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2. Select Database Browser  from the Tools  menu. The Database Browser (Figure 7-7) 
appears. If the list of Keyword Objects is not visible, select Keyword Object  from the 
Database Object  pop-up menu. 

3. Select the Keyword you want by clicking on the Keyword, and select the Copy  option 
on the Edit  menu.

4. Move the mouse back to the Person Object. Bring the Keywords box into focus , i.e., 
selecting it and making it ready for you to paste the keyword. (See Figure7-8.)

To focus the Keyword box: 

• If there are no Keywords already pasted in the box, click on the ID field name

• If Keywords have already been added to the Person Object, click on any Key

Figure 7-7.  Database Browser - Keyword Object
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5. Select the Paste  option from the Edit  menu. The Keyword you copied is pasted int
the Keyword box (Figure 7-9). You can save/close the window or add more Keywo
associations. 

7.2 Editing an Existing Person Object

As a MYNAH Administrator, you can edit Person Objects for other users. Your main
reason for editing a user’s Person Object is to change their Authority, e.g., to grant o
remove administrative privileges.

WARNING — You can remove administrative privileges 
for all users, including yourself.

While you can create Person Objects in your MYNAH window, all Person Objects fo
MYNAH installation are listed in the Database Browser. In fact, if the Welcome New 
Users parameter in the xmyConfig file is set to yes, the resulting Person Objects can be 
found only in the Database Browser. Therefore, you will most often want to edit a use
Person Object from the Database Browser. 

Figure 7-9.  Properties View with Keyword Added
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In our example, if you wish to apply inactive status to a user who was automatically ad
follow these steps.

1. Select the Database Browser option from the Tools  menu. If the list of Person Objects
is not visible when the Browser appears, select Person from the Database Objec
to access the list of Person Objects (Figure 7-10). 

2. Open the Person Object you want to edit. You can do this by either of the follow

• Clicking on the row listing the object and selecting the Open  option on the 
Selected  menu

• Double clicking on the row listing the object.

Figure 7-10.  Database Browser - List of Person Objects
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3. When the Person Objects opens, unlock the window, and select the Inactive op
from the Authority list (Figure 7-11). 

4. Save and close the object. 

5. If you look at the Database Browser, you will not see any change in the Authorit
the Person Object. To view the change, select the Refresh  option on the View  menu. 
The Database Browser will be redisplayed, and you will see that the user is now 
as Inactive (See Figure 7-12).  

Figure 7-11.  Edited Person Object — Granting Administrative Privileges
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8. Setting up Tag Name Files

This section describes the structure of Tag Name file and how to set them up.

8.1 Introduction

Tag name processing is one the Term3270 Package methods of referring to a scree
location where scripting statements are written using user-defined labels called tags  that 
reference locations on a screen in place of row and column integer values. These defnition 
reside in files called Tag Name  files. Multiple scripts can reference these files. If the 
format of the screen changes, only the definitions of the tags related to the screen need t
be updated.

The MYNAH script accesses the appropriate Tag Name files to determine the row and 
column coordinates associated with the tag names in the script.

8.2 Tag Names

A tag name is a user-defined name that is associated with a field on a format/screen
tag name entry contains

• The user-defined tag name

• The row and column coordinate values of the point at which the field begins

• The length of the field

• Optionally, any additional information such as any display properties at the row 
column location or the actual field that appears at these coordinates.

A tag name and its associated row, column, and field length information can be used
reference a field where you can enter data, a format/screen field label, such as login , that is 
used by the format/screen to identify where you enter input, and any other location 
contained on the format/screen. Tag names generally identify fields on a format/scre
where you enter text, thus, the term tag name is sometimes replaced with the term f
name.

For example:

x_login 2 18 5

is a tag name called x_login that references a location at row 2 and column 18, and the
length of the field is 5 characters.

Tag names and their associated format/screen location data are defined and stored 
(i.e., the MYNAH Administrator) in a UNIX file called a Tag Name  file. A Tag Name file 
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identifies the tag names and associated format/screen location data for a single 
format/screen.

8.2.1 Storing Tag Name Files

The Term3270 Package xmyConfig entry contains a parameter called TagDir. The value 
assigned to this parameter is used as the directory containing the Tag Name files. (See 
Section 3.3.2.1 for more information on the Term3270 Package xmyConfig entry.) The 
default location of TagDir is $XMYHOME/data/tagdir.

A separate Tag Name file must be created for each format/screen that will be accessed

Any user can create Tag Name files. The user can then create a directory containing th
files, specifying that directory as the option value for the Term3270 Package TagDir 
parameter.

8.2.2 Using Tag Name Files

Tag Name files are loaded into MYNAH scripts by using the Term3270 format  method. 
(See Section 9, “Term3270 Extension Package” the MYNAH System Scripting Guide, for 
information on the format  method.) For example, if there is a Tag Name file called 
MainMenu, to load this file into script you could type

$3270_conn format MainMenu

where $3270_conn is the handle to a Term3270 connection.

All of the Term3270 Package extensions support tag name location processing as w
row/column and label location processing. (See Section 9.3, “Term3270 Location 
Processing” of the MYNAH System Scripting Guide for information on Term3270 location
processing. Assuming the MainMenu file we loaded contains a tag name called login, you 
can move the cursor to that field represented by this tag name by entering

$3270_conn fieldNext -tag login

in a script.

8.3 Tag Name Table Format and the Tag Name File

The tag names and their associated data are written in a Tag Name file in the format of a 
table. The tag name table consists of four or more fields of user-provided data. The 
field and any additional fields are currently not used but may be used in the future. Th
character or any number of spaces are used as the delimiter between all data fields 
between the row and the column field, where a tab character, spaces, or a period ch
can be used.
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The structure of a tag name table entry can be one of the following:

• tag name<tab>row<tab>col<tab>length[<tab>optional fields]

for example

date 2 70 8 field

• tag name<tab>row.col<tab>length[<tab>optional fields]

for example

time 3.68 10 field

NOTE — Remember, the period can only be used 
between the row and column fields.

The name of the Tag Name file must be the name of the format/screen the tag name ta
describes. This name is called the screen ID.

The screen ID is also referenced by the Screen Identification file (Section 9), which the 
GUI uses to identify each format/screen in the applications(s) that you test. The Screen 
Identification file must be available before users create a connection to a 3270 applica
This file is often created by the MYNAH administrator, but users can create their own
Screen Identification file. The Screen Identification file is automatically loaded when you
establish a 3270 connection

The Screen Identification file contains regular expression patterns (as defined for the 
regex(3x) program) in conjunction with screen location. As a user navigates through 
application, the Screen Identification file determines if a field matching a pattern is foun
at a particular location on the current screen. Once this format is determined, the format  
statement is generated, and the format  is then used to load a Tag Name file of the same 
name.

If a format/screen name contains embedded blank characters, the Script Builder gen
format statements with quotation marks around the name, e.g., “TASK 10”. You mus
create the Tag Name file with quotation marks surrounding format/screen names, too. 

The tag name table must be delimited by BEGIN and END labels like those shown below.
These labels indicate where the tag name table begins and ends. Thus, the tag nam
can be embedded within a file that you maintain for other purposes.

BEGIN TAG NAME TABLE

END TAG NAME TABLE

Keep these points in mind when you create files containing tag name tables.

• BEGIN and END labels are required.

• Between the BEGIN and END labels, lines containing only a newline character or lin
with a first character of # are treated as comments and ignored.
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• Text lines contained in a tag name table cannot exceed 511 characters.

• Tag names cannot exceed 127 characters.

An example of a Tag Name file appears in Figure 8-1 (The optional field in this example is
being used to store 3270 attribute information.) 

NOTE — The screen shown in Figure 8-1 is not 
necessary and in fact will be ignored when the file is 
loaded into a script since only the lines of the tag name 
table delimited by the BEGIN and END labels are actually 
loaded into the script.

*** PRINTOUT OF FORM AS DEFINED WITH FIELD CHARACTERS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
            1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8
   12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1:                                                                 06/04/96 08:58
 2: EXMP01                  EXMP ENTITY SELECTION SCREEN                  N
 3:
 4:
 5:
 6:
 7:
 8:
 9:                            ENTITY   :
10:
11:                            RECONNECT:  _
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23: Copyright (C)  1989, 96  BELLCORE,  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
24:                                                                            (VC)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NAMES: EXMP01 EXMP01
BEGIN TAG NAME TABLE
zzsdate1 66 8 field,APNMNN
zzstime1 75 5 field,APNMNN
title 2 26 28 label,XPXXXX,EXMP ENTITY SELECTION SCREEN
ent 9 41 1 field,XUXXXX
recon 11 41 1 field,XUXXXX
zzsmsg 24 2 79 field,AUHMNN
END TAG NAME TABLE

Figure 8-1.  Example Tag Name File
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As you can see from Figure 8-1, the tags refer to fields on the screen. There is a tag nam
recon at row 11 and column 41. This position corresponds to the entry field for the 
RECONNECT label.

8.4 Enabling Tag Name Processing

Once you’ve placed the Tag Name files in the directory to be used as TagDir, you must
enter the path to this directory as the argument for the TagDir  parameter in a Term3270 
entry in the xmyConfig file.

When using the MYNAH GUI, you can enable tag name processing by selecting the
Location Processing Tagname  setting on the GUI’s Script Builder 3270 Terminal Settings 
window. See the MYNAH System Users Guide, for information on the Script Builder.

If you’re creating a script to be run from the command-line or background, you can sim
enter the tags as argument for location processing.

NOTE — Scripts written in row/column, label, or tag 
name processing will load and execute whether or not the 
Script Builder Tagname  setting has been selected. 
However, for scripts written using tag names to load and 
execute successfully the path to the directory containing 
the Tag Name file must be defined.

8.5 Testing Multiple Releases and/or Multiple Applications

If you want to test multiple releases or applications you can create a TagDir for each 
release/application and create a new Term3270 connection entry for each TagDir. You can 
then assign each Term3270 connection to a different SE. The users can now send t
scripts to the SE controlling the connection that access the TagDir for their 
release/application.

8.6 Undefined Tag Name Processing

Scripts coded using tag names may contain tag names that are undefined, i.e., they
exist in the current screen definition files. This condition can occur when a script is used to
test multiple releases of an application and the script contains tag name statements 
reference a tag name that exists in one release of the application but not in other rele
of the application.
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9. The Screen Identification File

This section of the guide describes how to create and maintain an ASCII file called a Screen 
Identification file, which the GUI uses to identify each format/screen in the application
that you test. The Screen Identification file makes it possible to generate format/screen 
names automatically. By entering the location of Screen Identification as the parameter for 
the ScreenIdentificationFile parameter of a Term3270 entry in the xmyConfig file, the 
specified Screen Identification file is automatically loaded when you establish a 3270 
connection.

NOTE — The Screen Identification File is processed only 
if Tagname Location Processing is selected.

9.1 Why the Screen Identification File is Needed

The Screen Identification file is needed to identify the format/screen the user is on and
generate a format statement during an initial script capture session using the GUI’s S
Builder.

The Screen Identification file contains regular expression patterns (as defined for the 
regex(3X) program) in conjunction with screen location. As a user navigates through
application, the Screen Identification file determines if these two conditions exist

• The format/screen name exists on the format/screen being displayed.

• A regular expression can be defined to uniquely describe the format/screen nam

If these conditions determine that a string matching a pattern is found at a particular
location on the current screen, the format-pattern  command (Section 9.2.2.1) identifies 
that portion of the screen that matches the pattern as the format for the screen. Once this 
format is determined, the format  statement is generated, and the format  is then used to load 
a Tag Name file of the same name.

9.2 About the Screen Identification File

Automatic identification of the format/screen name is possible if you provide the users a 
single ASCII Screen Identification file that contains format/screen names from the 
application that they access.

The Screen Identification file contains two sections.

The first section contains the Screen Identification file formatting commands that 
determine the regular expression patterns that are used to describe the format/screen
The formatting commands are described in Section 9.2.2.
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The second section contains data lines used to uniquely describe a format/screen. 
Requirements for the data lines are in Section 9.2.1.

Each format/screen name must appear on a line by itself. The name is followed by o
more lines of data that differentiate that format/screen from any other format/screen in
application. 

The data line(s) you provide the users contain a string of text that uniquely identifies
particular format/screen. The data must be preceded by these two pieces of informaion:

• The line number (i.e., row number) on the specified format/screen on which the 
can be found

• The starting position (i.e., column number) on that line where the text begins.

The Term3270 Package uses the data line(s) in the user-supplied Screen Identification file 
to identify the name of the format/screen it is currently displaying in the GUI 3270 
connection window.

9.2.1 Requirements for Format/Screen Names and Data Lines

Format/screen names must meet these specifications:

• The name must exist on a line by itself, starting in column 1.

• The name may contain embedded blanks, but trailing blanks will be ignored and
leading blanks are not permitted. Names with embedded blanks must not be in q

• The name may not exceed 80 characters.

• The name must be terminated by a new-line character

• The name must be followed by one or more data entry lines, each on its own lin

The data entry line or lines contain the text that uniquely identifies the preceding 
format/screen name. The data entry line(s) must meet these specifications:

• The data entry line(s) must contain

— The line number of the point at which the text appears on the format/screen

— The starting column of the text on that line.

• The data entry line(s) must start with a blank or a tab character, followed by the
line number, a blank or a tab character, the starting position, an optional blank or
character, a colon, and the text.

• The text may not exceed 132 characters.

• The text must be delimited by a colon on its left and either a new-line or an end-o
character on its right.
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NOTE — Lines that begin with a pound sign character in 
column 1 will be treated as comments. Lines that contain 
only the new-line character will be ignored.

9.2.2 Screen Identification File Formatting Commands

The MYNAH System provides the following commands to help you work with the Scr
Identification File.

9.2.2.1 format-pattern

Syntax

format-pattern row  col  pattern

Description

The format-pattern  formatting command searches the currently displayed forma
starting at the row and column specified for the pattern. Only one row is searche
a match is made, format-pattern  generates the format  commands that will be entered
into a script when using the MYNAH GUI.

format-pattern  takes the following arguments: 

NOTE — The arguments are separated by the blank 
character.

row The row on which the format name is expected to be displayed.

col The column at which the search for the format name should begin. T
search is performed starting from this column through the end of the r

pattern The pattern to be used to search for the format name. This pattern is
regular expression as defined for the regex(3X) program. (For more 
information, see the UNIX System V Programmer Reference Manual 
published by AT&T Bell Laboratories.)
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Example

A user might be testing an application in which screen names containing capital le
digits, and blanks appear with open and closed parentheses. The screen names
appear on either the first or the second line of the screen, somewhere after colum

The following format-pattern  commands would be used to search for these format 
names:

format-pattern 1 25 "\(([A-Z0-9 ]+)$0"

format-pattern 2 25 "\(([A-Z0-9 ]+)$0"

Although the commands specify to search different lines, they have common 
arguments. 

If the MYNAH System is unable to determine the format/screen name, it will gene
the following command in the user’s script:

format <no-format-name-found>

Table 9-1.  Example format-pattern Regular Expressions

Argument Description

[A-Z0-9 ] The pattern enclosed in square brackets indicates that a ma
will occur for any capital letter, digit, or blank.

[A-Z0-9 ]+ The addition of a repetition character, +, to the defined patte
indicates there can be one or more occurrences of any capital
letter, digit, or blank.

([A-Z0-9 ]+) The opening and closing parentheses indicate that the patte
should be considered a group, as permitted by the program
regex(3X).

([A-Z0-9 ]+)$0 The format-pattern  command requires the addition of $0, 
which indicates that the preceding group should be stored in
first variable that is hard-coded in a script. The MYNAH 
System requires one (and only one) variable. The variable i
numbered 0, following the “C” programming convention that
language arrays start at 0.

\(([A-Z0-9 ]+)$0 The open parenthesis is added to the pattern to restrict the se
to screen names preceded by an open parenthesis. Since 
parentheses are treated as special characters by regex(3X), the 
open parenthesis is preceded by a back-slash.

"\(([A-Z0-9 ]+)$0" The completed expression must be enclosed in quotation marks.
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9.2.2.2 format-name-mask

Syntax

format-name-mask character

Description

The format-name-mask formatting command mask any character, meaning that i
masking character is specified, its occurrence in the text strings of the Screen 
Identification file will be treated as a “match any” character during comparisons. The
mask can be used when a format/screen contains text that cannot be uniquely 
repeatable, such as time or date stamps.

One character will be masked for each mask character present in the data entry
string of the Screen Identification file. When the MYNAH System compares the tex
of the data entry to that of the format/screen, the mask character—if present in th
entry’s text—will match any character, in the same position, in the text from the 
format/screen currently displayed.

NOTE — When creating the format-name-mask 
declaration, you must enclose the mask character in 
quotation marks.

Example

A date may appear on a line that you want to enter as a data line in a Screen 
Identification file. However, if you enter an explicit date in the data line, e.g., 
06/06/96, a match will only be made on that date. To create a mask character, e.
to match the changing date stamps, enter

format-name-mask "@" 

at the beginning of a Screen Identification file. Then, in any data lines that would 
contain a date stamp, enter @@/@@/@@ in the place on the data line correspondin
to the date stamp.
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9.3 How the MYNAH System Processes the Screen Identification 
File

When a Term3270 connection is created, the MYNAH System loads and preprocesses th
user-specified Screen Identification file specified for that Term3270 connection. (The 
Screen Identification file for each Term3270 connection is specified as an optional 
parameter for each connection configuration in the xmyConfig file.) The format/screen 
names and associated identifying data are then stored internally. 

As format/screens are displayed (when you’re using the MYNAH GUI), the MYNAH 
System first searches for strings of text on the format/screen that occur at row and co
positions specified in the internally stored data. If the system finds that there is a string o
text at a specified location, it then tries to match the string with text in the stored data

• If it finds a match, the system uses the format/screen name associated with the 
matching text to generate a format  statement and load the correct Tag Name file.

• If no match occurs, the system generates a format  statement with the text 
<no-format-name-found> in your script.

NOTE — If more than one data entry line is specified for 
a format/screen name entry, each text string specified 
must match to the currently-displayed format/screen for 
the match to be successful.

If the system encounters syntax errors in the Screen Identification file or the file is 
inaccessible, the system reports the problems to you in the window in which you started the 
system or in the console window and stops processing the file.
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An example of a user-supplied Screen Identification file appears in Figure 9-1. 

The file contains two format-pattern  command declarations. 

• The first declaration searches for text on the second row and starting from the se
column through the end of the row. This pattern will search for any text that matc
these patterns

— The string [a-zA-Z0-9 ] means that a match will be made for any letter, digit, o
space.

— The repetition character, *, means that there can be one or more letters, digit
spaces in the text string.

— The opening and closing parenthesis means that the pattern should be consi
as a group.

In other words, this declaration will try to match any string of letters, digits, and spaces
on the second row starting at the second column.

• The second declaration also searches on the second row, but starts from row 75
searches for any text that matches these patterns.

— The string [0-9] means that a match will be made for any digit.

— The repetition character, +, means that there can be one or more digits in the
string.

#adding format pattern for example screens
format-pattern 2 2 “([a-zA-Z0-9 ]*)$0”

format-pattern 2 75 (MSG[0-9]+)$0

format-name-mask “@”

##################3##################3##################3
selact
 2 2:** FACTS MENU **
1oppmi
 4 2:** MORE APPEARANCES **
admgrp
 2 2:** ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP TABLE **
apnt
 2 2:** POINT TO POINT **
msg10
 2 76:msg10
msg10
 2 76:MSG10

Figure 9-1.  Example Screen Identification File
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— The string MSG means that this explicit string must appear on the format/scr

In other words, this declaration will try to match a starting with MSG followed by a
digits on the second row and starting at the seventy-fifth column

As each format/screen is displayed, the system references data from this file. If the system 
finds the string ** FACTS MENU **  on row 2 starting at column 2, it will load the selact 
Tag Name file. If it does not find, the system will next determine if the string 
** MORE APPEARANCES ** occurs on the format/screen and if it satisfies the 
row/column specifications for a format-pattern  command.

9.4 Enabling the Use of the Screen Identification File

The Screen Identification file is specified as the argument to the ScreenIdentificationFile 
parameter of a Term3270 entry in the xmyConfig file. The specified Screen Identification 
file is automatically loaded when the user establishes a 3270 connection.
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10. Output Processing

10.1 Process Output - Errors and Tracing

Process Error messages are routed to the central error handler. Administrative messages are
also routed to the central error handler at process startup time and shutdown time. T
startup messages include such information as which configuration files were loaded.

When starting the vxLogFile process, the location of this file is specified. The 
recommended location is $XMYHOME/syslog/adminlog.

See Section 5.14 for information on how to view this file.

10.2 Message-Based Tracing

Message-based tracing allows trace level to be dynamically changed on a per-script
execution request basis. Message-based tracing output is routed to the file specified
xmyConfigOP file by the user along with the trace level. In that case, tracing remains 
(and trace level and file are passed to child script execution requests) until the script e
replies to the execution request. At that time tracing is automatically turned off. 

This is used only for background script execution requests and only when there is a 
problem. It can be set in the GUI RunScript dialog box or by using the xmyCmd submit 
command.

10.3 Activity Logging

Only the SD, BD, and TD processes perform Activity Logging. Activity Logging consists 
of logging the following information:

• All requests the process receives or sends

• All script and SE state changes

• Copies of all (administrative and error) messages sent to the Telexel error logge

Activity Logging information is stored in the respective directory where each process r
i.e., in the $XMYHOME/run/bd, $XMYHOME/run/sd, $XMYHOME/run/td directories. 

As new Activity Log files are created, the existing files are given a version suffix. The 
current file will have no suffix, the one before that will have a suffix of 0, the one befo
that a suffix of 1, etc.
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SD Activity Log filenames take the form log.sd.<SD_name>.n where 

• <SD_Name> is the name of the SD being logged 

• n is the version suffix.

BD and TD Activity Log filenames take the form log.<process>.<hostname>.n where 

• <process> is either bd or td

• <hostname> the name of the host being logged 

• n is the version suffix. (This is only used for backup files.)

Activity Logging is separate from Administrative Logging. Activity logging can be turned 
on or off, on a per-SD basis, by setting the xmyConfig file ActivityLogging  parameter to 
either ON or OFF. This is determined at process start-up time and cannot be dynam
changed. By default, activity logging is on. See Section 3.3.3.3 for more information.

Some MYNAH installations may not want to do any activity logging, primarily for 
efficiency reasons.

NOTE — Whenever the SD writes an error to the Telexel 
Logger, it will also write the error in the Activity Log, and 
if Message Based Tracing is on, it will write the error to 
the message based trace file as well.

NOTE — The Extension Packages that require additional 
processes may perform activity logging as well. 

10.4 Script Output

Whenever a script is executed, the SE may produce files in an output directory. Whet
not files are produced and how much is produced is controlled by the OutputLevel entry. 
This is first set in the xmyConfig file, but it can be changed any time from within a script 
using the xmyVar(OutputLevel)  array variable (Section 5.12 of the MYNAH System 
Scripting Guide).

There are several types of files: output, SUTimage, compares, stdout, and stderr.

The following subsection describes the location of only named script output. 
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10.4.1 Location of the Output Files

By default, the MYNAH System will generate script output in the directory containing the
script. The script output is contained in a subdirectory with the same name as the scri
the suffix “.out.” and a timestamp. For example, the output directory for the current ru
the script /home/scripts/script1.tcl would be /home/scripts/script1.tcl.out.<timestamp>

NOTE — Remember, you must open the permissions of 
the directory containing the script or the MYNAH System 
will not be able to generate the output subdirectory.

10.4.1.1 Determining How Many Output Directories to Retain

How many output directories to retain is configured by the MYNAH Administrator in t
xmyConfig file.

• If the MYNAH System has been configured so that zero backups are kept, any ex
directories for the current script are removed before a new one is created. 

• If a finite number of backups are being kept, then when the finite number of bac
is reached the oldest output directory is removed after the current run complete

• If unlimited backups has been requested, no removal takes place. 

If an SE finds a directory with the same name and timestamp as the one it is trying to c
it sleeps a second, regenerates the directory name, and tries again, so as not to ove
another SE’s active output directory.

Subsequent runs increment the number of output directories unless the script engine
configured to keep only one copy of each script’s output.

10.4.1.2 Other Possible Locations

The default location of the script output directory can be overridden by the MYNAH 
Administrator setting either the OutputRoot or OutputPath entry in the xmyConfig file in 
the General SE section or a SEGroup section. OutputPath is set to the full path to a 
directory in which script output should be created. OutputRoot is set to the root directory 
in which a path to the directory containing script output should be created. For examp
OutputRoot is set to /output, and an execution request for the script 
/home/scripts/script1.tcl is received, the script output directory will be 
/output/home/scripts/script1.tcl.out.<timestamp>.
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10.4.2 Content of the Output Directory

A script output directory for a single script execution may consist of several files. 

• The output file events as defined below. It is the highest level view of a script 
execution.

• One or more files named SUTimage.<conn> contain SUT input and output, where 
<conn> is the connection handle. This output can be in the form of screens or 
messages. 

• The stdout and stderr files contain any output produced during script execution tha
was directed to standard out or standard error. (These are typically empty, so th
usually are not retained.)

• The compares file contains the differenced output for any compare commands. If
compare events are not being written to the output file, then output to the compares 
file is also not logged.

For example, after executing a script called abc.tcl, you may see the following:

$HOME/scripts/
abc.tcl
abc.tcl.out.19960612.082440/

compare
output
stderr
stdout
SUTimage..xmy3270.1

10.4.3 Output file

The output file contains script output information formatted using well-defined, colon 
separated prefixes. The categories of script output are

• child script (childscr) events

• compare events

• error events

• language trace events

• script events

• summary events

• sutimage events

• suttiming events
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• test object (testobj) events

• user events

The first five fields of every event line contain the same type of information:

<date>:<time>:<catagory>:<pkg>:<type>

where

• <date> and <time> are date and timestamp with format YYYYMMDD:HHMMSS

• <category> is one of the listed categories (e.g. sutimage)

• <pkg> is the MYNAH package producing the message (e.g. TermAsync). 

• <type> is the type of message, which differs for each category of output.

The following subsections describe the format of each category of output.

It is suggested that

• You should always choose to produce, at minimum, script events.

• You should never choose lang events for an entire script. These events are useful w
attempting to debug a script but you should turn them on by using 
xmyVar(OutputLevel)  just before the lines of code that are causing the problem

10.4.3.1 Child Script Events

Child script (childscr) events are logged when connecting to a remote script engine a
when any requests or replies related to child script execution occur. Note that the sendWait 
command logs two messages, one of type send and one of type receive. Each childscr event 
line takes the form

<date>:<time>:childscr:<pkg>:<type>:<conn>:<msgId>:<script name>:<status>:<exit string>

where

• <pkg> is general

• <type> is one of send, receive, pause, resume, or cancel

• <conn> is the name of the SE Group to receive the request

• <msgId> (pause, resume, cancel, destroy, wait only) is the message object id

• <script name> is the name of the script to be executed remotely

• <exit string> (receive only) is the Tcl result of script execution. (This string will be
truncated if it exceeds the allowable length for output file lines)

• <status> is the result of the operation
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10.4.3.2 Compare Events

Compare events detail the differenced output for any compare commands. Each compare
event line takes the form

<date>:<time>:compare:<pkg>:<type>:<label>:<result>:<index>

where:

• <type> is one of data, fcif , diff , screenRegion, or string

• <label> is non-null if the compare specified a label

• <result> indicates whether the test passed or failed by specifying one of good, failed, 
or warning.

• <index> is the number of characters into the compare file where the compare begins

Example

19951201:090000:compare:Term3270:screenRegion::good:226

compare commands log the compare event to the output file and also writes expected and
actual data, if possible, to the compares file. (If an expression is being evaluated instead 
data being compared, the expression is written to the compares file.)

10.4.3.3 Exception (error) Events

The script engine logs exception events when an exception occurs in the Tcl interpre
Exception events contain the value of errorCode and errorInfo  as set by the interpreter and
take the form

<date>:<time>:error:<pkg>::<message>

where:

• <message> is the error message itself

10.4.3.4 Language Events

Language events record the lines of your scripts, with the format

<date>:<time>:lang:<pkg>:<type>:<command>

where

• <type> is one of var , command, info

• <command> is the Tcl command itself. Variables with unprintable characters or lin
longer than 512 characters are truncated. 
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Examples

19950601:120000:lang:tcl:command:set x $y
19950601:120000:lang:tcl:var:x set to 0
19950601:120000:lang:tcl:command:$conn1 send Enter
19950601:120000:lang:3270:info:.xmy3270conn.1 sent 1 byte
19950601:120000:lang:3270:var: attr. at row 1 col 1 set to 0

Domain packages should put the connection handle in all messages related to conne
as on the fourth line in the example above.

10.4.3.5 Script Events

Script events record high level script activity, e.g., when the script began exection. S
events have the format

<date>:<time>:script:<pkg>:<type>:<group>:<exit status>:<exit string>

where

• <pkg> is null

• <type> is one of start, stop, cancel, pause, resume, or abort

• <group> is the SE Group to which this SE (the one running the script) belongs

• <exit status> is the return code from the Tcl interpreter for types stop, cancel, and 
abort only

• <exit string> is the possibly truncated Tcl result of script execution for types stop, 
cancel, and abort only

Example

19960613:161728:script::stop:SeGp1:TCL_OK:

10.4.3.6 Summary Events

Summary events are written to the output file at script completion time. They include th
system variables, the results that are sent to the database, and the symbol table. The
the format

<date>:<time>:summary:general:var:xmyVar(<name>) <value>

<date>:<time>:summary:general:results:<results list split into 80 char lines>

<date>:<time>:summary:general:symtbl:<symbol table split into 80 char lines>
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19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(Channel)     = xmySE0007SD1
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(DatabaseMode)        = 1
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(EngineMode)  = stateLess
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(EngineType)  = background
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(ExitHandler) =
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(FailedCompares)      = 0
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(GoodCompares)        = 1
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(LibraryPath) = /home/mynah/lib
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(OutputLevel) = error
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(RuntimeId)   =
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(SEGroup)     = SeGp1
19960613:161728:summary:general:var:xmyVar(SubmittedBy) = ksb
19960613:161728:summary:general:results: {result {}}
19960613:161728:summary:general:results: {goodCompares 1}
19960613:161728:summary:general:results: {failedCompares 0}
19960613:161728:summary:general:results: {warningCompares 0}
19960613:161728:summary:general:symtbl:<symbol table empty>

10.4.3.7 Sutimage Events

If sutimage events are being produced, then each time a screen or message is sent 
received a sutimage event is produced having the format

<date>:<time>:sutimage:<pkg>:<type>:<conn>:<opt>:<index>:<length>

where

• <pkg> is the name of the MYNAH package producing the sutimage

• <type> is one of snd, rcv, or state. (state is used to produce a record of the “curren
screen. It is used by the TermAsync package only.)

• <conn> is the handle of the connection

• <opt> is an optional field used by the domain to indicate the cause of the sutima

• <index> is a pointer to the start location of the sutimage in the SUTimage file

• <length> is the length (in domain-specific units) of the image

Example

19960613:161727:sutimage:TermAsync:snd:.xmyTermAsync_37::2207:3

Each package may add additional fields as needed.
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10.4.3.8 SUT Timing (suttiming) Events

Timing events are logged each time a message is received from the SUT. They hav
format

<date>:<time>:suttiming:<pkg>::<conn>:<command>:<send time>:<seconds>

where

• <conn> is the connection handle

• <command> is the Tcl command that sent data to the SUT

• <send time> is the time of the last send in readable format.

• <seconds> contains the number of seconds elapsed since the last send.

Example

19960613:161726:suttiming:TermAsync::.xmyTermAsync_37::06/13/96 16:17:26:0:10

10.4.3.9 Test Object Events

Test object (testobj) event lines are produced by the xmyBegin (MYNAH System Scripting
Guide, Section 6.2.2) and xmyEnd (MYNAH System Scripting Guide, Section 6.2.6) 
commands. Test object event lines take one of these two forms

<date>:<time>:testobj:<pkg>:begin:<id>

<date>:<time>:testobj:<pkg>:end:<id>:<results>

where

• <pkg> is null

• <id> is the test object id or test block label

• <results> contains the top-level results of execution (xmyVar(GoodCompares), 
xmyVar(FailedCompares), etc)
 10–9
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10.4.3.10 User Events

The MYNAH System provides a method for script writer to generate their own event
the output file using the xmyPrint  command. (See Section 6.2.11 of the MYNAH System 
Scripting Guide.)

<date>:<time>:user:<pkg>:<type>:<text>

where

• <pkg>, <type> and <text> are provided by you through the MYNAH xmyPrint  
command.

Examples

19960611:145636:user:::MAIN
19960611:145636:user:::LEAVING PROC inits (/users/kjb/scripts/parent/par002.tcl)

10.4.4 Setting Output Level

Since all data written to the execution record is prefixed, users can choose the type o
to be written by specifying the prefixes they want to see. This symbolic representatio
the output level can be configured on an installation-wide basis, on an SE group-wide 
or for an individual script. If no level is specified, the default is to print error events and 
user events only. The default can be overridden with an entry in the Engine section of the 
xmyConfig file. The format is a list of positional prefixes for the desired messages. Fo
example, to see error, language, and user trace statements and user events, the foll
setting would be placed in the configuration file:

Engine 3270_conn
OutputLevel = { error lang user }

Error output should always be enabled, or errors will not be seen in the output file, only in 
the system-wide Telexel error log. Since the date and time stamp always appear, tho
prefixes do not appear in the output level setting.

The syntax of OutputLevel is a Tcl list with zero or more elements representing output f
prefixes. Setting OutputLevel to { }  (the empty list) will cause the output file to be empt

You can use the star (*) wildcard to write all output to the output directory, as in

set xmyVar(OutputLevel) {*}
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10.4.4.1 Recommended Standalone Engine Output Levels

Standalone Engines require an open Output Level because a child script generated 
xmytclsh will inherit the OutputLevel from the parent script. Therefore, the recommen
OutputLevel is:

OutputLevel   = ( error, childscr, compare, script, summary,
sutimage, testobj, user  )

10.4.4.2 Recommended Embedded Engine Output Levels

Embedded Engines will not produce a summary even if this parameter is specified. I
addition, the sutimage level produces a lot of output, so this parameter should be left 
the OutputLevel. Therefore, the recommended Output Level is:

OutputLevel   = ( error, childscr, compare, script, 
testobj, user  )

10.4.4.3 Recommended Background Engine Output Levels

Background Engines should produce all OutputLevel except lang and suttiming due to the
amount of output that is generated. Therefore, the recommended OutputLevel is:

OutputLevel   = ( error, childscr, compare, script, summary,
sutimage, testobj, user  )

NOTE — The open Output Level (* ) is not 
recommended for Background Engines.
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11. Creating DCE Executables

DCE scripting requires an external application-specific emulated client or server 
executable, which you must build.

To help you build the the executables, we’ve included the xmyDceBuild program, which 
takes a makefile and invokes make to build the executables.

NOTE — Both gnumake and the Solaris make will 
work.

In addition, Appendix C descibes other methods of building the executables, including
manually building the executables and directly editing the makefile and invoking make.

The following packages must be installed before you can build the executables:

• DCE development environment, Transarc Version 1.1

• RogueWave’s Tools.h++ header files and libraries (Version 7.0.2)

• Sun SPARCworks C++Compiler (Version 4.1)

NOTE — These are only required by the administrative 
step of building the emulated client and server 
executables. They are not required when running DCE Tcl 
scripts.

Prior to using this tool, you must create the template Makefile, xmyDceMakefile.template, 
and place it in the $XMYHOME/data/dce directory. An example template file, 
xmyDceMakefile.template.eg, is placed in the $XMYDIR/examples/dce directory during 
installation of the MYNAH System. To create the template Makefile

1. Copy the xmyDceMakefile.template.eg file from$XMYDIR/examples/dce to 
$XMYHOME/data/dce, and rename the copy xmyDceMakefile.template.

2. Modify xmyDceMakefile.template according to the local environment. Specifically,
the RW variables must be defined and the CC and CXX variables should be che
to make sure they're correct.

The syntax, complete description, and examples for using the xmyDceBuild program are 
as follows.

Syntax

xmyDceBuild ?-v? ?-template templatefile ? ?-client? \
?-server? ?-build buildargs ? ?-acf acf ? \
?-other other-idls ? interface
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Description

The xmyDceBuild program creates the emulated client and emulated server 
executables needed for the DCE Package.

xmyDceBuild creates a copy of the template Makefile, substituting variables based on
the interface, ACF file, and other IDL files. xmyDceBuild then invokes make on the 
makefile to build the client and/or the server executable. xmyDceBuild takes the 
following options: 

The -acf option is not required. If there is a file with the same basename as the 
interface IDL with the .acf extension, that will be used.

Example

xmyDceBuild foo

Example

xmyDceBuild -acf foo.acf -other “a.idl b.idl” foo

-v verbose

-template templatefile Location of Makefile template (default is 
$XMYHOME/data/dce/xmyDceMakefile.template or 
$XMYDIR/data/dce/xmyDceMakefile.template)

-client Build just the client (default is both)

-server Build just the server (default is both)

-build  buildargs Build this instead of client or server. buildargs can be any 
valid option(s) to make. By default buildargs is “client 
server”, which tells make to build the client and the server. 
If you say “-client”, then buildargs is set to just “client”; 
likewise, if you say “-server”, buildargs is set to just 
“server”.

-acf acf Specifies the ACF file used to build the executables.

-other other-idls List of other IDL files (with .idl extension)

interface IDL file (without .idl extension)
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Appendix A: Administrative CLUI Commands

The CLUI provides access to a subset of MYNAH functionality. These functions are

• Letting you perform operability tasks (bring-up, shut-down, and obtain status of o
MYNAH processes).

• Providing access to the Telexel error log.

• Letting the user send requests to the SD to execute scripts in the background.

• Letting the user send requests to the SD to retrieve status or take action on a sc
group of scripts, and display the results.

• Letting the user send requests to the SD to change user-tunable parameters in 
(such as the user’s maximum concurrency level).

• Letting the MYNAH Administrator send requests to the SD to change 
administrator-tunable parameters in the SD (such as the overall system concurren
level, or the number of SEs in an SE group).

• Letting the user display information about the current MYNAH configuration.

• Providing the user an interactive Tcl shell with MYNAH extensions.

• Letting the user create reports from information in the database.

• Letting the user create or update database entities, such as User Enum Values, a
entries.

• Giving the user a facility to encrypt a des key.

• Letting the user compare files.

This section describes the Administrative Command Line User Interface (CLUI) 
commands. Administrative CLUI commands are only available to the MYNAH user who 
has administrative privileges, e.g., madmin. All other CLUI commands are available to al
MYNAH users.
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A.1 CLUI Command Help Messages

All CLUI commands and subcommands have an -h option that displays a brief help 
message listing the usage and syntax of the subcommand. For example

xmyOM query -h 
query: display info about the MYNAH configuration
Usage: xmyOM query [-h] [-p<process_name> | -o<oa_name> | -s ]

-h               :  display this message
-p<process_name> :  process name as in config file
-o<oa_name>      :  Operability Agent name as in config file
-s               :  List all systems (OAs) defined in xmyConfigOP

In addition, each main command has an -h option to tell you what subcommands exist fo
the command, for example

xmyOM -h
Usage:

xmyOM command_name command_args
The command_args depend on which command_name you use.
To obtain usage information on an individual command_name,
simply type:

xmyOM command_name -h
Here is a list of all the valid xmyOM command_names and a brief
description of what they do:

start      - start a platform/application process
stop       - stop a platform/application process
status     - display status of platform/application process
query      - display MYNAH configuration
readconfig - request OA to re-read the configuration file
autostop   - request OA to bring down all autostart processes
autostart  - request OA to start up all autostart processes
recycle    - request OA to re-cycle (bring down then up)autostart proc's
shutdown   - stop OA (brings down all autostart processes too)
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A.2 xmyCmd

Usage of the xmyCmd subcommands falls into two categories:

1. Administrative subcommands

These xmyCmd SD subcommands let a user with administrative privileges set th
following SD parameters:

• The overall system concurrency limit

• The default maximun concurrency limit for new users

• The default queuing priority for new users

• Any user’s maximum concurrency limit

• Any user’s queuing priority

• Debug level (used for development and debugging purposes)

• Increase and decrease the number of SEs in an SE Group as the SD is runn

In addition, if you have administrative privileges, you can also assign administrat
privileges to another user.

This section contains information on these xmyCmd subcommands.

All administrative xmyCmd subcommands (except addEnumValue) accept the 
following options:

-v Generates verbose responses.

-h Displays a brief help message.

All administrative xmyCmd subcommands that interact with an SD accept the 
following options:

-d sd_name Specifies the SD name that is the subject of the command. If this 
option is not used, the value of the XMYSD variable is used. If thi
variable is not set, then the default SD name defined in the xmyConfig 
file is used.

-t time-out Specifies the time-out interval. The CLUI waits for this interval to g
the responses from SD. If a value of 0 is used, the CLUI will wait 
indefinitely until all the responses are received. By default, the 
time-out is 30 seconds.

2. User subcommands. 

These xmyCmd subcommands include the ability to submit scripts and receive 
information about scripts.

These subcommands are explained in the MYNAH System Users Guide.
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A.2.1 addEnumValue

Syntax

xmyCmd addEnumValue -t type -s string  -l string  \
-d true|false  ?-q?

Description

The addEnumValue sub- command is used to add User Enum values to the MYN
database. You can not add new Objects or Fields. When adding new values, the
values are added to a specific Object-Field pair from Table 5-1. For example, you 
could add new values for the Object Issue and the Field Status, which would be 
specified for xmyCmd addEnumValue as issueStatus.

xmyCmd addEnumValue requires the following parameters:

-t type Specifies the User Enum type for which you want to add a value, 
where type is an Object-Field pair shown in Table 5-1, for example 
dataType.

-s string Specifies a short description of the newly introduced value. This fi
can be up to 4 characters.

-l string Specifies a long description of the newly introduced value. This fie
can be up to 15 characters.

-d true|false Specifies if this is the default value for this Enum Value Object/Fie
pair.

In addition, xmyCmd addEnumValue accepts the following optional parameter:

-q Queries for a list of the existing User Enum values

Only a Mynah administrator can run this comand.

Once you have added a value to a list for a field, it will automatically be provided
the users of the GUI as a valid choice for that field.

If you are adding a value that is the default, xmyCmd addEnumValue makes sure 
there isn't another one already marked as default.

Example

This is an example of adding the User Enum value Environment for the Object issue 
and the Field Type.

xmyCmd addEnumValue -t issueType -s ENV -l Environment -d true

In this example you add the value Phase for the Object SutInfo and the field Type.

xmyCmd addEnumValue -t sutInfoLevel -s PHS -l Phase -d false
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Exception

• User is not known to MYNAH database. It means you’re not authorized to use 
MYNAH.

• User is not a MYNAH database administrator. It means that you do not have en
priviledges to create a new Enum Value. A root user is not a MYNAH database 
administrator.
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A.2.2 checkAllQueues

Syntax

xmyCmd checkAllQueues ?-h?

Description

The checkAllQueues subcommand goes to each host defined in this configuration
the MYNAH System (i.e., in the xmyConfigOP file), checks whether the queues on 
that host are full, and reports the results back to stdout .

checkAllQueues takes no command-line arguments other than the -h (help) option.

In order for xmyCmd checkAllQueues to work successfully, the MYNAH 
Administrator must assure that in the xmyConfigOP file, each host has, on its 
responsibilities list, a process called xmyQueues. Furthermore, the xmyQueues 
process's Status command in the xmyConfigOP file must be 
“xmyCmd checkQueues”.

NOTE — If you want verbose output, the Status 
command could have the -v option in it, e.g.,

Status = “xmyCmd checkQueues -v”

and if you want to use a different threshold, the Status 
command could be used, e.g.,

Status = “xmyCmd checkQueues -limit 85”

See Appendix A.2.3 for more information about the 
checkQueues subcommand.
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A.2.3 checkQueues

Syntax

xmyCmd checkQueues ?-h? ?-thresh percent? ?-v?

Description

The checkQueues subcommand checks the queues on the local host to see if they are 
full or nearly full.

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand -h and -v options listed 
at the beginning of this section, checkQueues accepts the following command-line 
option: 

-thresh percent Sets the threshold percentage, above which a warning will be
produced. This refers to the percentage of the total queue sp
in use on the system.

By default, checkQueues uses a warning threshold of 90%, 
which means that it checks to see if 90% of the available queu
in the system are in use, and if so it produces a warning mess

Default = 90
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A.2.4 dfltusrconc

Syntax

xmyCmd dfltusrconc ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

Description

The dfltusrconc subcommand can be used by the administrator to set the defaul
concurrency limit for new users. (New users get their actual concurrency set to 
value when they first become known to the SD.) 

The concurrency limit is the total number of scripts that can be run at one time.

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, dfltusrconc requires the following command-line argumen

value Specifies the default concurrency limit value for new users.
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A.2.5 dfltusrpri

Syntax

xmyCmd dfltusrpri ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

Description

The dfltusrpri  subcommand is used by the administrator to set the default queui
priority for new users. (New users get their queuing priority set to this value when they 
first become known to the SD.) 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, dfltusrpri requires the following command-line argumen

value Specifies the default queuing priority value for new users.
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A.2.6 sedecr

Syntax

xmyCmd sedecr ?-d sd_name?  ?-t time-out ? ?-v? \
-e se_group_name   delta_value

Description

The sedecr subcommand decreases the number of SEs in a particular SE group

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, sedecr requires the following options/arguments: 

If all SEs in the target SE Group are busy when xmyCmd sedecr is executed, the SD 
marks delta_value SEs for deletion. The SEs are deleted when they finish execut
the current scripts. No running scripts will be interrupted due to issuing 
xmyCmd sedecr.

-e se_group_nameSpecifies the SE group for which the number of SEs will b
decreased.

delta_value Decrease the number of SEs by this amount.
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A.2.7 seincr

Syntax

xmyCmd seincr ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? \
-e se_group_name delta_value

Description

The seincr subcommand increases the number of SEs in a particular SE group o
all SE Groups.

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, seincr requires the following options/arguments: 

-e se_group_nameSpecifies the SE group for which the number of SEs will b
increased.

delta_value Increase the number of SEs by this amount.
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A.2.8 sestat

Syntax

xmyCmd sestat ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? ? se_group ?

Description

The sestat subcommand returns the status of a particular SE Group. 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, sestat accepts the following command-line argument: 

se_group Specifies the SE group containing the SEs whose status y
want to see. If you do not specify an SE Group, 
xmyCmd sestat will return the status for all SEs in 
controlled by the SD.
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A.2.9 setadm

Syntax

xmyCmd setadm ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? login_id

Description

The setadm subcommand gives administrative privileges to a user (login_id) for only 
the target SD; no changes are made to the MYNAH database. The next time the SD is
started the user will not have administrative privileges. Only an administrator ca
execute this subcommand. 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, setadm requires the following argument:

login_id Login id of the user to be given administrative privileges.
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A.2.10 sysconc

Syntax

xmyCmd sysconc ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

Description

The sysconc subcommand is used by the administrator to set the overall system 
concurrency limit. 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, sysconc requires the following argument:

value Specifies the overall system concurrency limit.
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A.2.11 unsetadm

Syntax

xmyCmd unsetadm ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? ?-v? login_id

Description

The unsetadm subcommand removes administrative privileges from a user, which 
can be yourself. Only an administrator can execute this subcommand. 

NOTE — No change is made to the database. To 
permanently remove administrative privileges from a user 
you must do so using the Person Object for that user.

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, unsetadm requires the following argument:

login_id Login id of the user for whom administrative privileges will be 
removed.
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A.2.12 usrmaxconc

Syntax

xmyCmd usrmaxconc -u login_id  ?-d sd_name? ?-t time-out ? \
?-v? value

Description

The usrmaxconc subcommand is used by the administrator to set any user’s 
maximum concurrency. 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, usrmaxconc requires the following options/arguments:

-u login_id Specifies the user whose maximum concurrency is to be set.

value Specifies the maximum concurrency limit value.
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A.2.13 usrpriority

Syntax

xmyCmd usrpriority -u login_id  ?-d sd_name? \
?-t time-out ? ?-v? value

Description

The usrpriority  subcommand can be used by the administrator to update the que
priority of another user. 

In addition to the basic administrative xmyCmd subcommand options listed at the 
beginning of this section, usrpriority requires the following options/arguments:

-u login_id Specifies the user whose queuing priority is to be set.

value Specifies the queuing priority for the specified user.

Queuing prioity adheres to the following standards:

• The lower the number the higher the priority.

• 0 is the lowest queuing priority value and the highest priorit

• The upper limit of a queuing priority value is whatever a 
32-bit integer will support.
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A.3 xmyOM

The xmyOM command subcommands can be used to control and administer the plat
and application processes that constitute MYNAH. These subcommands are implemented 
as part of the Operability Manager (OM), which is discussed in Section 4.

A user, at any point in time, can invoke the xmyOM  command from any machine in the 
network.

A.3.1 autostart

Syntax

xmyOM autostart host_name

Description

The autostart subcommand causes the OA on the specified host (host_name) to start 
up all autostart processes defined for that OA, i.e., all processes in that OA's 
responsibility list whose Autostart  entry is set to yes.

Example

xmyOM autostart selene
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A.3.2 autostop

Syntax

xmyOM autostop host_name

Description

The autostop subcommand causes the OA on the specified host (host_name) to shut 
down all the autostart processes defined for that OA. It shuts them down in the reverse
order from which they were started up, however, the OA continues to run after shutting 
them down. This distinguishes the autostop subcommand from the shutdown 
subcommand in that with the shutdown subcommand, not only does the OA shut 
down all its autostart processes, but it also shuts itself down.

Example

xmyOM autostop selene
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A.3.3 query

Syntax

xmyOM query ?-o oa_name  | -p logical_process_name ? | -s?

Description

The query subcommand displays configuration file entries (from the xmyConfigOP 
file) for OAs and the managed processes.

query takes the following options: 

If no option is used, then all OA entries in the configuration file are displayed.

Example

xmyOM query -o mimir
The OA on mimir is responsible for the following processes:
vxGateway
xmyBD
xmySD2

-o oa_name Displays the processes the entered Operability Age
(OA) is responsible for. (See Section 4.3.2 for 
information on OAs.)

-p logical_process_name Displays information for the entered process as 
defined in the xmyConfigOP file.

-s Displays a list of all OAs (i.e., all hosts) defined in 
the xmyConfigOP file.
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A.3.4 readconfig

Syntax

xmyOM readconfig

Description

The readconfig subcommand instructs the OAs on all hosts to read the configura
file. readconfig should be used only if some changes have been made to the 
xmyConfigOP file. The OM broadcasts readconfig to all the OAs in the MYNAH 
configuration.

Example

xmyOM readconfig
OA(selene): config file read
OA(mimir): config file read
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A.3.5 recycle

Syntax

xmyOM recycle host_name

Description

The recycle subcommand shuts down and restarts all Autostart processes on the
specified host (host_name). This is identical to an xmyOM autostop host_name 
followed by an xmyOM autostart  host_name.

Example

xmyOM recycle selene
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A.3.6 shutdown

Syntax

xmyOM shutdown oa_name

Description

The shutdown subcommand gracefully terminates an OA. The OA first stops all 
autostart processes it is responsible for, terminating them in the reverse order from 
which they were brought up. Lastly, the OA shuts itself down.

If you want to bring only the OA and not the Autostart processess down, you must b
logged into the OA’s machine and then use the xmyStopOA command. This will only 
work if you are root or the person who started the OA, usually madmin.

oa_name is the name of the OA as it appears in the xmyConfigOP file.
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A.3.7 start/stop/status

Syntax

xmyOM start ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name
xmyOM stop ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name
xmyOM status ?-o oa_name? logical_process_name

Description

These subcommands can be used to start, stop, or get the status of the application or 
platform processes. The application or platform processes on which these 
subcommands operate must be present in the responsibility list of at least one OA in 
the xmyConfigOP file. 

logical_process_name is the name of the process as it appears in the responsibility list 
of the OA in the xmyConfigOP file.

If -o oa_name is not supplied, xmyOM  verifies that the logical_process_name 
appears in exactly one OA’s responsibility list and forwards the request to the OA. I
-o oa_name is supplied, xmyOM  makes sure that the logical_process_name appears 
in that OA’s responsibility list and forwards the request to that OA.

Example

xmyOM status -o selene vxIpcDir 
vxIpcMgr: vxErSrv00 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxErrorServer on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: vxLogDestFile on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyBDselene on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySDSD1 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySE0000SD1 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySE0001SD1 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySE0002SD1 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmySE0003SD1 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyTD000 on selene     .. selected. no action.
vxIpcMgr: xmyTDselene on selene     .. selected. no action.
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Appendix B: Example Installation Files

This appendix contains examples of start-up scripts and example profile and system
mentioned in Section 2.

B.1 Example MYNAH System Files

B.1.1 Example MYNAH Installa tion Session

This is an example BAIST installation session of the MYNAH System software. 

  __________________________________________________________________________
  |                                                                          |
  |              Bellcore Application Installation Setup Tool                |
  |              -        -           -            -     -                   |
  |                                 BAIST 2.1                                |
  |                                                                          |
  |           COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,         |
  |                         All Rights Reserved.                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |            PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.           |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |                   A UNIX Packaging and Installation Tool                 |
  |                                                                          |
  |                      For further information on BAIST                    |
  |                      Contact:  Raymond C. Gray                           |
  |                                BAIST Project Manager                     |
  |                                (908)699-7960                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |__________________________________________________________________________|
  
                               Please Wait ...
WARNING: You are using LOCAL BCRDB
********* BAIST Installation Tool Release 2.1 *********
Initializing.  Please wait.
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               BAIST 2.1 FLOW CONTROL
                    PRODUCT MENU
                        Archived Products List

                         1) MYNAH
                         2) TOPCOM
                         3) TELEXEL

                         I) Installed Products
                         R) Registered Products
                         E) Exit

                 Enter your Selection: 1
Load MYNAH? [Y]: y
Extracting Application Profile

Getting the name of PRODUCT_HOME dir

Where should the MYNAH directory be created ?
Enter a full pathname starting with /, or q to Quit processing
: /opt/SUNWmyn
Getting the name of RELEASE_HOME dir
Making the PRODUCT_HOME dir
Making the RELEASE_HOME dir

Who should own the MYNAH application ?
Enter a valid login name  : madmin

Running PRELOAD script

Extracting the MYNAH application
Please wait. This may take a while ...
100226 of 100226 blocks loaded 100% COMPLETED 

Running POSTLOAD script

Where should XMYHOME be installed? [/opt/SUNWmyn/MYNAH/releases/MYNAH_5.0]
/u/sol/XmyHome
is /u/sol/XmyHome correct yes/no:
yes
Remember to:

1) edit /u/sol/XmyHome/config/xmyProfile
        edit port number
        edit LSHOST machine name
        edit ORACLE server machine name (if using ORACLE)
        edit vxIpcDirectory machine name

   add . /u/sol/XmyHome/xmyProfile to user profiles

2) export your DISPLAY variable
   export DISPLAY=machine:0.0
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Product MYNAH MYNAH_5.0 loaded successfully

               BAIST 2.1 FLOW CONTROL
                    PRODUCT MENU
                        Archived Products List

                         1) MYNAH
                         2) TOPCOM
                         3) TELEXEL

                         I) Installed Products
                         R) Registered Products
                         E) Exit

                 Enter your Selection: E
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B.1.2 Example System Changes File

This file contains changes that should be added to the /etc/system file. 

Once the changes have been made, type

reboot -- -rt

to reboot the system. The system will be reconfigured with the changes to /etc/system 
incorporated in the kernel. You must do this as root on each system running a MYNAH 
component or on the ORACLE server.

set maxusers=128
set pt_cnt=60
# Settings for Message Queue parameters
# MSGMNI : # of messaage queue identifiers
# MSGTQL : # of system message headers
# MSGMAP : # of entries in message map
# MSGSSZ : segment size of message
# MSGMNB : maximum bytes on queue
# MSGMAX : maximum messaage size
# MSGSEG : # of message segments
set msgsys:msginfo_msgmni=800
set msgsys:msginfo_msgtql=2000
set msgsys:msginfo_msgmap=1600
set msgsys:msginfo_msgssz=64
set msgsys:msginfo_msgmnb=65535
set msgsys:msginfo_msgmax=65535
set msgsys:msginfo_msgseg=16384
# Settings for Shared Memory parameters
# SHMSEG : segments per process
# SHMMAX : maximum shared memory segment size
# SHMMNI : # shared memory identifiers
set shmsys:shminfo_shmseg=20
set shmsys:shminfo_shmmax=234881024
set shmsys:shminfo_shmmni=300
# Settings for Semaphore parameters
# SEMMNS : # of semaphores in system
# SEMMNI : # of semaphores identifiers
# SEMMNU : # of "undo" in system
# SEMUME :
# SEMMAP :
set semsys:seminfo_semmns=7500
set semsys:seminfo_semmni=300
set semsys:seminfo_semmnu=300
set semsys:seminfo_semume=20
set semsys:seminfo_semmap=300
#
set s_xxx:max_ccbs=16
set s_xxx:x29_default=1
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B.1.3 Example MYNAH xmyProfile File 

This is an example of the ksh  xmyProfile files as it appears immediately following 
installation of the MYNAH software. 

You must make the following changes to this file to reflect your environment:

• Update the directories may need to be updated and 

• Replace <hostname>  with the actual machine names 

NOTE — For the oracleservername entry, which is the 
name of your system running Oracle, this may or may not 
be the same as the system machine on which you installed 
the MYNAH System software.

• Replace <port>  with the actual Telexel port (ex. 22100)

• Replace XXXXmyn with either SUNWmyn or HPUXmyn, depending on your operating
system.

After you have made the necessary changes to this file it can be sourced into the .profile 
files for all MYNAH users.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
#
# @(#)xmyProfile.eg52.3
# created on 97/10/07 at 15:37:52

#
# @(#)sample profile for madmin 96/06/11 SOL
#

# This is an example of a MYNAH System profile that
# can be sourced into MYNAH user's profiles to give
# them access to the system.
#

#
# XMYDIR is the path to a directory which is symbolically linked to
# the current release of MYNAH, e.g.,
# ln -s /opt/XXXXmyn/MYNAH/releases/MYNAH_5.0 /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah
#
XMYDIR=/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah

#
# XMYHOME is the path to a directory which is the MYNAH run environment
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#
XMYHOME=/opt/XXXXmyn/mynah

#
# create or append to LD_LIBRARY_PATH/SHLIB_PATH
#
if test -n "${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}"
then

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib
else

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib
fi

if test -n "${SHLIB_PATH}"
then

SHLIB_PATH=${SHLIB_PATH}:${XMYDIR}/lib
else

SHLIB_PATH=${XMYDIR}/lib
fi

#
# create or append to MANPATH
#
if test -n "${MANPATH}"
then

MANPATH=${MANPATH}:${XMYDIR}/man
else

MANPATH=${XMYDIR}/man
fi

PATH=${PATH}:${XMYDIR}/bin

TCL_LIBRARY=${XMYDIR}/lib/tcl
TCLX_LIBRARY=${XMYDIR}/lib/tcl

export XMYDIR XMYHOME LD_LIBRARY_PATH SHLIB_PATH PATH TCL_LIBRARY 
TCLX_LIBRARY

#
# The host name that the MYNAH license server runs on
#
LSHOST=<hostname>
export LSHOST

#
# Required Telexel variables.
#
# 1) Verify the host name for the environment variable
#    vxIpcDirectory.
# 2) Verify that vxIpcPort is a valid, unused port number.
# a) Valid numbers are in the range 1024 and 65000.
# b) If port number is already in use you will get an error
# message similiar to "address already in use".  The command
# netstat will show port numbers currently in use.  The file
# /etc/services shows well known used ports.
# 3) If /opt/XXXXtel/telexel is not where you installed Telexel, update
#    the environment variable TELDIR to the correct location.
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#

vxIpcDirectory=<hostname>
vxIpcPort=<port>
TELDIR=/opt/XXXXtel/telexel
PATH=${PATH}:${TELDIR}/bin

#
# append to LD_LIBRARY_PATH/SHLIB_PATH
#
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:${TELDIR}/lib
SHLIB_PATH=${SHLIB_PATH}:${TELDIR}/lib

#
# append to MANPATH
#
MANPATH=${MANPATH}:${TELDIR}/man

export vxIpcDirectory vxIpcPort TELDIR LD_LIBRARY_PATH SHLIB_PATH PATH 
MANPATH

#
# If Oracle is being used with MYNAH uncomment the following 3 statements,
# however, leave the last 2 statements of the following 3 statements
# commented if Oracle and MYNAH are installated on the same machine.
#
#oracleservername=<hostname>
#TWO_TASK=mynah5
#export TWO_TASK

#
# If ORACLE is being used with MYNAH uncomment the following statements.
# Verify and correct if necessary that ORACLE_HOME is being set to the
# correct path.  TNS_ADMIN must only be set if the TNS Listener files
# installed during the Oracle installation are not installed in one of
# locations that are searched automaticately by Oracle.
#

#ORACLE_HOME=/opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3
#ORACLE_TERM=sun5
#PATH=${PATH}:${ORACLE_HOME}/bin
#export PATH ORACLE_HOME ORACLE_TERM
#export EPC_DISABLE=TRUE

#export TNS_ADMIN=${ORACLE_HOME}/network/admin
#
# If TOPCOM is being used uncomment the following and update
# /opt/XXXXtop/topcom is not where TOPCOM is installed
#
# TOPCOM=/opt/XXXXtop/topcom
# TBIN=${TOPCOM}/bin
# ETCPATH=/usr/public/isode/etc
# PATH=$PATH:${TBIN}
# export TOPCOM TBIN PATH ETCPATH

#
# If I/O Concepts is being used uncomment the following statement and
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# update /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts if this is not where I/O Concepts is
# installed. Also set IOCLM_HOST to be the name of the host name on
# which is I/O Concepts license server runs.
#
# LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/dt/lib
# IOCLM_HOST=<hostname>
# export LD_LIBRARY_PATH IOCLM_HOST

#
#
# optional command line editor enable
#
EDITOR=vi
set -o vi
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B.1.4 Example MYNAH xmyLogin File 

This is an example of the csh  xmyLogin file as it appears immediately following 
installation of the MYNAH software. 

You must make the following changes to this file to reflect your environment:

• Update the directories may need to be updated and 

• Replace <hostname>  with the actual machine names 

• Replace <oracleservername> with the name of the mashine on which you installed t
Oracle software.

• Replace <port>  with the actual Telexel port (ex. 22100).

• Replace XXXXmyn with either SUNWmyn or HPUXmyn, depending on your operating
system.

After you have made the necessary changes to this file it can be sourced into the .login files 
for all MYNAH users.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
#
# @(#)xmyLogin.eg52.3
# created on 97/10/07 at 15:37:23

#
# @(#)sample login for madmin 96/06/11 SOL (csh version)
#

# This is an example of a MYNAH System profile that
# can be sourced into MYNAH user's .login to give
# them access to the system.
#

#
# XMYDIR is the path to a directory which is symbolically linked to
# the current release of MYNAH, e.g.,
# ln -s /opt/XXXXmyn/MYNAH/releases/MYNAH_5.0 /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah
#
setenv XMYDIR /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah

#
# XMYHOME is the path to a directory which is the MYNAH run environment
#
setenv XMYHOME /opt/XXXXmyn/mynah
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#
# create or append to LD_LIBRARY_PATH/SHLIB_PATH
#
if ( $?LD_LIBRARY_PATH ) then

setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
"${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib"
else

setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib"
endif

if ( $?SHLIB_PATH ) then
setenv SHLIB_PATH "${SHLIB_PATH}:${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib"

else
setenv SHLIB_PATH "${XMYDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib"

endif

#
# create or append to MANPATH
#

if ( $?MANPATH ) then
setenv MANPATH "${MANPATH}:${XMYDIR}/man"

else
setenv MANPATH "${XMYDIR}/man"

endif

setenv TCL_LIBRARY "${XMYDIR}/lib/tcl"
setenv TCLX_LIBRARY "${XMYDIR}/lib/tcl"
set path = ($path $XMYDIR/bin)

#
# The host name that the MYNAH license server runs on
#
setenv LSHOST <hostname>

#
# Required Telexel variables.
#
# 1) Verify the host name for the environment variable
#    vxIpcDirectory.
# 2) Verify that vxIpcPort is a valid, unused port number.
# a) Valid numbers are in the range 1024 and 65000.
# b) If port number is already in use you will get an error
# message similiar to "address already in use".  The command
# netstat will show port numbers currently in use.  The file
# /etc/services shows well known used ports.
# 3) If /opt/XXXXtel/telexel is not where you installed Telexel, update
#    the environment variable TELDIR to the correct location.
#

setenv vxIpcDirectory <hostname>
setenv vxIpcPort <port>
setenv TELDIR /opt/XXXXtel/telexel
set path = ($path $TELDIR/bin)
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:${TELDIR}/lib"
setenv SHLIB_PATH "${SHLIB_PATH}:${TELDIR}/lib"
setenv MANPATH "${MANPATH}:${TELDIR}/man"
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#
# If Oracle is being used with MYNAH uncomment the following statement.
#
setenv TWO_TASK mynah5

#
# If ORACLE is being used with MYNAH uncomment the following statements.
# Verify and correct if necessary that ORACLE_HOME is being set to the
# correct path.  TNS_ADMIN must only be set if the TNS Listener files
# installed during the Oracle installation are not installed in one of
# locations that are searched automaticately by Oracle.
#

#setenv ORACLE_HOME /opt/XXXXora/7.3.2.3
#setenv ORACLE_TERM sun5
#set path = ( $path $ORACLE_HOME/bin)
#setenv EPC_DISABLE TRUE
#
#setenv TNS_ADMIN ${ORACLE_HOME}/network/admin

#
# If TOPCOM is being used uncomment the following and update
# /opt/XXXXtop/topcom is not where TOPCOM is installed
#
# setenv TOPCOM /opt/XXXXtop/topcom
# setenv TBIN ${TOPCOM}/bin
# setenv ETCPATH /usr/public/isode/etc
# set path = ( $path $TBIN)

#
# If I/O Concepts is being used uncomment the following statement and
# update /opt/XXXXioc/ioconcepts if this is not where I/O Concepts is
# installed. Also set IOCLM_HOST to be the name of the host name on
# which is I/O Concepts license server runs.
#
# setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:/usr/dt/lib"
# setenv IOCLM_HOST <hostname>

#
#
# optional command line editor enable
#
setenv EDITOR vi
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B.1.5 Example Solaris MYNAH Start-up File (S99mynah.eg)

This is a example Solaris MYNAH processes start-up file. Rename this file, e.g., 
S99mynah, and place it in /etc/rc3.d with root as the owner. This is for the server only. You 
may need to update the required paths and directories.

NOTE — A logical link to this file should be set up in 
/etc/rc0.d as follows:

ln -s /etc/rc3.d/S99mynah K01mynah

#!/bin/ksh
 
# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)S99mynah.eg 50.7
# created on 96/09/18 at 15:16:02

#
# This is a sample startup file for MYNAH.  It should be copied
# to the /etc/rc3.d directory with root as the owner.  This is
# for the server only.  Directories by need to be updated.
#
# Also a logical link to this file should be set
# up in /etc/rc0.d as follows:
#    ln -s /etc/rc3.d/S99mynah K01mynah

vxIpcPort=<IPC Port>
vxIpcDirectory=<hostname>
TELDIR=/opt/SUNWtel/telexel
XMYDIR=/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah
XMYHOME=/opt/SUNWmyn/mynah
export vxIpcPort vxIpcDirectory TELDIR XMYDIR XMYHOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=${XMYDIR}/lib:${TELDIR}/lib:/usr/openwin/lib
PATH=/usr/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/ccs/bin:/usr/openwin/bin:/usr/ucb:/etc:${XMYDIR}/bi
n:${TELDIR}/bin
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH PATH

case "$1" in
'start')

# Start up Mynah and Telexel

# removing Mynah pip files that might be left over
if [ -f ${XMYHOME}/run/oa/pip.oa.<hostname> ]; then
    (echo 'Deleting stale Mynah pip files.') >/dev/console
    (echo 'Deleting stale Mynah pip files.') >>/var/adm/messages
    ( /bin/su - madmin -c "${XMYDIR}/bin/.xmyRemovePips all"; )
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fi

if [ -f ${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStartOA ]; then
        (echo 'starting Mynah & Telexel processes.') >/dev/console
        (echo 'starting Mynah & Telexel processes.') >>/var/adm/messages
        ( /bin/su - madmin -c "${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStartOA"; )
#        (echo 'starting Mynah Collector Process.') >/dev/console
#        (echo 'starting Mynah Collector Process.') >>/var/adm/messages
#        ( /bin/su - madmin -c "${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStartCL -n <collector name>"; )
fi

;;
'stop')

if [ -f ${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStopOA ]; then
(echo 'stopping Mynah processes.') >/dev/console

        (echo 'stopping Mynah processes.') >>/var/adm/messages
( /bin/su - madmin -c "${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyOM shutdown <hostname>"; )

# ( /bin/su - madmin -c "${XMYDIR}/bin/xmyStopCL -n <collector name>"; )
fi

;;
*)

;;
esac
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B.2 Example Telexel  Installation Session

This is an example BAIST installation session of the Telexel System software. 

   _________________________________________________________________________
  |                                                                          |
  |              Bellcore Application Installation Setup Tool                |
  |              -        -           -            -     -                   |
  |                                 BAIST 2.1                                |
  |                                                                          |
  |           COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,         |
  |                         All Rights Reserved.                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |            PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.           |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |                   A UNIX Packaging and Installation Tool                 |
  |                                                                          |
  |                      For further information on BAIST                    |
  |                      Contact:  Raymond C. Gray                           |
  |                                BAIST Project Manager                     |
  |                                (908)699-7960                             |
  |                                                                          |
  |                                                                          |
  |__________________________________________________________________________|
  
                               Please Wait ...
WARNING: You are using LOCAL BCRDB
********* BAIST Installation Tool Release 2.1 *********
Initializing.  Please wait.

               BAIST 2.1 FLOW CONTROL
                    PRODUCT MENU
                        Archived Products List

                         1) MYNAH
                         2) TOPCOM
                         3) TELEXEL

                         I) Installed Products
                         R) Registered Products
                         E) Exit

                Enter your Selection: 3
Load TELEXEL? [Y]: Y
Extracting Application Profile

Getting the name of PRODUCT_HOME dir

Where should the TELEXEL directory be created ?
Enter a full pathname starting with /, or q to Quit processing
: /opt/SUNWtel
Getting the name of RELEASE_HOME dir
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Making the PRODUCT_HOME dir
Making the RELEASE_HOME dir

Who should own the TELEXEL application ?
Enter a valid login name  : madmin

Running PRELOAD script

Extracting the TELEXEL application
Please wait. This may take a while ...
9096 of 9096 blocks loaded 100% COMPLETED 
Product TELEXEL TELEXEL_6.0 loaded successfully

               BAIST 2.1 FLOW CONTROL
                    PRODUCT MENU
                        Archived Products List

                         1) MYNAH
                         2) TOPCOM
                         3) TELEXEL

                         I) Installed Products
                         R) Registered Products
                         E) Exit

                 Enter your Selection: E
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B.3 Delivered Example Oracle Files

This section contains all of the example Oracle start-up and configuration files that a
delivered with the MYNAH System.

B.3.1 Example Solaris Oracle Start-up File (S96oracle)

This is an example Solaris Oracle start-up file. It should be moved to /etc/rc3.d with root 
as the owner. You may need to update the required directories.

#!/bin/ksh

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)S96oracle.eg50.5
# created on 96/09/26 at 17:24:32

# This is a sample startup file for oracle.  It should
# be moved to the /etc/rc3.d directory with root as the
# owner.  Directories may need to be updated.

#
# Required update
#
# If /opt/SUNWora/oracle is not where you installed Oracle, update
# the environment variable ORACLE_HOME to the correct location.
#
ORACLE_HOME=/opt/SUNWora/oracle
export ORACLE_HOME

 case “$1” in
‘start’)

# Start up Oracle 

# Delete nasty Oracle tmp directory
if [ -d /var/tmp/o ]; then

rm -rf /var/tmp/o
fi

if [ -f ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/dbstart ]; then
(echo ‘starting oracle7.’) >/dev/console
(echo ‘starting oracle7.’) >/var/adm/messages
( /bin/su - oracle -c “${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/dbstart”; )
(echo ‘starting oracle sqlnet server.’) >/dev/console
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(echo ‘starting oracle sqlnet server.’) >/var/adm/messages
( /bin/su - oracle -c “export PATH=${ORACLE_HOME}/bin:$PATH ; 

${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tcpctl start”; )
# Start sqlnet V2 listner

# (echo ‘starting oracle sqlnet V2 server.’) >/dev/console
# (echo ‘starting oracle sqlnet V2 server.’) >/var/adm/messages

( /bin/su - oracle -c “ export PATH=${ORACLE_HOME}/bin:/usr/ccs/bin:$PATH 
; ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/lsnrctl start”; )

fi

;;
‘stop’)

if [ -f ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tcpctl ]; then
(echo ‘stopping oracle7.’) >/dev/console
(echo ‘stopping oracle7.’) >/var/adm/messages
( /bin/su - oracle -c “${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/dbshut”; )

# ( /bin/su - oracle -c “ export PATH=${ORACLE_HOME}/bin:$PATH ; \
# ${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/lsnrctl stop”; )

( /bin/su - oracle -c “${ORACLE_HOME}/bin/tcputl Q”; )
fi

;;
*)

;;
esac
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B.3.2 Example Oracle Configuration File 

This is an example Oracle configuration file, configmynah5.ora. For this example the 
Oracle software is installed into /opt/SUNWora/7.2.3.2. If you use a different directory, the
directory statements in this example will need to be updated.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)configmynah5.ora 50.2
# created on 96/07/16 at 17:26:27

#
# $Header: cnfg.orc 7001200.2 93/04/26 14:58:22 eruben Osd<unix> $ Copyr (c) 1992 
Oracle
#

###################################################################
# NOTE:
# This is an example configmynah5.ora file.  Directories will need
# to be updated if different.  For this example the oracle software
# is installed into /opt/SUNWora/oracle.
###################################################################

# cnfg.ora - instance configuration parameters

control_files           = (/opt/SUNWora/oracle/dbs/ctrl1mynah5.ctl, 
                           /opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d02/ctrl2mynah5.ctl,
                           /opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d03/ctrl3mynah5.ctl)
# Below for possible future use...
#init_sql_files          = (?/dbs/sql.bsq,
#                           ?/rdbms/admin/catalog.sql,
#                           ?/rdbms/admin/expvew.sql)
background_dump_dest    = /opt/SUNWora/oracle/rdbms/log
core_dump_dest = /tmp
user_dump_dest = /opt/SUNWora/oracle/rdbms/log
#log_archive_dest= /opt/SUNWora/oracle/dbs/arch/arch.log
db_block_size = 2048

db_name                 = mynah5
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B.3.3 Example Oracle Initialization Script (initmynah5.ora)

This is an example Oracle initialization file, initmynah5.ora. Directories will need to be 
updated if different. For this example the oracle software is installed into 
/opt/SUNWora/7.2.3.2.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)initmynah5.ora 50.2
# created on 96/07/16 at 17:26:40

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)initmynah5.ora 50.1
# created on 96/07/03 at 15:58:57

#
# $Header: initx.orc 7001300.3 93/06/16 12:28:26 mkrishna Osd<unix> $ Copyr (c) 
1992 Oracle
#

###################################################################
# NOTE:
# This is an example initmynah5.ora file.  Directories will need
# to be updated if different.  For this example the oracle software
# is installed into /opt/SUNWora/oracle.
###################################################################

# include database configuration parameters
ifile = /opt/SUNWora/oracle/dbs/configmynah5.ora

#rollback_segments              = (r01)
rollback_segments= (r01,r02,r03,r04)

##############################################################################
# Example INIT.ORA file
#
# This file is provided by Oracle Corporation to help you customize
# your RDBMS installation for your site.  Important system parameters
# are discussed, and example settings given.
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#
# Some parameter settings are generic to any size installation.
# For parameters that require different values in different size
# installations, three scenarios have been provided: SMALL, MEDIUM
# and LARGE.  Any parameter that needs to be tuned according to 
# installation size will have three settings, each one commented
# according to installation size.
#
# Use the following table to approximate the SGA size needed for the
# three scenarious provided in this file:
#
#                     -------Installation/Database Size------
#                      SMALL           MEDIUM           LARGE
#  Block         2K    4500K            6800K           17000K
#  Size          4K    5500K            8800K           21000K
#
# To set up a database that multiple instances will be using, place
# all instance-specific parameters in one file, and then have all
# of these files point to a master file using the IFILE command.
# This way, when you change a public
# parameter, it will automatically change on all instances.  This is 
# necessary, since all instances must run with the same value for many
# parameters. For example, if you choose to use private rollback segments, 
# these must be specified in different files, but since all gc_* 
# parameters must be the same on all instances, they should be in one file.
#
# INSTRUCTIONS: Edit this file and the other INIT files it calls for
# your site, either by using the values provided here or by providing
# your own.  Then place an IFILE= line into each instance-specific
# INIT file that points at this file.
###############################################################################

# tuning parameters

db_files =1020 

db_file_multiblock_read_count = 8                                     # SMALL  
# db_file_multiblock_read_count = 16                                  # MEDIUM 
# db_file_multiblock_read_count = 32                                  # LARGE  

db_block_buffers = 200                                                # SMALL  
# db_block_buffers = 550                                              # MEDIUM 
# db_block_buffers = 3200                                             # LARGE  

shared_pool_size = 3500000                                            # SMALL
# shared_pool_size = 6000000                                          # MEDIUM
# shared_pool_size = 9000000                                          # LARGE

log_checkpoint_interval = 10000

processes = 50                                                        # SMALL  
# processes = 100                                                     # MEDIUM 
# processes = 200                                                     # LARGE  

dml_locks = 100                                                       # SMALL  
# dml_locks = 200                                                     # MEDIUM 
# dml_locks = 500                                                     # LARGE
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log_buffer = 8192                                                     # SMALL
# log_buffer = 32768                                                  # MEDIUM
# log_buffer = 163840                                                 # LARGE

sequence_cache_entries = 10                                           # SMALL  
# sequence_cache_entries = 30                                         # MEDIUM 
# sequence_cache_entries = 100                                        # LARGE  

sequence_cache_hash_buckets = 10                                      # SMALL  
# sequence_cache_hash_buckets = 23                                    # MEDIUM 
# sequence_cache_hash_buckets = 89                                    # LARGE  

# audit_trail = true            # if you want auditing
# timed_statistics = true       # if you want timed statistics
max_dump_file_size = 10240      # limit trace file size to 5 Meg each
              
# log_archive_start = true      # if you want automatic archiving

mts_dispatchers="ipc,1"
mts_max_dispatchers=10
mts_servers=1
mts_max_servers=10
mts_service=mynah5
mts_listener_address="(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=ipc)(KEY=mynah5))"
nls_date_format = "DD-MON-YYYY"
remote_os_authent = true
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B.3.4 Example Oracle crdbmynah5.sql File 

This is an example Oracle crdbmynah5.sql file. For this example the Oracle software is 
installed into /opt/SUNWora/7.2.3.2. If you use a different directory, the directory 
statements in this example will need to be updated.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)crdbmynah5.sql50.2
# created on 96/07/16 at 17:26:15

REM ###################################################################
REM # NOTE:
REM # This is an example crdbmynah5.sql file.  Directories will need
REM # to be updated if different.  For this example the oracle software
REM # is installed into /opt/SUNWora/oracle.
REM ###################################################################

REM * Set terminal output and command echoing on; log output of this script.
REM *
#set termout on
#set echo on
spool /opt/SUNWora/oracle/dbs/crdbmynah5.lst

REM * Start the <sid> instance (ORACLE_SID here must be set to <sid>).
REM *

REM * Create the <dbname> database.  
REM * SYSTEM tablespace configuration guidelines:
REM *   General-Purpose ORACLE RDBMS    5Mb
REM *   Additional dictionary for applications10-50Mb 
REM * Redo Log File configuration guidelines:
REM *   Use 3+ redo log files to relieve ̀ `cannot allocate new log...'' waits.
REM *   Use ~100Kb per redo log file per connection to reduce checkpoints.
REM *
create database "mynah5"
    maxinstances 1
    maxlogfiles  16
    character set "US7ASCII"
    datafile

'/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d01/systmynah5.dbf'size   25M
    logfile

'/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/logfiles/log1mynah5.dbf'size 500k,
'/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/logfiles/log2mynah5.dbf'size 500k,
'/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/logfiles/log3mynah5.dbf'size 500k;

disconnect
spool off
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se 
B.3.5 Example Oracle crdb2mynah5.sql File 

This is an example Oracle crdb2mynah5.sql file. For this example the Oracle software is
installed into /opt/SUNWora/7.2.3.2. If you use a different directory, the directory 
statements in this example will need to be updated.

This script takes care off all commands necessary to create an OFA compliant databa
after the create database command has succeeded.

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)crdb2mynah5.sql50.2
# created on 96/07/16 at 17:26:03

# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)crdb2mynah5.sql50.1
# created on 96/07/03 at 15:58:45

REM ###################################################################
REM # NOTE:
REM # This is an example crdb2mynah5.sql file.  Directories will need
REM # to be updated if different.  For this example the oracle software
REM # is installed into /cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle.
REM ###################################################################

REM * This script takes care off all commands necessary to create 
REM * an OFA compliant database after the CREATE DATABASE command has
REM * succeeded.

REM * Set terminal output and command echoing on; log output of this script.
REM *
#set termout on
#set echo on
#spool 2-rdbms.lst
spool /cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/dbs/crdb2mynah5sl.lst

connect internal
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REM # install data dictionary views:
@/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/rdbms/admin/catalog.sql

REM * Create additional rollback segment in SYSTEM before creating tablespace.
REM *
connect internal
create rollback segment r0 tablespace system
 storage (initial 16k next 16k minextents 2 maxextents 20);

REM * Use ALTER ROLLBACK SEGMENT ONLINE to put r0 online without shutting
REM * down and restarting the database.
REM *
alter rollback segment r0 online;

REM * Create a tablespace for rollback segments.
REM * Rollback segment configuration guidelines:
REM *   1 rollback segments for every 4 concurrent xactions.
REM *   No more than 50 rollback segments.
REM *   All rollback segments the same size.
REM *   Between 2 and 4 homogeneously-sized extents per rollback segment.
REM * Attempt to keep rollback segments to 4 extents.
REM *
create tablespace rbs datafile

‘/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d02/rbsmynah5sl.dbf’size   
4M
default storage (

initial  128k
next  128k
pctincrease   0
minextents   2

);

REM * Create a tablespace for temporary segments.
REM * Temporary tablespace configuration guidelines:
REM *   Initial and next extent sizes = k * SORT_AREA_SIZE, k in {1,2,3,...}.
REM *
create tablespace temp datafile

‘/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d01/tempmynah5sl.dbf’size   
550k
default storage (

initial      256k
next         256k

        pctincrease  0
        optimal      1M
);

REM * Create a tablespace for database tools.
REM *
create tablespace tools datafile

‘/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d03/toolmynah5sl.dbf’size   
15M;

REM * Create a tablespace for mynah5 databases.
REM *
create tablespace my5 datafile

‘/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d03/my5mynah5sl.dbf’size   
15M;
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REM * Create a tablespace for miscellaneous database user activity.
REM *
create tablespace users datafile

‘/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/mynah5/datafiles/d01/usrmynah5sl.dbf’size   
1M;

REM * Create rollback segments.
REM *
create rollback segment r01 tablespace rbs;
create rollback segment r02 tablespace rbs;
create rollback segment r03 tablespace rbs;
create rollback segment r04 tablespace rbs;

REM * Use ALTER ROLLBACK SEGMENT ONLINE to put rollback segments online 
REM * without shutting down and restarting the database.  Only put one
REM * of the rollback segments online at this time so that it will always
REM * be the one used.  When the user shuts down the database and starts
REM * it up with initSID.ora, all four will be brought online.
REM *
alter rollback segment r01 online;
REM * alter rollback segment r02 online;
REM * alter rollback segment r03 online;
REM * alter rollback segment r04 online;

REM * Since we’ve created and brought online 2 more rollback segments,
REM * we no longer need the second rollback segment in the SYSTEM tablespace.
alter rollback segment r0 offline;
drop rollback segment r0;

REM * Alter SYS and SYSTEM users.
REM *
alter user sys temporary tablespace temp;
#revoke resource from system;
#revoke resource on system from system;
#grant resource on tools to system;
alter user system default tablespace tools temporary tablespace temp;

REM * For each DBA user, run DBA synonyms SQL script.  Don’t forget that EACH
REM * DBA USER created in the future needs dba_syn.sql run from its account.
REM *
connect system/manager
@/cowboy1/opt/SUNWora/oracle/rdbms/admin/catdbsyn.sql

spool off
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B.3.6 Example Oracle crdb3mynah5.sql File

This is an example Oracle crdb3mynah5.sql file. For this example the Oracle software is
installed into /opt/SUNWora/7.2.3.2. If you use a different directory, the directory 
statements in this example will need to be updated.

/*
 *  COPYRIGHT  (c) 1997 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
 *  All Rights Reserved.
 *
 * PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
 *
 * This document contains proprietary information that shall
 * be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
 * Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
 * with written permission of Bellcore.
 */

/*
 * @(#)crdb3mynah5.sql52.1
 * created on 97/05/27 at 09:58:52
 */

static char crdb3mynah5_sql[] = "   @(#)crdb3mynah5.sql52.1";

/* Prevent warning message from CC about sccs string defined but not used */
#ifdef __cplusplus
inline void static dummy_crdb3mynah5_sql()  { if (crdb3mynah5_sql); }
#endif

Rem
Rem cd $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin
Rem
Rem $ORACLE_HOME/bin/sqlplus sys/change_on_install << ""EOF
connect sys/change_on_install
@$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/standard
@$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/catproc
@$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/catalog
@$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/dbmspipe

create user mynah identified by mynah
default tablespace my5
temporary tablespace temp;

grant execute any procedure to mynah;

grant connect to mynah;

grant resource to mynah;

commit;
Rem exit;
Rem EOF

Rem cd $ORACLE_HOME/sqlplus/admin
Rem $ORACLE_HOME/bin/sqlplus system/manager << ""EOF
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connect system/manager 
@$ORACLE_HOME/sqlplus/admin/pupbld
exit;
Rem EOF
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B.3.7 Example xmyCreateSequences Execution

This program will create all the sequences needed
by the MYNAH database in order to operate. It assumes that
the database tables have been created. If not, then
quit this process and create the tables before retrying.
Continue [y/n]: y
Database connection opened.
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyCompareResult_sequence MINVALUE  1  CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyCompound_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyData_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyDocument_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyField_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyFieldValue_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyFormat_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyHierarchy_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyHierarchyNode_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyIssue_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyKeyword_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyPerson_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyProcedure_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyProcedureLibrary_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyRelation_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyRequirement_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyResult_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyResultDelta_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyResource_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyResourceUsage_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyRunTime_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyScript_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyStep_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
ending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyStepList_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmySutInfo_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyTest_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyTestVersion_Sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyTuple_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyUserEnumValue_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
Sending sql: CREATE SEQUENCE xmyValueGroup_sequence MINVALUE 1 CACHE  500
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B.3.8 Example xmyCreateTemplates Execution

Creating template objects. 
Person template successfully locked
Mynah administrator successfully created
UserEnumValue template successfully created
UserEnumValue template successfully locked
Installing userEnumValue templates. 
Template userEnumValue created
defaults userEnumValues installed.
continuing with template objects. 
Person template successfully locked
Script template successfully created
Script template successfully locked
Hierarchy template successfully created
Hierarchy template successfully locked
HierarchyNode template successfully created
HierarchyNode template successfully locked
HierarchyNode for demo successfully created
SutInfo template successfully created
SutInfo template successfully locked
sutInfo demo successfully created
RunTime template successfully created
RunTime template successfully locked
Keyword template successfully created
Keyword template successfully locked
Format template successfully created
Format template successfully locked
Compound template successfully created
Compound template successfully locked
Field template successfully created
Field template successfully locked
Test template successfully created
Test template successfully locked
forTestVersionHierarchyNode template successfully created
TestVersion template successfully created
TestVersion template successfully locked
StepList template successfully created
StepList template successfully locked
Step template successfully created
Step template successfully locked
Result template successfully created
Result Template successfully locked
ResultDelta template successfully created
ResultDelta template successfully locked
CompareResult template successfully created
CompareResult template successfully locked
Issue template successfully created
Issue template successfully locked
procedureLibrary template successfully created
ProcedureLibrary template successfully locked
procedure template successfully created
Procedure template successfully locked
requiremnt template successfully created
Requirement template successfully locked
FieldValue template successfully created
FieldValue template successfully locked
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Relation template successfully created
Relation template successfully locked
Tuple template successfully created
Tuple template successfully locked
ValueGroup template successfully created
ValueGroup template successfully locked
Template Objects created
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B.3.9 xample xmyDropSequences 

*WARNING*: this program will DELETE all the sequences used
by mynah database in order to operate.
Continue [y/n]: y
Database connection opened.
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyCompareResult_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyCompound_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyData_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyDocument_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyField_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyFieldValue_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyFormat_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyHierarchy_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyHierarchyNode_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyIssue_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyKeyword_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyPerson_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyProcedure_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyProcedureLibrary_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyRelation_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyRequirement_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyResource_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyResourceUsage_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyResult_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyResultDelta_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyRunTime_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyScript_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyStep_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyStepList_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmySutInfo_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyTest_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyTestVersion_Sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyTuple_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyUserEnumValue_sequence
Sending sql: DROP SEQUENCE xmyValueGroup_sequence

B.3.10 Example xmyCreate Tables

Database connection opened.
Tables do not exist, creating them. 

B.3.11 Example xmyDropTables

*WARNING*: this program will DELETE all the  tables
in the mynah database
Continue [y/n]: y
Database connection opened.
Tables were there. Dropping all of them!
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B.3.12 Example root.sh Run

# ./root.sh
Running ORACLE7 root.sh script...
The following environment variables are set as:

ORACLE_OWNER= oracle
ORACLE_HOME=  /opt/SUNWora/V7.2.3.2
ORACLE_SID=   mynah5

Are these settings correct (Y/N)? [Y]: Y

Enter the full pathname of the local bin directory [/opt/bin]: 
/usr/local/bin

Checking for “oracle” user id...
ORACLE_HOME does not match the home directory for oracle.
Okay to continue? [N]: Y

Creating /var/opt/oracle/oratab file...
Updating /var/opt/oracle/oratab file...

Please raise the ORACLE owner’s ulimit as per the IUG.

Leaving common section of ORACLE7 root.sh.
Setting orasrv file protections
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Appendix C: Building the DCE Emulated Client and 
Emulated Server

This appendix describes the steps required to manually build the DCE emulated clien
the emulated server executables using the tools developed by MYNAH. If possible, the 
administrator should use the template Makefile, described in the following sections.

If this is not possible, the manual steps required to build the executables are describ
Appendix C.2.

C.1 Template Makefile

The following template makefile may be used for building the emulated client and server
executables. It is distributed under $XMYDIR/data/dce/xmyDceMakefile.eg. This makefile 
has been tested with GNU’s gnumake and with Sun’s make.

The variables near the beginning of the file should be set as shown in Table C-1.  

Table C-1.  DCE Makefile variables

Variable Name Description Default Value

TCLDCE Root of MYNAH DCE installation$(XMYDIR)

TCLDCELIB MYNAH libraries $(TCLDCE)/lib

TCLDCEINC MYNAH header files $(TCLDCE)/include

PARSER Path to MYNAH’s idl parser $(TCLDCE)/bin/xmyDceParser

LIBRARY Path to MYNAH DCE library $(TCLDCE)/lib/libxmyDce.a

RW Root of RogueWave Tools.h++ 
installation

None. Enter the path for your 
system. This value is required.

RWLIB RogueWave libraries $(RW)/lib

RWINC RogueWave header files $(RW)/include

TELDIR Root of TELEXEL installation None. Enter the path for your 
system. This value is required.

TELLIB TELEXEL libraries $(TELDIR)/lib

TELINC TELEXEL header files $(TELDIR)/include

INTERFACE Basename of interface None. Enter the name of the 
interface without the suffix. This 
value is required.

DEBUGFLAG Used to turn on debugging unset

CC command for C compiler clcc

CXX command for C++ compiler CC
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# COPYRIGHT  (c) 1996 Bell Communications Research Inc.,
#   All Rights Reserved.
#
# PROPRIETARY - BELLCORE AND AUTHORIZED CLIENTS ONLY.
#
# This document contains proprietary information that shall
# be distributed or routed only within Bell Communications
# Research (Bellcore), and its authorized clients, except
# with written permission of Bellcore.
# 
# @(#)xmyDceMakefile.eg51.3
# created on 96/11/12 at 14:55:17

TCLDCE = $(XMYDIR)
TCLDCELIB= $(TCLDCE)/lib
TCLDCEINC= $(TCLDCE)/include

PARSER = $(TCLDCE)/bin/xmyDceParser
LIBRARY= $(TCLDCELIB)/libxmyDce.a

#RW = path to RogueWave root
RWINC = $(RW)/include
RWLIB = $(RW)/lib

# TELEXEL trace is no longer required.  It is now optional.
#
# If compiling and linking with TELEXEL trace:
# - add -DTRACE -I$(TELINC) to CFLAGS and CXXFLAGS
# - add -L$(TELLIB) -lvx to SERVER_LIBS and CLIENT_LIBS
# - change LIBRARY above to $(TCLDCELIB)/libxmyDceTrace.a
# - ensure TELDIR, TELINC, TELLIB are set correctly

#TELDIR= path to TELEXEL root
TELINC = $(TELDIR)/include
TELLIB = $(TELDIR)/lib

INTERFACE= name-of-interface (without suffix)
ACF_FILE= # name of acf file (with suffix)
OTHER_IDLS= # other idl files

# uncomment the next line to generate debuggable executables
DEBUGFLAG= -g

default:client server

############################################################################

SERVER_LIBS= $(LIBRARY) -L$(RW)/lib -lrwtool_mt -L$(XMYDIR)/lib -ltclx -ltcl -lm 
-ldce -lnsl -lsocket -lthread
CLIENT_LIBS= $(LIBRARY) -L$(RW)/lib -lrwtool_mt -L$(XMYDIR)/lib -ltclx -ltcl -lm 
-ldce -lnsl -lsocket -lthread

CLIENT_OBJS= $(INTERFACE)_cstub.o $(INTERFACE)-data.o $(INTERFACE)-client.o 
$(INTERFACE)-client-AppInit.o $(INTERFACE)-client-main.o
SERVER_OBJS= $(INTERFACE)_sstub.o $(INTERFACE)-data.o $(INTERFACE)-server.o 
$(INTERFACE)-server-AppInit.o $(INTERFACE)-server-main.o
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CFLAGS = -I$(TCLDCEINC) -I$(RW)/include -I. $(DEBUGFLAG) -D_REENTRANT -Dvolatile=
CXXFLAGS= -I$(TCLDCEINC) -I$(RW)/include -I. $(DEBUGFLAG) -D_REENTRANT -Dvolatile=
LDFLAGS = $(DEBUGFLAG)

CC = clcc
CXX = CC

############################################################################

client: .parser_run .idl_run $(CLIENT_OBJS) $(LIBRARY)
$(CXX) -o $@.new $(CLIENT_OBJS) $(CLIENT_LIBS)
@rm -f $@; mv $@.new $@

client.pure:.parser_run .idl_run $(CLIENT_OBJS) $(LIBRARY)
purify $(CXX) -o $@.new $(CLIENT_OBJS) $(CLIENT_LIBS)
@rm -f $@; mv $@.new $@

server: .parser_run .idl_run $(SERVER_OBJS) $(LIBRARY)
$(CXX) -o $@.new $(SERVER_OBJS) $(SERVER_LIBS)
@rm -f $@; mv $@.new $@

server.pure:.parser_run .idl_run $(SERVER_OBJS) $(LIBRARY)
purify $(CXX) -o $@.new $(SERVER_OBJS) $(SERVER_LIBS)
@rm -f $@; mv $@.new $@

############################################################################

OTHER_HEADERS= $(OTHER_IDLS:.idl=.h)

PARSER_OUTPUTS= $(INTERFACE)-client.C $(INTERFACE)-client-AppInit.c \
  $(INTERFACE)-client-main.C \
  $(INTERFACE)-server.C $(INTERFACE)-server-AppInit.c \
  $(INTERFACE)-server-main.C \
  $(INTERFACE)-data.C $(INTERFACE)-data.h \
  .parser_run

IDL_OUTPUTS= $(INTERFACE)_cstub.o $(INTERFACE)_sstub.o $(INTERFACE).h \
  .idl_run

$(PARSER_OUTPUTS):$(INTERFACE).idl $(ACF_FILE) $(PARSER)
@rm -f .parser_run
$(PARSER) $(INTERFACE).idl
@touch .parser_run

$(IDL_OUTPUTS):$(INTERFACE).idl $(ACF_FILE) $(OTHER_HEADERS)
@rm -f .idl_run
idl -cc_cmd ‘$(CC) -c $(DEBUGFLAG) $(CFLAGS)’ $(INTERFACE).idl
@touch .idl_run

parser_outputs:$(PARSER_OUTPUTS)
idl_outputs:$(IDL_OUTPUTS)

.C.o:
$(CXX) -c $(CXXFLAGS) $<

.c.o:
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$(CC) -c $(CFLAGS) $<

.idl.h:
idl -client none -server none $<

############################################################################

clean:
rm -f client server *.o *~ *.bak

clean-parser:
rm -f $(PARSER_OUTPUTS)

clean-idl:
rm -f $(IDL_OUTPUTS) $(OTHER_HEADERS)

clean-all:clean clean-parser clean-idl

$(INTERFACE)-client.o:$(INTERFACE).h $(IDL_OUTPUTS) $(OTHER_HEADERS)
$(INTERFACE)-server.o:$(INTERFACE).h $(IDL_OUTPUTS) $(OTHER_HEADERS)
$(INTERFACE)-data.o:$(INTERFACE).h $(IDL_OUTPUTS) $(OTHER_HEADERS)

.SUFFIXES:.idl

C.2 Manual Steps

The MYNAHSystem delivers two components: the code generator (xmyDceParser) and 
the runtime library (libxmyDce.a and header files).

The idl  tool must first be run on the interface files. This produces interface_sstub.o, 
interface_cstub.o, and interface.h. This tool is a standard DCE tool, and is available wi
the DCE development environment.

The xmyDceParser tool must then be run on the main interface file. This produces 
interface-server.C, interface-server-main.C, interface-server-AppInit.c, 
interface-client.C, interface-client-main.C, interface-client-AppInit.c , 
interface-data.C, interface-data.h, interface-client-stubs.tcl, and 
interface-client-stubs.tcl. 

To build the emulated server, interface-server.C, interface-server-main.C, 
interface-server-AppInit.c, interface-data.C need to be compiled and linked with 
interface_sstub.o and the following libraries: xmyDce, rwtool_mt , tclx, tcl, m, dce, nsl, 
socket, thread, and vx (vx is only required if using TELEXEL trace).

To build the emulated client, interface-client.C, interface-client-main.C, 
interface-client-AppInit.c , interface-data.C need to be compiled and linked with 
interface_cstub.o and the following libraries: xmyDce, rwtool_mt , tclx, tcl, m, dce, nsl, 
socket, thread, and vx (vx is only required if using TELEXEL trace).
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Appendix D: QA Partner Configuration Options 

In addition to the entries listed in Section 3.3.2.4.1, many QA Partner configuration options
may be added to the xmyConfig file‘s GuiTool_qap entry. This appendix lists the available
options.

See the QA Partner documentation for the use of these options.

The tag for each option is simply the name of the option (ie, OPT_WINDOW_TIMEOU

The list of options are

XmScale

OPT_WINDOW_TIMEOUT
OPT_WINDOW_SIZE_TOLERANCE
OPT_WINDOW_RETRY
OPT_WINDOW_MOVE_TOLERANCE
OPT_VERIFY_UNIQUE
OPT_VERIFY_EXPOSED
OPT_VERIFY_ENABLED
OPT_VERIFY_CTRLTYPE
OPT_VERIFY_COORD
OPT_VERIFY_ACTIVE
OPT_TRIM_ITEM_SPACE
OPT_REL1_CLASS_LIBRARY
OPT_RADIO_LIST
OPT_MOUSE_DELAY
OPT_MENU_PICK_BEFORE_GET
OPT_MATCH_INVOKE_POPUP
OPT_MATCH_ITEM_CASE
OPT_KEYBOARD_DELAY
OPT_CLOSE_WINDOW_MENUS
OPT_CLOSE_WINDOW_BUTTONS
OPT_CLOSE_DIALOG_KEYS
OPT_CLOSE_CONFIRM_BUTTONS
OPT_COMPATIBLE_TAGS
OPT_BITMAP_PIXEL_TOLERANCE
OPT_BITMAP_MATCH_TIMEOUT
OPT_BITMAP_MATCH_INTERVAL
OPT_BITMAP_MATCH_COUNT

FlushResults
ResultsDir
ShowToolbar
IncludeRecordTag
OPT_INCLUDE_TAGS
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OPT_USE_FILES
OPT_BITWISE_OPERATORS
OPT_TRACE
OPT_KEEP_COUNT
OPT_PROMPT_OPTS
OPT_PATH
OPT_ARGS
OPT_HOSTNAME
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Appendix E: Architecture

The following sections contain basic information on aspects of the MYNAH System 
architecture.

E.1 Communications

The MYNAH System relies upon Bellcore’s Telexel System for IPC services. 

E.1.1 Platform Processes

Several Telexel processes must be up and running prior to an attempt to communica
These processes are considered platform processes for the MYNAH System. They a
required for each separate configuration of the MYNAH System. They are

E.1.2 Channel Names

Once these platform processes are up and running, MYNAH processes can commun
with other processes through Telexel channel names. Each process in the system is 
unique channel name at bring up time. The unique channel name is derived from the l
name of the process that is stated in the configuration file. The channel name is com
of, at minimum

• the xmy prefix

• the type of process (e.g., SD)

• a unique identifier (e.g., any string of characters).

For example, xmySD1 and xmySD2 would be valid channel names for two SD process

The valid process types are: 

SD Script Dispatcher

SE Script Engine

BD Boot Daemon

vxipcDir One occurrence of this process must be running. It provides the 
directory name service for all other processes.

vxipcGateway One occurrence of this process must be running on each host in the 
MYNAH System configuration. This process provides inter-machin
communications.
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TD Trigger Daemon

GU Graphical User Interface Process

SH Command Line Tcl Shell

AD Command Line Administration

DO Command Line Do

OA Operability Agent

OM Operability Manager

Channel names are limited to a total of 30 characters.

If you are monitoring your system and you want to know how many MYNAH process
are running, you can use the Telexel vxIpcMgr  and vxIpcProcesses tools. These produce 
such information as all active channel names. For example a simple pipe through grep, 
such as

vxIpcProcesses|grep xmyGU

will tell how many GUIs are running across your system.

E.2 Administrative Logging

All MYNAH process administrative and error logging is done through the Telexel Logg
This includes

• Start up information

• Shut down information

• Errors.

The Telexel Logger facility is available to all MYNAH processes. By using this facility, all 
MYNAH errors messages are located in one location. This location is known as the E
Log, which is $XMYHOME/syslog/adminLog.

The Telexel Logger facility allows actions to be specified for particular messages (e.g. 
e-mail notification to the administrator). 

The Telexel Logger provides a tool called vxFilterLogFile  for filtering information in the 
log. 
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AID Key — Any 3270 special program 
key which causes the current screen to 
be sent to the 3270 SUT, and causes 
the SUT to transmit screen data back 
to the client.

Aggregate — A term used to identify a 
portion of a Flexible Computer 
Interface Format (FCIF) message. An 
aggregate contains zero or more 
tag-value pairs and is contained in an 
FCIF section.

App-to-App — Package that allows a 
user to send, receive, and analyze 
messages to and from a SUT over an 
application-to-application interface or 
a binary synchronous printer interface.

Array — A collection of associated 
variable elements.

Asynchronous Terminal 
Interface — An interface to an operating 

system or application that sends and 
receives data in arbitrarily-sized 
blocks at arbitrary times.

Attributes — 1. The values defining the 
characteristics of a class or a class’s 
connection, e.g., blinking, 
highlighted. 2. The sub-commands 
used to specify or return attribute 
values. 3. A category of methods and 
attributes that are used to find 
information about the SUT’s 
configuration characteristics.

Background Execution 
Environment — The combination of the 

Script Dispatchers, the Script Engine
Groups, and the associated SEs.

Background Script Engine — An SE 
process that communicates over an 
channel to a controlling process.

BD — See Boot Daemon

BEE — See Background Execution 
Environment

Binary Synchronous 
Communication — An IBM 

communications protocol that 
provides access to a 3270 data strea

Boot Daemon — A platform process 
required by an SD that manages the
SEs running on its machine.

BSC — See Binary Synchronous 
Communication

BSE — See Background Script Engine

C

Character Position — A manner in 
which screen positions are referred to. 
The screen can be viewed as one lon
string, where the indices of that string
map to a position on the screen. For 
instance, the first value of the string 
has a character position of 1, which 
would have a corresponding 
row/column value of {1 1}. The 
maximum character position, or the 
last position on the screen, varies from 
model type to model type, as differen
model types have different screen 
sizes. Model 2’s max character 
 Glossary–1
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position is (24 x 80) 1920, while the 
bigger Model 5 has a max character 
position of (27 x 132) 3564.

Child Script — A Tcl script that is 
submitted for execution by a parent 
script

Class — A specific area or category of 
functionality.

Class Command — A command that 
gives you control over a class or 
category of functions.

Clear Tag-value Database — An ASCII file 
containing two columns separated by 
spaces or tabs. The first column 
contains the tag, and the second 
column contains the values.

CLUI — See Command Line User 
Interface

Concatenate — To put two items 
together, end to end. For example, if 
you concatenated the strings "uvw" 
and "xyz", you get "uvwxyz". If you 
concatenate two files, the new file 
contains the contents of both files, 
presented sequentially.

Concurrency Group — The set of all 
scripts that run on one Script 
Dispatcher

Config file  — The MYNAH 
Configuration File (named 
xmyConfig) that resides in the 
directory $XMYHOME/config.

D

des — A UNIX command to encrypt or 
decrypt data using the Data 
Encryption Standard.

Domain — A type of interface provided to 
the System Under Test. Examples of
domains are the asysnchronous 
terminal interface of an application, 
the application-to-application 
interface of an application, and the 
synchronous printer interface of an 
application. 

Domain Connection — Any specific 
input/output interface to a SUT. 

E

EAB — See Extended Attribute Bytes, 
used in 3270 to provide more 
information about a field, such as 
color attributes.

EHLLAPI — See Emulator High Level 
Language Application Programmatic 
Interface.

Elements — Components of a list or 
array.

Embedded Script Engines — Script 
Engines that graphically display the 
screens associated with Term3270 o
TermAsync Packages. Embedded 
Script Engines (ESEs) offer script 
execution functionality through class 
methods. ESEs are not separate 
processes. 

Emulator High L evel Language Applicat ion 
Programmatic Interface — The IBM 

specification API for interacting with 
a 3270 host providing the essential 
functionality underneath the MYNAH 
5.2, 3270 Terminal domain.

Encrypted Database   — A clear tag-value 
database that has been encrypted usi
des

ESE — See Embedded Script Engine
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Exception — Any event that can abort a 
script.

Extended Attribute Bytes — Used by 
the Term3270 Package to provide 
more information about a field, such 
as color attributes.

Extended Tcl — See TclX.

Extensions — Commands and 
procedures that expand Tcl’s 
capabilities.

F

FCIF — Flexible Computer Interface 
Format. FCIF is a text format 
developed at Bellcore for 
communicating messages between 
processes.

FMM — See Flexible Message Manager 
(TraxWay-provided wrapper to 
Telexel IPC)

Flexible Message Manager — A 
TraxWay-provided wrapper to 
Telexel IPC. An inter-process 
communication module used by the 
MYNAH System that uses the Telexel 
directory daemon underneath to do the 
actual IPC processing.

Focusing — Selecting a MYNAH GUI 
element and making it ready for you to 
enter information.

G

Global Array — An array of elements 
that are available to all domains.

GUI  — Graphical User Interface.

H

Handle — A reference to an instance.

hllc() — The native EHLLAPI call. 
EHLLAPI makes use of one function,
the hllc() function, which always takes
four parameters. These four 
parameters determine what EHLLAPI
function to execute, the input 
parameters to that function, and, 
afterwards, return the output of that 
function’s execution, should there be
any. The four parameters are 
commonly referred to as (and passed
to the hllc() function in this order): 
Function Number, Data String, Data 
String Length or Buffer Size, and 
Presentation Space. This design refe
to the specific EHLLAPI function 
simply as hllc(function_number). For 
instance, the EHLLAPI function 
Connect Presentation Space 
corresponds to hllc(1).

I

Icon — An X-Window that has been 
closed using a window manager 
function.

Iconified — The state of an X-Window 
after it has become an icon.

Instances — Connections made to SUTs
using a class command.

IPC — Inter-process Communication 
Telexel IPC processes

J

Job Status Container — MYNAH 
GUI tool used to monitor the scripts 
that have submitted to the BEE.
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List — An ordered collection of elements.

Log File — A file containing a record of 
activity for a software product.

M

Mask — A way to identify data that will 
be ignored during a comparison.

Methods — Sub-commands used to 
perform particular actions on 
instances you create in Tcl.

MYNAH System — An advanced 
software environment that can be used 
in all phases of software testing to 
exercise and analyze mainframe, 
minicomputer, and workstation 
applications. The MYNAH System 
can also be used for task automation 
and rapid application development.

O

OA — See Operability Agent

OM — See Operability Manager

Operability Agent — A MYNAH 
process that manages all MYNAH 
required processes on a host, 
communicating the start, stop and 
status requests to individual processes 
and then communicating the reply 
back to the OM.

Operability Management — The 
MYNAH mechanism, consisting of 
the OA and OM, that lets the MYNAH 
Adminstrator start, stop, and get status 
of all of the MYNAH processes from 
any host.

Operability Manager — A set of 
commands used interact with an OA t
manageall MYNAH processes. You 
can start or stop a process or you ca
determine if a process is running stat

P

Parent Script — A Tcl script that 
submits other scripts for execution.

-position position  — One of the ways 
of specifying screen location to a 3270
Tcl command. The position is a list of 
two integer values, row and column in
that order. Example: -position {1 1}.

Presentation space — The 3270 screen 
that the EHLLAPI function call will 
affect and/or perform its action upon.

PRINTCOM — A program that interfaces 
to applications on a host computer 
over a binary synchronous 
communication line, receiving and 
capturing the printer output sent by the
applications. 

Process — An executable program that is
active (running).

Prt3270 — MYNAH Package that lets a 
user simulate PRINTCOM processes

R

Regression Testing — The testing of a 
previously verified application after 
changes have been made to the 
application.

Requesting Process — A process that 
sends a script-execution request to th
SD (this does not include an SE 
sending a child-script-execution 
request to the SD).
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Resource, X-Window System — A 
default value that can be changed by a 
user. Sets of resources are commonly 
stored in the ~/.Xdefaults file (i.e., the 
file called ".Xdefaults" in your home 
directory).

Root Script — A script submitted to an 
SD via the GUI, CLUI, or an 
embedded SE, but not from one of the 
SEs that is controlled by the SD.

Runtime — A state in which a script is 
being executed.

Runtime Analysis — data Analysis that 
occurs during the execution of a test, 
and provides verification that the 
application being tested performed as 
expected. An example of runtime 
analysis is a comparison statement in a 
test script.

S

Screen Definition File — A file 
containing a tag name table. One file 
exists for each screen in a user's 
application. The file may contain 
other information in addition to the tag 
name table. The tag name table is 
delimited in this file by "begin" and 
"end" statements.

Screen IDs File — A file containing the 
names of screens and other 
information to uniquely identify one 
screen from another.

Script — A file that contains one or more 
instructions to be performed by a 
domain.

Script Dispatcher — MYNAH process 
that provides scheduling and 
concurrency control for background 
execution of user scripts.

Script Engine — An extended Tcl 
interpreter that runs user scripts.

Script Engine Group — A logical set of 
BSEs controlled by an SD that all run
on one host and run in the same mod
When a script is submitted to the BEE
it is submitted to run in a particular SE
Group. It will run on one of the SEs in
that group, but it doesn’t matter which
SE in the group it runs on.

Script Builder — A MYNAH GUI 
object used to create script code by 
capturing interactions with a system,
importing templates and procedures,
and existing script code. The Script 
Builder can be run independently of 
the rest of the MYNAH GUI.

Script Object — A MYNAH GUI object 
used to create and track script code.

SD — See Script Dispatcher.

SE — See Script Engine.

SNA — See Systems Network 
Architecture.

Standalone Script Engine — A 
MYNAH process that accepts Tcl 
commands from stdin and produces 
results on stdout. The standalone SE 
does not interface with the MYNAH 
System database, but does, howeve
open a channel.
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String — In Tcl: A set of characters that 
represents the current value of a 
variable. In some cases, strings show 
what will appear on the screen or in a 
printout.

SUT — System Under Test.

Symbol Table — User-supplied data 
associated with a script. Symbol tables 
contain symbol-value pairs; they can 
be read and modified by the script 
during execution.

Synchronous Terminal 
Interface — An interface to an operating 

system or application that sends and 
receives data in blocks of predefined 
size at regular intervals.

Systems Network 
Architecture  — An IBM 

communications protocol that 
provides access to a 3270 data stream.

System Under Test — The system you 
wish to test or which contains the 
application you wish to automate.

T

TagDir — A directory containing Tag 
Name files.

Tag Table — A formatted table in a 
screen definition file, containing 
screen information for a single screen. 
For each user-identified screen field 
this table has a name for the field 
(called a tag name), the field's row and 
column location, and the number of 
characters in the field.

Tag Name File — A file containing 
tag-value pairs, used for locating 
items on a synchronous screen.

Tag-value Pair — A pair of items, the 
first being a variable, the second bein
the value of that variable. Tag-value 
pairs reside in a symbol table.

Tags — User defined lables used by the 
Term3270 Package for locating items
on a synchronous screen.

Tcl — Tool Command Language. An 
interpretive programming language, 
implemented as a library of C 
procedures, developed by John 
Ousterhout. Tcl is the basis for the 
MYNAH scripting language.

TclX — Extended Tcl, flavor of Tcl used 
by the MYNAH System under license
from NeoSoft.

Term3270 — Package that performs 3270
synchronous terminal emulation, 
allowing users to build scripts that 
simulate an interactive work session 
with a SUT. 

TermAsync — Package that performs 
asynchronous terminal emulation, 
allowing users to build scripts that 
simulate an interactive work session 
with a SUT. 

Terminal Emulation — The use of 
software to emulate a type of hardwar
terminal (e.g., vt100, 3278).
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TOPCOM — A software product that 
provides an interface to allow an 
application to establish and accept 
Transaction Oriented Protocol (TOP) 
sessions with a foreign partner, to send 
and receive messages to and from the 
partner, and to terminate the sessions. 
TOPCOM uses X.25 or TCP/IP 
transport services to transport the 
application data messages and TOP 
protocol messages between the two 
partners. 

TOP — Extension Package that lets a user 
simulate TOPCOM processes.

V

Variable — A user defined quantity that 
can assume a value.
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Batch Package, Required Software,  1-16
A

Activity Logging,  10-1
SDs,  3-46

Adding User Enum Values,  5-4

Administrative Privileges
Granting

Using Person Objects,  7-3
Using xmyCmd setadm,  5-16, A-13

Removing
Using Person Objects,  7-4
Using xmyCmd unsetadm,  5-16, 

A-15

Application-To-Application
Collector Processes

See CL
See TOP/PRT3270 Package

Asynchronous Terminals
See TermAsync Package

Authority Level,  7-3
Administrator,  7-3
Changing,  7-9
Inactive,  7-4
See Also Administrative Privileges
See Also Person Objects
User,  7-4

Autostart Processes,  4-1, 4-5
Starting,  4-13
Stopping,  4-14

Auxiliary Terminfo File,  3-18

B

Background Execution Environment
See BEE

Background SEs,  1-8

BAIST,  2-8
Creating Version Directories,  2-2
Pre-installation Considerations,  2-8
Setting Installation Directory,  2-8
UNIX Shell,  2-8

BD,  1-2, 4-2
Definition,  1-2
Operability Commands,  3-54
Start, Stop, and Status Commands,  3-54

BEE,  1-3 to 1-6
Changing SE Execution Modes,  1-5
Definition,  1-4
Use of Multiple SDs,  1-6
Using SE Groups,  1-5
Why Use,  1-4

Boot Daemon
See BD

Buffer Size,  3-17

Building DCE executables,  11-1, C-1, C-4

C

CD-ROM, Installation From
MYNAH System,  2-11
Telexel System,  2-15
TOPCOM System,  2-37

Checking the Queues on all Hosts,  5-11

Checking the Queues on the Local Host,  5-10

CL,  1-3
Message Response Directory,  1-3
Operability Commands,  3-56
Start, Stop, and Status Commands,  3-56
Starting and Stopping,  3-56

Clocks, Synchronizing,  3-65

CLUI,  1-3
Administrative Commands,  A-1 to A-24
Help Messages,  A-2
overview,  1-10
xmyCmd,  A-3 to A-17

Adding Enumerated Values,  A-4
Basic Options,  A-3
Checking Queues,  A-6
Checking Queues On Local Host,  

A-7
Decreasing the Number of SEs,  

A-10
Increasing the Number of SEs,  A-11
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SD Related Options,  A-3
SE Groups

Finding the Status of,  A-12
Setting Concurrency Limits for a 

Specific User,  A-16
Setting Default Concurrency Limits,  

A-8
Setting Queuing Priorities for New 

Users,  A-9
Setting Queuing Priorities for 

Specific Users,  A-17
Setting System Concurrency Limits,  

A-14
xmyOM,  A-18 to A-24

Displaying Configuration 
Processes,  A-20

OA Reading the Configuration File,  
A-21

Shutting Down an OA,  A-23
Start, Stop, Status Subcommands,  

A-23
Starting Autostart Processes,  A-18
Stopping and Restarting Autostart 

Processes,  A-22
Stopping Autostart Processes,  A-19

Command Line User Interface
See CLUI

Command-line SEs,  1-8, 1-9

Concurrency
Definition,  1-2
Enforcing Limits,  3-47
Levels,  3-47
System Limit,  A-14

Concurrency Levels
Definition,  5-7
Setting Limits for a Specific User,  5-8, 

A-16
Setting Limits for New Users,  5-9, A-8
Setting System Limits,  5-7, A-14

Configuration
Activity Logging,  3-46
Batch Package,  3-64
Configuring a Minimal MYNAH System,  

2-42
Configuring MYNAH Database,  2-27
Configuring the Telexel System,  2-16

Database, Specifying Whether to Use,  
3-11

General Entries,  3-11 to 3-13
GTSE,  3-33 to 3-34
GUI Test Tools,  3-24 to 3-37

See Also GTSE
See Also QA Partner
See Also QC/Replay
See Also SQA
See Also WinRunner
See Also XRunner

Message Collector,  3-22
Minimal System,  2-42
OA,  3-57
OM Port Number,  3-13
Port Numbers,  3-13, 3-15, 3-23, 3-25
QA Partner,  3-24 to 3-26
QC/Replay,  3-31 to 3-32
SDs,  3-46

Specifying Default,  3-11
SE Groups,  3-44
SEs,  3-38 to 3-43
Specialized Concerns,  3-64
SQA,  3-44
Telexel,  2-16
Term3270 Package,  3-14 to 3-16

See Also Term3270 Package
TermAsync Package,  3-17 to 3-18

See Also TermAsync Package
TOP/PRT3270 Package,  3-19 to 3-22

See Also Message Collector
See Also TOP/PRT3270 Package

WinRunner,  3-43
xmyConfig File

General Entries,  3-11 to 3-13
Package Entries,  3-14

GUI Test Tools,  3-24 to 3-37
GTSE,  3-33 to 3-34
QA Partner,  3-24 to 3-26
QC/Replay,  3-31 to 3-32
SQA,  3-44
WinRunner,  3-43
XRunner,  3-26 to 3-30

Message Collector,  3-22
Term3270 Package,  3-14 to 3-16
TermAsync Package,  3-17 to 

3-18
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TOP/PRT3270 Package,  3-19 to 
3-22

ScreenIdentificationFile,  9-1, 9-8
See Also xmyConfig File
Syntax,  3-8 to 3-48
TagDir,  8-5

xmyConfigOP File
General Entries,  3-51
See also xmyConfigOP File
Syntax,  3-51 to 3-59

XRunner,  3-26 to 3-30

Configuration Parameters
xmyConfig File

ActivityLogging,  3-46
AgentPort,  3-25
Agents,  3-34
AlternateDisplay,  3-30
AlternateServer,  3-30
Animate,  3-27
AuxTerminfo,  3-18
Batch,  3-28
Beep,  3-30
Bin,  3-25, 3-27, 3-31
BufferSize,  3-17
ClickDelay,  3-29
CollectKeyCount,  3-16
Command,  3-24, 3-27, 3-31
CompareInvisibleFields,  3-15
Compress,  3-29
Connect,  3-32
ConversionMode,  3-21
Database,  3-11
DblClickTime,  3-29
Debug,  3-25, 3-30, 3-32, 3-34
DefaultEngineGroup,  3-46
DefaultSD,  3-11
Delay,  3-29
Displays,  3-33
DontForceNamingConventions,  

3-32
DynamicLibraryPath,  3-32
Engine,  3-44
EngineGroups,  3-46
ExecScript,  3-41
ExpectedDir,  3-28
FastReplay,  3-28
FocusDelay,  3-29
Handler,  3-23

Home,  3-24, 3-27, 3-31
Host,  3-14, 3-23, 3-44, 3-46
IniFile,  3-25
InitialWait,  3-16
InitialWaitExpect,  3-16
Invisible,  3-27
KbdDelay,  3-29
Key,  3-41
Lib,  3-25, 3-27, 3-31
LibraryPath,  3-40
LicenseFile,  3-25, 3-32
LicenseType,  3-27
ListenMode,  3-22
MatchProcedure,  3-22
MaxMsgs,  3-22
MaxSegmentLen,  3-22
MessageDirectory,  3-23
MinimumDiff ,  3-30
MismatchBreak,  3-28
Mode,  3-39
Model,  3-15
MoveWindows,  3-28
MynahPort,  3-25
NumEngines,  3-45
OMPort,  3-13
OutputBackups,  3-41
OutputLevel,  3-42
OutputPath,  3-43
OutputRoot,  3-43
Package,  3-33
Port,  3-15, 3-23
ProcRepository,  3-41
Protocol,  3-21
RaiseWindows,  3-28
Redraw,  3-29
ScreenIdentificationFile,  3-16
SearchPath,  3-30
Shell,  3-17
ShowAttributes,  3-15, 3-17
Speed,  3-29
StartupScript,  3-40
SyncMode,  3-28
SyncTime,  3-30
TableSize,  3-23
TagDir,  3-15
TclArgs,  3-32
Term3270,  3-41
TermAsync,  3-41
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Terminal,  3-17
Timeout,  3-16, 3-17, 3-21, 3-29
TN3270E,  3-15
TopDefaultDTN,  3-22
TopDefaultPSN,  3-22
TopQueue,  3-21
TopRecvSession,  3-21
TopSendSession,  3-21
Type,  3-33
UnderlineUnprotectedFields,  3-16
UserConcurrencies,  3-47
UseVirtualDisplay,  3-34
VendorPath,  3-16
VerificationLevel,  3-27
WelcomeNewUsers,  3-12
WindowFrames,  3-28
WmBorders,  3-28

xmyConfigOP File
AutoStart,  3-52
Mynah,  3-52
Responsibility,  3-57
Start,  3-52
Status,  3-52
Stop,  3-52

ConnOnly Mode,  1-8, 1-9

Creating New MYNAH Configurations,  5-18

Creating the MYNAH System Database,  2-30

csh
Setting BAIST Installation Directory,  2-8
Use of xmyLogin File,  2-5

Customer Support,  1-18

D

Database
Dropping Oracle,  2-31
Installing Oracle,  2-20 to 2-33
MYNAH System

Configuring,  2-27
Running Without a Database,  2-45, 

3-11
See Also Oracle
Specifying Whether to Use,  3-11
Verifying,  2-31

DCE
building executables for,  11-1, C-1, C-4

Executables,  11-1, C-1, C-4

DCE Package
Required Software,  1-15

Decoding licensing codes,  4-9

Decreasing the Number of SEs,  5-15, A-10

Displaying Operability configuration settings,  
4-17

E

Editing Person Object Attributes,  7-2

Embedded SEs,  1-8

Engine Groups
See SE Groups

entry_name,  3-8

/etc/services, Changes,  2-7

Execution Modes,  3-39
ConnOnly,  1-8, 1-9
FullState,  1-8, 1-9
Stateless,  1-8, 1-9

Extensions,  1-1

F

File Archive Installation,  2-12, 2-15, 2-37

FullState Mode,  1-8, 1-9

Function Keys, Collect Count,  3-16

G

Granting Administrative Privileges
Using Person Objects,  7-9
Using xmyCmd setadm,  5-16, A-13

Graphical User Interface
See GUI

GTSE
Configuration

Create Virtual X11 Displays,  3-34
GUI Test Tool LogicalName,  3-33
Save Debugging Information,  3-34
Vendor Package Type,  3-33
X11 Displays,  3-33

GUI,  1-3
Creating a Person Object,  7-2
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Person Object,  7-1 to 7-11

GUI Package
Required Software,  1-15

GUI Test Script Engine
See GTSE,  3-33

H

Hardware Requirements,  1-11

Hosts
Message Collector,  3-23
SDs,  3-46
SE Groups,  3-44
Term3270 Package,  3-14
TOP/PRT3270 Package,  3-23

HP-UX,  1-11
Delivered Oracle Start-up Files,  4-22
Delivered Start-up Files,  4-21
Oracle Package,  2-21
Start-up Mechanism,  4-10

I

Inactive Status,  7-4

Increasing the Number of SEs,  5-14, A-11

Installation
Assumptions and Recommendations,  2-2
BAIST considerations,  2-8
Changes to /etc/services,  2-7
Configuring a Minimal System,  2-42
Environment Settings,  2-3
HP-UX

Automounting,  2-8
Installing License Keys,  2-41
Installing the MYNAH Software,  2-11
madmin logid,  2-7
mynah Group ID,  2-7
MYNAH System,  2-11 to 2-13
Obtaining License Keys,  2-5
Oracle,  2-20 to 2-33
Recommended Directory Structure,  2-3
Steps,  2-1
Telexel,  2-14 to 2-19
Term3270 Package Software,  2-34
Verifying the MYNAH System,  2-44

Integrating Other Tools,  3-40

K

Keys,  3-41

ksh
Setting BAIST Installation Directory,  2-8
Use of xmyProfile File,  2-4

L

License Keys
Installing,  2-41

for X-Direct TN3270,  2-35
Obtaining,  2-5

License Server,  2-6

Licenses
Installing Keys,  2-41
License Server,  2-6
Obtaining License Keys,  2-5

Licensing,  4-7
Decoding licensing codes,  4-9
Monitoring installed licenses,  4-8
Starting the license server,  4-7
Stopping the license server,  4-7

Limits on Number of,  3-38

Location Processing
Tag Name Files,  8-1

LogicalNames,  3-8, 3-38
SE User Defined,  3-38

M

Message Collector
Configuration

Hosts,  3-23
Message Directory,  3-23
Number of Received Messages Kept,  

3-23
Port Number,  3-23
Protocol Handler,  3-23

Message Directory,  3-23

Message Response Directory,  1-3

Message-Based Tracing,  10-1

methods,  1-10

Model Type,  3-15
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Monitoring installed licenses,  4-8

Monitoring MYNAH Log FIles,  5-24

Monitoring Telexel Processes,  5-20

Monitoring the MYNAH System,  5-21

MYNAH System
Creating the Database,  2-30
Database

Creating,  2-30
Dropping,  2-31

Dropping the Database,  2-31
Installation,  2-11 to 2-13

CD-ROM,  2-11
Configuring a Minimal System,  2-42
File Archive,  2-12
Installing the Software,  2-11
Post-Installation Steps,  2-12
Pre-Installation Steps,  2-11
Verifying,  2-44

Integrating Testing Tools,  6-1
Networking,  1-17
Overview,  1-1
Processes

Automatically Starting,  3-52
Responsibility List,  3-57
Starting,  3-52

Commands,  3-53
Status of, Obtaining,  3-52

Commands,  3-53
Stopping,  3-52

Commands,  3-53
Synchronizing Clocks,  3-65
Upgrading From a Previous Release,  2-13
Verifying,  2-44

O

OA,  4-1
Configuration Parameter,  3-57
Definition,  4-4
Starting Telexel Directory Services,  3-53
Stopping an OA,  4-15

On a specified host,  4-15
On the local host,  4-15

Stopping and restarting a host,  4-16
xmyConfigOP Entry,  3-57

Obtaining a user’s parameter value statistics,  
5-6

Obtaining the status of processes,  4-16

OM,  4-1
Definition,  4-4
OM Port number,  4-5
Port Number, Specifying,  3-13
xmyOM Subcommands,  4-5

Operability,  1-10

Operability Agent
See OA

Operability Management,  4-1 to 4-23
Autostart Processes,  4-1, 4-5

Starting,  4-13
Stopping,  4-14

Basic Steps,  4-1
Design,  4-4
Displaying Operability configuration 

settings,  4-17
Licensing,  4-7

Decoding licensing codes,  4-9
Monitoring installed licenses,  4-8
Starting the license server,  4-7
Stopping the license server,  4-7

OA,  4-1
Obtaining the status of processes,  4-16
OM,  4-1
Overview,  4-2
See Also OA
See Also OM
Specifying if Process is a MYNAH 

Process,  3-52
Starting processes,  4-13
Stopping processes

Stopping a specific host,  4-14
Stopping an Autostart process,  4-14
Stopping an OA,  4-15
Stopping an OA and Autostart 

Processes
On a specified host,  4-15
On the local host,  4-15

Stopping and restarting a host,  4-16
xmyOM Subcommands,  4-5

autostart,  4-13
autostop,  4-14
query,  4-17
recycle,  4-16
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shutdown,  4-15
start,  4-13
status,  4-16
stop,  4-14

.xmyStartup Command,  3-53

Operability Manager
See OM

Operating System,  1-11
HP-UX,  1-11
Solaris,  1-11

Operating System Requirements,  1-11

Options,  3-8

Oracle
Configuring MYNAH Database,  2-27
Database Disk Configuration,  2-22
Environment Variables,  2-22
Installation

Error Messages,  2-26
Installing the Software,  2-24
Verifying,  2-26

Pre-Installation Steps,  2-20
Required Packages,  2-21
Required Processes,  2-32
Verifying,  2-31

Output
Activity Logging,  10-1
Level,  3-42
Message-Based Tracing,  10-1
Number of Backups,  3-41
Root File System Path,  3-43
Script Output Directories,  3-43

Output Level,  3-42

P

Parameters,  3-8

Person Objects,  7-1 to 7-12
Creating,  7-1

From the GUI,  7-2
Duplicate IDs,  7-5
Editing

Attributes,  7-2, 7-6
Authority Level,  7-9

Granting Administrative Privileges,  7-3
Information View,  7-6

Focusing a Keywords Box,  7-7

Limits per UNIX ID,  7-1
Properties View,  7-3
Removing Administrative Privileges,  7-4
Restrictions on Users,  7-1
Saving,  7-4

Port Numbers,  3-13, 3-15, 3-23, 3-25

Post-Installation Steps
MYNAH System,  2-12
Telexel,  2-16
TOPCOM,  2-37

Pre-Installation Steps
MYNAH System,  2-11
Oracle,  2-20
Telexel,  2-14

Privileges
Specifying,  7-3

Procedures
Making an Index of,  3-65

Procedures, Library,  3-41

Processed
Starting

Commands,  3-53

Processes
Automatically Starting,  3-52
Responsibility List,  3-57
Specifying if a MYNAH Process,  3-52
Starting,  3-52
Status of, Obtaining,  3-52

Commands,  3-53
Stopping,  3-52

Commands,  3-53
On local host,  4-15

Protocol, Specifying,  3-21

Q

QA Partner
Agents,  3-34
Configuration

Agent Port,  3-25
Changes to Xdefaults File,  3-26
"Click-to-Type" Behavior,  3-26
Debugging Information,  3-25
Executables Directory,  3-25
Initialization Files,  3-25
Installation Home Directory,  3-24
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Libraries,  3-25, 3-27
License Environment Variable,  3-25
MYNAH Port,  3-25
QA Partner Specific Configuration 

Options,  D-1
Specifying Starting Command,  3-24

Options,  D-1

QC/Replay
Configuration

Arguments Passed to Tcl Script,  
3-32

Connect to Xt Applications,  3-32
Dynamic Library Search Path,  3-32
Enforce File Naming Conventions,  

3-32
Executables Directory,  3-31
Floating License Database 

Location,  3-32
Installation Home Directory,  3-31
Libraries,  3-31
Save Debugging Information,  3-32
Specifying Starting Command,  3-31

Queues
Checking

All Hosts,  5-11
Local Host,  5-10

Operability Configuration,  3-60

Queuing Priority
Definition,  5-12
Setting for New Users,  5-12, A-9
Setting for Specific Users,  5-13, A-17

R

Regular Expressions,  8-3, 9-1, 9-4

Removing Administrative Privileges
Using Person Objects,  7-9
Using xmyCmd unsetadm,  5-16, A-15

Removing local pip files,  4-11

Removing Locks on Database Objects,  5-19

Required Software Packages,  1-13

Requirements
Batch Package,  1-16
DCE Package,  1-15
GUI Package,  1-15
Hardware,  1-11

Minimal Configuration,  1-12
Miscellaneous,  1-17
Operating System,  1-11
Required Software Packages,  1-13
Single User Configuration,  1-12
Term3270 Package,  1-13
TermAsync Package,  1-14
Third Party Software,  1-13
TOP/PRT3270 Package,  1-14, 1-16

Running Concurrent Scripts,  1-2

S

Screen Identification File,  3-16, 9-1 to 9-8
Commands

format-name-mask,  9-5
format-pattern,  9-3, 9-7

Contents requirements,  9-2
Enabling,  9-8
Example,  9-7
Processing,  9-6
Reasons for,  9-1
Regular Expressions,  9-1, 9-4

Script Dispatcher
See SDs

Script Engine
See SEs

Script Objects,  1-5

Script Queues
Checking on all Hosts,  5-11
Checking on the Local Host,  5-10
Definition,  5-10

Scripts
Concurrently Running,  1-2
Execution Modes,  1-9
Synchronizing,  1-2
Wrapper Basics,  6-1

SD
Start, Stop, and Status Commands,  3-54

SD Configuration
SE Groups

Setting Default,  3-46
Specifying,  3-46

SDs,  1-2
Configuration

Activity Logging,  3-46
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Concurrencies, Enforce Limits,  3-47
Host,  3-46
Specifying SE Groups,  3-46

Configuring,  3-46
Obtaining current global parameter values,  

5-5
Operability Commands,  3-54
Recovering the State of,  3-55
Specifying Default,  3-11
Starting,  3-54
Stopping,  3-54
Using Multiple,  1-6

SE Groups,  1-2, 1-5
Configuration

Host,  3-44
SE Configuration Entry,  3-44
Specifying an SE,  3-44
Specifying Number of SEs,  3-45

Configuring,  3-44
Finding the Status of,  5-17, A-12
Limits on Number of SEs,  3-38
Specifying for an SD,  3-46

Sensitive Data. Providing Decryption Key,  
3-41

SEs,  1-2, 3-38, 5-14
Background,  1-8
Command-line,  1-8, 1-9
Configuration

Decryption Key,  3-41
Execution Modes,  3-39
Execution Script,  3-41
Integrating Other Tools,  3-40
Library Paths,  3-40
Modes,  3-39
Non-MYNAH Scripts,  3-40
Output

Root File System Path,  3-43
Script Output Directories,  3-43

Output Backups,  3-41
Output Level,  3-42
Procedure Library,  3-41
Script Output Directories,  3-43
Startup Script,  3-40
Term3270 Package,  3-41

Configuring,  3-38 to 3-43
Decreasing the Number of SEs,  5-15, 

A-10

Embedded,  1-8, 3-38
Execution Modes

ConnOnly,  1-8, 1-9
Effective of Changing,  1-5
FullState,  1-8, 1-9
Setting,  3-39
Stateless,  1-8, 1-9

Increasing the Number of SEs,  5-14, A-11
LogicalNames,  3-38
Setting the Number in an SE Group,  3-45
Specifying in an SE Group,  3-44
Standalone,  3-38

Setting Administrative Privileges
Using the CLUI,  5-16
Using the GUI,  7-1 to 7-11

Setting Concurrency Limits for a Specific 
User,  5-8, A-16

Setting Concurrency Limits for New Users,  
5-9, A-8

Setting Queuing Priorities for New Users,  
5-12, A-9

Setting Queuing Priorities for Specific Users,  
5-13, A-17

Setting System Concurrency Limits,  5-7, A-14

Setting the Number in an SE Group,  5-14

sh, Setting BAIST Installation Directory,  2-8

Software Packages
Required,  1-13

Software Packages, Required for
3230 Terminal Package,  1-13
3270 Printer Package,  1-14
App-to-App Package,  1-16
Batch Package,  1-16
DCE Package,  1-15
GUI Package,  1-15

Solaris,  1-11
Delivered Oracle Start-up Files,  4-21
Delivered Start-up Files,  4-20
Oracle Packages,  2-21
Start-up Mechanism,  4-10

Starting and Stopping MYNAH Processes
See Operability Management

Starting processes,  4-13

Starting the license server,  4-7

Startup Script,  3-40
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Stateless Mode,  1-8, 1-9

Stopping an OA,  4-15
On a specified host,  4-15
On the local host,  4-15

Stopping and restarting a host,  4-16

Stopping processes
Stopping a specific host,  4-14
Stopping an Autostart process,  4-14
Stopping an OA,  4-15
Stopping an OA and Autostart Processes

On a specified host,  4-15
On the local host,  4-15

Stopping and restarting a host,  4-16

Stopping the license server,  4-7

SUT,  1-1
Ability to Handle Concurrency,  1-6
Communications Between MYNAH 

System and SUT,  1-11
SE Connection Modes,  1-9

SUTimages File
Writing Attributes To,  3-15, 3-17

Symbol Tables,  3-40

Synchronizing Clocks,  3-65

Synchronous Printers
See TOP/PRT3270 Package

Synchronous Terminals
See Term3270 Package

System Overview,  1-1

System Requirements,  1-12

System Under Test
See SUT

T

Tag Name Files,  8-1 to 8-5
Enabling,  8-5
Processing Undefined tag names,  8-5
Storing,  8-2
Tag Name Tables

Character limits,  8-4
Comments in a table,  8-3
Format,  8-2
Line Limits,  8-4
Using blank characters,  8-3

Tag Names

Definition,  8-1
Using,  8-2

tagdir, Specifying,  3-15

Tcl,  1-1

TclX,  1-1

TD,  1-2
Operability Commands,  3-54
Start, Stop, and Status Commands,  3-54

Telexel
Configuring,  2-16
Installation,  2-14 to 2-19

CD-ROM,  2-15
File Archive,  2-15
Post-Installation Steps,  2-16
Pre-Installation Steps,  2-14

Specifying the Telexel Port,  2-16
Starting the Directory Service,  3-53
Verifying,  2-18

Telexel Processes
Monitoring,  5-20

Term3270 Package
Configuration

Count Function Keys,  3-16
Host, Specifying,  3-14
Initial Wait String,  3-16
Invisible Fields,  3-15
Model Type,  3-15
Port Number,  3-15
Screen Identification File,  3-16
SUTimages File,  3-15
tagdir, Specifying,  3-15
Timeout,  3-16
TN3270E Mode,  3-15
Waiting for Initial Data,  3-16

Installing Required Software,  2-34
Location Processing

Screen Identification File,  9-1
Tag Name Files,  8-1

Port Number,  3-15
Required Software,  1-13
SE Configuration Entry,  3-41

TermAsync Package
Configuration

Auxiliary Terminfo File,  3-18
Buffer Size,  3-17
SUTimages File,  3-17
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Terminal Setting,  3-17
Timeout,  3-17

Required Software,  1-14

Terminal Setting,  3-17

Testing Tools
Integrating Other,  6-1

Third Party Software,  1-13

Timeout
Term3270 Package,  3-16
TermAsync Package,  3-17
TOP/PRT3270 Package,  3-21
Xrunner,  3-29

TOPCOM,  1-16
Installation

Post-Installation Steps,  2-37

TOPCOM System
Installation

CD-ROM,  2-37
File Archive,  2-37

TOP/PRT3270 Package
Configuration

Conversion Mode,  3-21
Destination Transaction Name,  3-22
Listen Mode,  3-22
Match Procedure for Received 

Messages,  3-22
Maximum Appended Messages,  

3-22
Presentation Services Name,  3-22
Protocol,  3-21
Send Session Number,  3-21
TCIS and TCIS2 Conversions Sizes,  

3-22
Timeout,  3-21
TOP Queue,  3-21

Receive Session Number,  3-21
Required Software

Application-To-Application,  1-16
Synchronous Printer,  1-14

Trigger Daemon
See TD

U

User Enum Values
Adding,  5-4

Definition,  5-2
Delivered values,  5-2

V

Verifying
Oracle,  2-26
Telexel,  2-18

vxIpcProcesses,  5-23

W

Waiting,  3-16

Window Borders,  3-28

WinRunner
Configuration,  3-43, 3-44

Wrapper Script Basics,  6-1

X

xmyConfig File
Configuration Parameters

General Entries
Database,  3-11
DefaultSD,  3-11
OMPort,  3-13
WelcomeNewUsers,  3-12

GUI Test Script Engine Entries
Agents,  3-34
Debug,  3-34
Displays,  3-33
Package,  3-33
Type,  3-33
UseVirtualDisplay,  3-34

MsgCollector Entries
Handler,  3-23
Host,  3-23
MessageDirectory,  3-23
Port,  3-23
TableSize,  3-23

QA Partner Entries
AgentPort,  3-25
Bin,  3-25
Command,  3-24
Debug,  3-25
Home,  3-24
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IniFile,  3-25
Lib,  3-25
LicenseFile,  3-25
MynahPort,  3-25

QC/Replay Entries
Bin,  3-31
Command,  3-31
Connect,  3-32
Debug,  3-32
DontForceNamingConventions,  

3-32
DynamicLibraryPath,  3-32
Home,  3-31
Lib,  3-31
LicenseFile,  3-32
TclArgs,  3-32

Script Engine Entries
ExecScript,  3-41
Key,  3-41
LibraryPath,  3-40
Mode,  3-39
OutputBackups,  3-41
OutputLevel,  3-42
OutputPath,  3-43
OutputRoot,  3-43
ProcRepository,  3-41
StartupScript,  3-40
Term3270,  3-41
TermAsync,  3-41

SD Entries
ActivityLogging,  3-46
DefaultEngineGroup,  3-46
EngineGroups,  3-46
Host,  3-46
UserConcurrencies,  3-47

SE Group Entries
Engine,  3-44
Host,  3-44
NumEngines,  3-45

Term3270 Entries
CollectKeyCount,  3-16
CompareInvisibleFields,  3-15
Host,  3-14
InitialWait,  3-16
InitialWaitExpect,  3-16
Model,  3-15
Port,  3-15
ScreenIdentificationFile,  3-16

ShowAttributes,  3-15
TagDir,  3-15
Timeout,  3-16
TN3270E,  3-15
UnderlineUnprotectedFields,  

3-16
VendorPath,  3-16

TermAsync Entries
AuxTerminfo,  3-18
BufferSize,  3-17
Shell,  3-17
ShowAttributes,  3-17
Terminal,  3-17
Timeout,  3-17

TOP/PRT3270 Entries
ConversionMode,  3-21
ListenMode,  3-22
MatchProcedure,  3-22
MaxMsgs,  3-22
MaxSegmentLen,  3-22
Protocol,  3-21
Timeout,  3-21
TopDefaultDTN,  3-22
TopDefaultPSN,  3-22
TopQueue,  3-21
TopRecvSession,  3-21
TopSendSession,  3-21

XRunner Entries
AlternateDisplay,  3-30
AlternateServer,  3-30
Animate,  3-27
Batch,  3-28
Beep,  3-30
Bin,  3-27
ClickDelay,  3-29
Command,  3-27
Compress,  3-29
DblClickTime,  3-29
Debug,  3-30
Delay,  3-29
ExpectedDir,  3-28
FastReplay,  3-28
FocusDelay,  3-29
Home,  3-27
Invisible,  3-27
KbdDelay,  3-29
Lib,  3-27
LicenseType,  3-27
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MismatchBreak,  3-28
MoveWindows,  3-28
RaiseWindows,  3-28
Redraw,  3-29
SearchPath,  3-30
Speed,  3-29
SyncMode,  3-28
SyncTime,  3-30
Timeout,  3-29
VerificationLevel,  3-27
WindowFrames,  3-28
WmBorders,  3-28

Definition,  3-1
entry_name,  3-8
Example,  3-48
LogicalName,  3-8
Options,  3-8
Parameters,  3-8
ScreenIdentificationFile,  9-1, 9-8
SDs,  3-46
SE Groups,  3-44
SEs,  3-38 to 3-43
Setting SE Execution Modes,  3-39
Syntax,  3-8
TagDir,  8-5
Usage,  3-8

xmyConfigOP File
Configuration Parameters

AutoStart,  3-52
Mynah,  3-52
Responsibility,  3-57
Start,  3-52
Status,  3-52
Stop,  3-52

Definition,  3-3
Example,  3-59
Syntax,  3-51

xmyDceBuild
building DCE executables,  11-1
makefile,  C-1

$XMYDIR,  2-4, 2-12

$XMYHOME,  2-4, 2-12

xmyLogin,  2-3

xmyProfile,  2-3

xmyShutDown,  4-15

xmyStartUp,  4-12

xmyStartup,  3-53

XRunner
Configuration

Alternative Server,  3-30
Alternative X Display,  3-30
Animate Mode,  3-27
Automatically Raises Windows,  

3-28
Automatically Relocate Windows,  

3-28
Batch Mode,  3-28
Compress Captured Images,  3-29
Delay Between Samplings,  3-29
Double Click Delay,  3-29
Executables Directory,  3-27
Expected Results Directory,  3-28
Fast Replay Mode,  3-28
Faults, Number Allowed,  3-27
Focus Delay,  3-29
Include Window Frames

For Comparisons,  3-28
In Captured Images,  3-28

Installation Home Directory,  3-27
Keyboard Delay,  3-29
License Type,  3-27
Minimum Pixel Differences,  3-30
Mismatch Breaks,  3-28
Redraw Screen,  3-29
Replay Speed,  3-29
Save Debugging Information,  3-30
Search Path,  3-30
Single Click Delay,  3-29
Specifying Starting Command,  3-27
Synchronization Time,  3-30
Synchronous Mode,  3-28
System Beep,  3-30
Timeout,  3-29
Verification Level,  3-27
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